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Advance registration for First and Second Term ends. 
Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for both 
First and Second Term. 








General reg istration. Evening classes begin. 
Classes begin . 
Registration and additions to schedule end (late fee added 
to registration feel. 
Graduation application deadline for Summer Quarter. 
Independence Day (holiday). 
Deadline for dropping First Term classes. 
Official closing of First Summer Term . 
SECOND SUMMER TERM 
July 19 General registration. Evening classes begin. 
July 20 Classes begin . 
July 23 Registration and additions to schedule end (late fee added 
Aug . 16 
Aug. 19 
Aug. 20 
to registration fee). 
Deadline for graduation application for Summer Quarter . 
Deadline for dropping Second Term courses. 
Summer Quarter commencement. 
Official closing of Second Summer Term. 
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The University summer school schedule is 
subject to modification or cancellation due to 
occurrences such as lack of funding, fire , flood, 
labor disputes, interruption of utility services , 
acts of God, civil disorder and war. In the 
event of such occurrences, the University will 
attempt to accommodate its students . It does 
not, however, guarantee that courses of instruc-
tion, extra curricular activities or other Univer-
sity programs or events will be completed or 
rescheduled . Refunds will be made to eligible 
students in accordance with State University 
Board pol icy. 
ATTENTION--Students just gradu-
ating from high school 
Special programs for beginning 
college freshmen, see page 2. 
All provisions within this Summer School 
Bulletin are subject to change without notice. 
History 
Currently a comprehensive state supported 
ed ucational institution of more than 10 000 
students, St. Cloud State University beg~n as 
the state's third normal school in 1869. De-
velopment has followed the pattern of growth 
of similar institutions in other parts of the 
country. The campus expanded during the 
1960's and early 1970's to nearly double its 
size . The major part of the facility is comprised 
of modern, attractive buildings. 
St . Cloud State Unive rsity is divided into 
five colleges: Business, Education, Fine Arts , 
Industry and Libera l Arts and Sciences. In 
addition , there is the School of Graduate 
Studies. The University is fully accredited by 
th e North Central Association of Colleges and 
Schools and by the National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Educat ion . It also is 
accredited by the National Association of 
School s of Music, and th e National Associa-
tion of Schools of Art. 
Advantages of 
Summer School 
Acceleration . By attending summer school it 
may be possible to complete th e 4 -year bache -
lor's degree program in 3 years. Graduate and 
undergraduate courses are offered in most 
departments of the university. 
Short term. Summer school is divided into 2 
terms, 5 weeks each. Short duration and full-
term courses are available both days and 
evenings. Students who wish to take only one 
or two courses can complete their work in half 
the time, freeing up th e rest of the season for 
other activities. 
Licensure renewal. In the College of Education 
particular emphasis is placed on course offer- ' 
ings for teachers returning to maintain licensure 
requirements, as well as for those working 
towards an advanced degree. 
Early entry. A special program of freshman 
courses is available for high school seniors who 
begin their university work in the summer 
immediately after completing high school or 
who wish to complete pre-professional courses. 
Small scale. Enrollment during summer is less 
than during the regular academic year . This 
means smaller class size and greater opportunity 
for individual help and advising. 
Faculty , courses of instruction and standards 
are the same as for the regular academic year. 
SCSU is an equal opportunity /affirmative action 
employer and is in compliance with all state and 
federal laws prohibiting discrimination. 
Summer 
Attractions 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES. The Social Activiti es 
summer schedule includes a variety of indoor 
and outdoor campus events. Recreation facili -
ties in Halenbeck Hall and the tennis courts are 
open to the summer students and faculty dur-
ing both terms. Guest lecturers and artists en-
hance the summer academic program . A special 
attraction is the annual Lemonade Concert 
featuring the Minnesota Orchestra with an 
accompanying "Art on the Mall " sale. 
ATWOOD MEMORIAL CENTER. Air 
conditioned Atwood Center offers a wide 
variety of social , cultural, and recreational 
programs made possible through the efforts of 
students on the program board and the Atwood 
staff. Schedules of events are available at the 
main desk in the Atwood Center . 
Both indoor and outdoor recreational 
activities are offered. The recreation center 
offers bowling, billiards, table tennis, foosball 
and other forms of entertainment . Quiet games 
such as chess or bridge are popular also and 
occasional tournaments provide incentive for 
practice . Outdoor recreational programs have 
Small Town 
The city of St. Cloud is located in central 
Minnesota , just a little over an hour's drive 
from Minneapolis and St . Paul , a major metro-
politan area . Although population of the St. 
Cloud area is nearing 70,000, the city con-
tinues to have a friendly small-town atmosphere. 
The campus is located within walking distance 
of downtown and lies along the west bank of 
the scenic Mississippi River close to several 
parks and attractive residential areas . 
included tennis, bicycle rallies, frisbee tourna -
ments, canoe outings, and trips to professional 
athletic events. A popular aspect of the summer 
recreational program is the Outings Rental Cen-
ter. Rental of camping and hiking equipment, 
canoes, etc., at attractive rates, plus shared 
information about where to go and how to get 
there, make the outings area an inviting stop. 
A series of art exhibits by students and 
professionals is featured in the gallery and in 
the display cases. For those with other in-
terests, there is a regular free film series (some 
of which are suited to family viewing) , occa-
sional guest lectures or discussions, and an 
informal music or theatre event planned for an 
outdoor setting. 
The Atwood deli and snack bar are available 
to all campus people . During the summer, 
Atwood Center conference rooms are available 
for student / faculty and staff meetings as well 
as off-campus conference groups. 
Atwood summer hours are as follows: 
Open Monday and Wednesday until 
6:30 p.m. 
Open Tuesday and Thursday until 
8:30 p.m . 
Open Friday until 4:00 p.m. 
Closed on Saturday and Sunday 
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SCS UNIVERSITY STORES. Bookstores are 
av_ailable to students on the university campus. 
Hours are as follows: 
University Bookstore. Stewart Hall 
basement: 
Monday-Friday 
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
Atwood ·s Shortstop, Atwood Center: 
Monday-Friday 
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
Basics 
LEARNING RESOURCES SERVICES -
CENTENNIAL HALL 
Learn ing Resources Services Center includes all 
the usual library and audiovisual materials 
(print or non-print) and associated equipment. 
The hours that Learning Resources Services will 





Saturday .. . . . . 
Sunday 
. 7:15 a.m. -4:00p.m. 
7:15 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
. 7:15 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
. . .... . closed 
5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Whenever a holiday occurs during a term, 
special hours will be posted. 
HEAL TH SERVICES. Routine clinic hours are 
Monday through Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m. The Hea lth Service provides care to all 
students who have paid a current health service 
fee. For a more detailed description of medical 
care offered by the Health Service, consult the 
Student Handbook. 
The cost of any x-ray, laboratory tests or 
special procedure is the financial responsibility 
of the student; therefore, all students are 
encou raged to have insurance coverage. 
HEAL TH INSURANCE. The State University 
System has a student health insurance plan 
underwritten by Ru shmore Mutual Insurance 
Company. If you are not covered by your 
parents' plan or do not have an individual 
plan, you shou ld consider the student health 
insurance plan offered to full-time university 
students. 
The cost of this plan per quarter and/or 
summer terms: 
Student Only : $ 30.50 
Student and Family: $295.00 
(Optional Maternity Plan) 
If you want insurance coverage check the 
appropriate box on the registration form when 
submitting your class schedule. Additional 
information about specific coverage is available 
in the Hea lth Service or Student Life and 
Development Office. 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING STUDIES. Th is 
center coordinates and develops regular and 
short-term courses, workshops designed for 
specific student interests, non-credit offerings, 
conferences , and training programs . Student-
designed programs at the associate and bache-
lor's degree level also are offered. For more 
information on any of these programs, contact 
the Center for Continuing Studies, Whitney 
House, or call (612 ) 255-3081. 
UNIVERSITY HOUSING. Single and double 
rooms for men, women and married couples 
are available in the residence halls. Approxi-
mate rates will be $110.00 per person/per 
session-double room, $135.00 per person/per 
session-single room. Weekly rates are $25.00 
for a double room and $30.00 for a single 
room. Daily rates are $7 .00 for a double room 
and $9.00 for a single room. Th ese rates are 
subject to change by action of the State Uni -
versity Board. The residence halls will open for 
occupancy beginning at 1 :00 p.m. Sunday, 
June 13 and will rema in open for both summer 
terms . If you are interested in reserving a room 
in a residenc;e hall you may write directly to 
the Director of Housing, Carol Hall, St. Cloud 
State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 
for the necessary application materials. During 
the summer terms, reservations are for resi-
dence hall rooms only. Students should furnish 
personal items including linens and blankets for 
a twin size bed. Food service is available at 
Atwood Center on a cash a la carte basis. The 
halls also provide smal l kitchen units which are 
available for snack preparation. Room refriger-
ators may be rented. 
FINANCIAL AID. Financial assistance is made 
available to all students who meet the eligibility 
requirements under the federal and state student 
aid programs. Grant assistance is made avail-
able under the Basic Educational Opportunity 
Grant and Minnesota Part-time Grant programs. 
Loan assistance is available under the National 
Direct Student Loan, Guaranteed Student Loan, 
and Emergency Loan programs. In addition, 
employment opportunities are made availa -
ble to students under the Federal and State 
Work-Study programs. Application materials 
and detailed information about these programs 
may be obtained by directly contacting the 
Financial Aids Office, Room 121, Administra-
tive Services Building. (612) 255-2047. 
Federal regulations stipulate that students 
receiving federal financial assistance during the 
summer term must be in attendance at St . 
Cloud State University at least half-time the 
quarter immediately preceding (spring) or 
immediately following the summer sessions 
(fall) in order to be eligible to receive this assis-
tance. These regu lations also stipulate that a 
student must be enrolled at least half-time dur-
ing the summer and pursuing an educational 
objective in order to be eligible to receive 
federal financial aid. 
COUNSELING SERVICES. The Counse ling 
Center will be open during both summer terms. 
Due to minimal staffing during this period, 




-An annual summer event at St. Cloud State 
University 
This June, the Lindbergh Lecture will focus on 
the balance between technological progress 
and the preservation of nature. This series 
relating to the quality of life in Minnesota is 
named for Charles A. Lindbergh , one of Minne-
sota's most respected citizens. 
STUDENT PARKING. Summer students may 
park their cars in lots "C," "K," "M," and the 
south end of "N" on a first-come, first-served 
basis. No parking permits are required for these 
lots. Overnight parking is permitted only in lots 
"C," and "K." Overnight parking in other uni-
versity lots is prohibited except on Friday and 
Saturday. NOTE: Some campus parking lots 
have restrictions which must be observed. 
First Quarter 
Freshmen 
EARLY ENTRY FRESHMAN PROGRAM. 
This program is designed to encourage freshman 
students to begin their first college or univer-
sity experience during the summer. The 
Early Entry Freshman Program provides 
incoming freshman students (summer quarter 
only) with courses in comm unication skills and 
an unhurried orientation to college academics 
and soc ial l ife. A specific objective is to give a 
freshman student the best positive experience 
that can be provided. The summer quarter was 
chosen to begin this experience because of the 
unhurried pace and because the resources are 
more readily available during the summer. 
Another goal is to provide a cultural and social 
atmosphere that would foster success and 
encourage retention. 
Certain units of the courses are taught on a 
self-paced individualized approach. Thus, it 
is possible to f inish the courses before the end 
of the required designated summer quarter 
(8 weeks). For more information, please con -
tact Sherwood Reid, Director, High School and 
Community College Relations, St . Cloud State 
University , St . Cloud, MN 56301 . (612) 255-
2243. 
For kids only ... 
Summer Basketball Programs 
The Granite City Summer Basketball League 
offers area young people the chance to improve 
th eir basketball skills and have fun while play-
ing in organized games with other athletes. 
Designed for young women grades 8 -
college and young men grades 7 -12 
Location - Halenbec k Hall 
Schedule - June 20 - July 27, Sundays and 
Wednesdays (no session July 4) 
The Basketball School wi 11 teach th e basic 
fundamentals of basketball, including shooting, 
passing, dribbling, footwork and rebounding. 
Designed for boys and girls grades 4-11 
Location - Halenbeck Hall 
Schedule - June 2 1 - July 15, 9:00 a.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
The Basketball Camp is a residential pro-
gram for young men who will be high school 
juniors or seniors and have been selected to 
participate on th e basis of athletic skills and 
potential. 
Location - SCSU Campus 
Schedule - June 13 -18 
SCSU Summer Music Camp - A residential 




July 11 - Ju ly 17 
Contact Continuing Studies - 255-3081 for 
registration information. 
... over sixty 
ELDER HOSTEL 
Elderhostel is a living and learning experience 
for adults over 60. In 1981 over 400 higher 
education institutions in 50 states in the U.S. 
and 6 provinces of Canada participated in the 
program. Partic ipants live in college dormitories 
from Sunday through Saturday morning and 
take from one to three specially designed 
courses. The classes are informal, stimulating 
and mind expanding. 
Elderhostel--Session I, August 1-7 
Gables and Steeples - Catherine Beck 
With Liberty and Energy for All -
David Jerde 
Meet the Personal Computer - Alyn M . Dull 
Elderhostel--Session II, August 15-21 
Pioneer Shelters: Soddies, Shacks and 
Shanties - William Morgan 
Eins, Zivei, Allerlei - Barbara Bloomer 
Ethical Issues in Medicine - John W. Dienhart 
Fee: $150 for room, board and tuition 
Contact Continuing Studies - 255-3081 for 
registration information. NOTE: Registration is 




St. Cloud State University offers varied oppor-
tunities for study at the graduate level. Pro-
grams are available in most teaching fields and 
for the preparation of specialized school service 
personnel, in the areas of business administra-
tion, professional counseling, and in several 
liberal arts fields. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
AND SPECIALIST DEGREE 
EARLY CHILDHOOD AND FAMILY 
STUDIES. A Master's degree program centered 
around the study of young children in the con-
text of parents and families. Students are 
provided with course work as well as practical 
experience with children and families. A 
prekindergarten teaching license is available 
along with majors in early childhood education, 
administration, and early education special 
needs. Courses also are available for th e Early 
Childhood License at the undergraduate and 
graduate levels . 
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION. Four 
program tracks are available for students pur-
suing a Master of Science Degree: elementary 
education, junior high/middle school education, 
senior high school education, and reading 
teacher education. Plans A, B, and Care avail-
able in all four tracks. The junior high/middle 
school educat ion and the reading teacher educa-
tion tracks also lead to licensure in those areas. 
Student and adviser design the M.S . pro-
gram around the background, skills and career 
goals of the student. For further information 
refer to the Graduate Bulletin, Department of 
Teacher Development section or contact the 
Department of Teacher Development, EB-A 132, 
(612) 255-3007. 
READING CONSUL TANT. Students enrolled 
in the Master's degree program for reading con-
sultant are given opportunities to practice in 
the analysis and correction of reading disabili-
ties under supervised conditions. Successful 
completion of this program qualifies the per-
son for licensure as a remedial reading teacher, 
developmental reading teacher or reading 
consultant. This program is available under 
both Plans A and B. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. 
Specialist degree and Sixth Year programs in 
educational administration are available. These 
programs permit the student to specialize in 
elementary school administration, secondary 
school administration and general school 
administration (superintendency). These pro-
grams satisfy the requirements for Minnesota 
licensure in th e areas of educational administra-
tion. 
Master of Science degree programs are 
offered for the elementary school principal , 
the secondary school principal, the community 
education director, and the school business 
official. These programs have been approved by 
the Minnesota State Department of Education . 
Thesis or starred paper plans are available. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL. The 
Specialist degree program in special education 
administration is designed to prepare individ -
uals for leadership positions in special educa-
tion. Satisfactory completion of the program 
shall result, upon request, in a recommendation 
for licensure as a supervisor of special education 
in Minnesota. 
A Master of Science degree program (Plans 
A, B, or Cl is available to students desiring to 
major in special education. The following areas 
of emphasis are available for students desiring 
to teach handicapped students : educable 
mentally retarded, trainable mentally retarded, 
emotionally disturbed, and special learning 
disabilities. A Fifth Year program (non-degree ) 
also is available. 
INFORMATION MEDIA. (Library and Audio -
visual Education I. The Center for Library and 
Aduiovisual Education offers a Master's degree 
in information media designed to support 
persons entering both the traditional educa-
tional media fields and the non-traditional 
government, business, and indu strial settings. 
Requirements for basic licensure for school 
media positions can be met by acquiring licen -
sure competencies or through the master's 
degree . Program tracks also are available to 
prepare persons for roles in media centers/ 
libraries, in instructional development, and in 
human resources development. The human 
resources development track provides training 
for positions as trainers and developers in bu si -
ness and industry . 
A sixth year Specialist degree program, 
designed to meet the specialized needs of 
media personnel at all levels, is also available. 
Individualized programs can be developed to 
prepare personnel for media administrative 
positions in school, college, university, govern-
ment, business, industry, or private media 
center/libraries. 
COMMUNITY COUNSELING. The program 
provides the student with skills and knowledge 
necessary to function as a counselor in a 
variety of community agency settings. 
REHABILITATION COUNSELING. The 
rehabilitation counselor provides and coordi-
nates services for persons with mental , emo-
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tional, physical, and/or social disabilities which 
interfere with productive functioning and self-
fulfillment. 
SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELING . 
School counselors assist with the educational, 
vocational, personal, and socia l development of 
students. In carrying out their responsibilities, 
counselors work with students, parents, 
teachers, school personnel, and community 
agencies . 
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS. This 
program offers a combination of course work in 
the basic areas, seminars, clinical practicum 
and research to qualify the graduate for the 
Certificate of Clinical Competence awarded by 
the American Speech and Hearing Association. 
Available on Plan A or Plan B. 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Programs leading to the Master of Arts degree 
have thus far been developed for students 
desiring to major in art, biology, English, 
history or mathematics. Undergraduate prepa-
ration in teacher education is not required for 
admission to these programs. For specific 
information about each o f these programs, the 
student should consult the latest Graduate 
Bulletin. 
MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
The Master of Business Administration program 
is designed for those students who aspire to 
management positions in business, government, 
and other organizations . The program is availa-
ble to students holding degrees in any field, 
includ ing business. The proper use of analytical 
tools and management processes, the interrela-
tionships of business and business-related areas, 
and competency in making and implementing 
decisions are emphasized. 
FIFTH YEAR PROGRAM 
A planned Fifth Year Program is ava ilable for 
teachers who do not desire to work for a 
Master 's degree or for teachers who do not 
otherwise qua I ify to work for the Master's 
degree. It is anticipated that the fifth year of 
work will be integrated with the first four years 
of the student's preparation. A minimum of 45 
credits is required, one -third of which must be 
taken at the graduate leve l. The minimum 
honor point ratio required for successful com-
4 pletion of this program is 2.25 (C+). 
Essentials 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Students who are interested in pursuing degree 
or licensure programs are required to submit an 
Application for Admission to Advanced Studies. 
Students must have two official copies of their 
undergraduate transcripts sent t o the Graduate 
Studies office by the institution(s) where the 
work was completed. M.A. and M.S. applicants 
must complete and furnish a score on the 
Graduate Record· Examination Aptitude Test; 
the Advanced Test in the major field is also 
required by many departments. MBA students 
complete and furnish a score on the Graduate 
Management Admission Test (GMAT) rather 
th an the Graduate Record Examination . After 
these materials have been received, the applica-
tions of eligible students will be processed to 
the major department for a recommendation on 
the application. When the student is accepted, 
an adviser is appointed. Completed application 
materials, including transcripts and test scores 
should be received in the Graduate office at 
least 30 days prior to the opening of the sum-
mer term for which the applicant expects to 
register. Students who are not formally 
accepted prior to the opening of the summer 
term or students who do not intend to pursue 
an advanced degree may register for course 
work as a Special Student. 
ADMISSION 
UNDERGRADUATE : New undergraduate 
students must submit an application for admis-
sion. Write the Office of Admiss ions and 
Records, 118 Administrative Services Building, 
SCSU, St. Cloud, MN 56301 (Phone: (612) 
255-2111 ), or contact your high school coun-
selor for admission information and materials. 
GRADUATE : New graduate students must 
write to the Graduate Studies office for admis-
sion information and materials. 
SPECIAL STUDENTS: New students not pur-
suing a degree at St. Cloud State University are 
automatically classified as a special student 
when they register. No special form is required 
to be completed. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES. On the following 
pages are listed, by department, the courses 
offered during summer quarter of 1982. De-
scriptions of the courses may be found in the 
Undergraduate Bulletin or the Graduate Bulle-
tin. The University reserves the right to with -
draw or modify any course or to change in-
structors. 
Summer quarter is divided into two terms. 
All regular courses scheduled for the first term 
will meet from June 15 to July 16; all regular 
courses scheduled for the second term will 
meet from Ju ly 20 to August 20. Courses 
scheduled to meet Monday evenings will 
begin June 14 for the first term classes and 
July 19 for second term classes. Oates for short 
term courses are specified. 
A grade sheet will be sent to each student at 
the end of the quarter. Grade sheets and trans-
cripts will not be available before the end of 
the quarter. 
PRE-REQUISITE. An asterisk(*) behind the 
course number ind icates there is a pre-requisite 
for the course which is listed in the Under-
graduate Bulletin or the Graduate Bulletin . 
You must have the instructor's permission to 
register for a class if you are not currently 
registered for or have not completed the 
pre-requisite. 
CO-REQUISITE. I f a course lists a co -requisite, 
the student must also register for that class. 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM. 
001 -099 = NO CRED IT 
100,200 = FRESHMEN ANO SOPHOMORES 
300,400 = JUNIORS ANO SENIORS 
A student must be admitted to pre-business or 
be admi tted to a major to enrol l in Accounting 
291 , 292, 293, Marketing 235, QM IS 140 and 
250. The major need not be offered by the 
College of Business. To enrol I in 300 and 400 
level courses offered by the College of Business 
a student must be admitted to a major (any 
major) and have completed 96 credits prior to 
Spring, 1981. Students granted an exemption 
must present the proper permission form to 
registration personnel at advance registration. 
Additional informat ion and the exemption 
forms are ava ilabl e in 123 Business Building. 
500,600 = GRADUATE (must have completed 
a four year Baccalaureate degree) 
WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND TOURS, 
Students registering for workshops, insti tutes 
and tau rs carrying the designation "Permission 
Only" should refer to the special registration 
instructions listed under "Workshops." Regis-
tration for workshops, institutes and tours 
which do not carry the designation "By 
Permission Only" is the same as any other 
course. Follow the registration instructions 
as listed or register the first day of class. Con-
sult the latest Graduate Bulletin for workshop 
credit I imitations on graduate programs. 
BY PERMISSION ONLY. Permission of the 
department chairperson is needed for all classes 
listed as "By Permission Only," including 
independent study courses. Students need to 
submit the proper written permission form with 
the Course Request form. Forms are available 
from the department chairperson. 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS. If you change your 
address at any time during the quarter, you 
must contact the Office of Admissions and 
Records before the last week of the quarter. 
GRADING OPTION. SU-REQ = For this class, 
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory grading is required 
for all students. SU-YES= For this class a 
student has the option of electing a S-U grade 
or the conventional letter grade . This option 
must be made at the end of the second class 
meeting. All other classes will be graded on the 
A, B, C, D, E system. 
PENAL TIES. Fees must be paid prior to the 
third day of classes or there will be a late fee of 
$5.00. Changes of class schedule at the request 
of the student after the third day of classes will 
be $2 .00 per change. 
TIME CONFLICTS. You must not schedule a 
time conflict (two courses which meet at the 
same time in the same term) without written 
permission from one of the instructors involved .. 
Submit permission slip with your Course Re-
quest form. 
VARIABLE CREDIT. A course listed with VR 
as credit means the course can be taken for a 
variable credit. The number of credits must be 
approved by the department chairperson . Forms 
are available from the department chairperson. 
CLASS HOURS. 
4-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 90-minute periods. 
3-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 70-minute periods. 
2-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 45-minute periods. 
1-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 45-minute periods. 
All 4-credit laboratory courses will arrange one 
additional class period each week. 
CLASS LOAD. Two summer terms are equiva-
lent to one quarter. The maximum load for a 
graduate student (any student registered for a 
graduate course) is 16 credits, not to exceed 9 
credits in any one term. The maximum under-
graduate load is 10 credits for any one summer 
term. All undergraduate students accepted in 
a major program or intending to major in a 
program wishing to register for more than 1 O 
credits per term must secure permission in 
advance of registration from their college dean. 
All undergraduate students undecided about a 
major must secure permission for more than 10 
credits per term from the Assistant Vice-
President for Academic Affairs. 
ADVISING. All undergraduate students en-
rolled spring quarter who have not been offi-
cially admitted to a major program of study 
must confer with their faculty adviser before 
registering for summer quarter classes . Faculty 
advisers will give students a signed permit to 
register which must be presented along with the 
course request form at registration . 
CANCELLATION OF REGISTRATION. Please 
contact the Office of Admissions and Records 
in writing, giving your name and social security 
number, if you wish to cancel your registration 
at any time. 
CLASS MEETING TIMES. 
0730-0900 = 7:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. 
0915-1045 = 9:15 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. 
1100-1230 = 11 :00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
1245-1415 = 12:45 to 2:15 p.m. 
1430-1600 = 2:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Evening classes: 1800-2130 = 6:30 p .m. to 9:30 
p.m. (with some variations). 
M=Monday; T=Tuesday; W=Wednesday; R= 
Thursday; F=Friday 
AUDITING. If you are auditing a course (taking 
it for no credit) you must mark "audit" on 
your registration form at the time you register. 
REGISTRATION FOR EVENING 
AND OFF-CAMPUS COURSES 
Evening students who did not advance register 
and pay fees may register and pay fees in 123 
Administrative Services Building between 5:30 
and 6:30 p.m. the first night of class. (Monday 
evening classes will begin June 14 for first term 
classes and July 19 for second term classes.) 
Registration for off-campus courses will be 
conducted at the first class meeting; no advance 
registration will be held. Tuition will be paid 
at the time of registration. Information about 
a specific course may be obtained from the 
department offering the course . 
CHANGE OF SCHEDULE 
(DROP & ADD) 
Students wishing to drop courses must do so 
by Monday, July 12 for first term classes and 
Monday, August 16 for second term classes. 
Periods for adding classes to your schedule are: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
9:00a.m . to 11:30 a.m., Monday, June 14, 
Atwood Center Ballroom . 
From 11 :30 a.m . on June 14 to 2:00 p.m. on 
June 18, drop and add requests must be ap-
proved by the academic department office on 
a DROP/ADD FORM available in the Adminis-
trative Services Building, room 117. After all 
adds and/or drops have been approved by the 
academic department, the DROP/ADD FORM 
must be returned by the student to AS-117 for 
final processing. No additions to first term 
courses may be processed after Friday, June 18. 
Drops (withdrawals) will be processed after 
June 18 in AS-117 until 4:00 p.m., Monday, 
July 12. 
SECOND TERM 
9:00 a.m . to 11 :00 a.m., Monday, July 19, 
Atwood Center Ballroom. 
From 11 :00 a.m . on July 19 to 2:00 p.m. on 
July 23, drop and add requests must be ap-
proved by the academic department office on 
a DROP/ADD FORM available in the Adminis-
trative Services Building, room 117. After all 
adds and/or drops have been approved by the 
academic department, the DROP/ADD FORM 
must be returned by the student to AS-177 
for final processing. No additions may be 
processed after Friday, July 23. Drops (with-
drawals) will be processed after July 23 in 
AS-117 until 4:00 p.m ., Monday, August 16. 
Students who fail to officially drop from a 
course will receive a grade of "E ." Students 
withdrawing completely from the university 
must process a withdrawal form in the Office 
of Admissions and Records, 117 Administra-
tive Services Building. 
Advance 
Registration 
All students who are eligible to attend St. 
Cloud State University are encouraged to take 
advantage of advance registration. Fees for all 
classes scheduled must be paid by June 4 for 
summer quarter or your class schedule will be 
canceled . 
1. Students enrolled in day classes during 
Spring 1982 will have registration materials 
prepared for them. Students must present 
some form of identification (University ID, 
driver's license, etc.) to receive registration 
materials. Materials will be completed in 
the Atwood Center Ballroom on May 7 
from 8:30 a.m . to 2:30 p.m. Advance 
registration ends May 7 for summer quarter 
at 2:30 p .m. Students who are on academic 
or normal progress probation Spring Quarter 
may not register at advance registration for 
Summer Quarter. 
2. Students enrolled in evening or off-campus 
classes Spring 1982 may submit a request 
for courses on the form in the back of th is 
booklet before May 7. 
3. Students not enrolled in classes Spring 1982 
may submit a request for courses on the 
form in the back of this booklet before 
May 7. 
4. New entering degree students will receive 
registration instructions when accepted for 
admission to the University. They may not 
advance register. 
5. New students not pursuing a degree at St . 
Cloud State University are automatically 
classified as a special student when they 
register. They may advance register. 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION 
PROCEDURES 
1. Prepare a "trial" schedule to make certain 
you do not schedule a time conflict in the 
same term. Permission from one instructor 
must be presented at registration to schedule 
a time conflict. 
2. Write your name and social security number 
in the appropriate space provided on the 
Trial Schedule Form . If you do not have a 
social security number, you must report to 
the Office of Admissions and Records. 
Your registration will not be processed 
unless you have a social security number or 
a nine digit number approved by that office. 
3 . List the four digit course reference number, 
department name, course number, section, 
credit, class time and class days on the Trial 
Schedule Form. Students who have pre-
viously attempted an undergraduate course 
will not be scheduled the same course if 
requested for advance registration . This 
rule does not apply to "special" courses 
such as independent study, arranged classes, 
or workshops. 
4. For each first choice, list an appropriate 
5 
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alternate course in the alternate section of 
the Trial Schedule Form. Do not use 
different sections of first choice courses 
as alternate courses even if it is offered in a 
different term. 
5. The class schedule has a series of free time 
periods available for blocking out segments 
of the day or a term. You may select two 
of the free time blocks. However, in doing 
so, you should realize that: 
A. Designating free time means that you 
will not be assigned any courses during 
that time. 
B. Requests for free time decrease the 
chances of having your schedule com-
pleted. 
A free time block should be requested only 
when absolutely necessary because of 
commuting problems, a work schedule or 
other university obligations. You should 
block out the entire term if you are unable 
to attend classes during that term. ( Use 
9990 if you cannot attend the first term and 
9995 if you cannot attend the second term.) 
6. Complete the Course Request form (or 
Course Request card if registering on May 7 
in Atwood Center). Carefully copy the 
course reference numbers from your Trial 
Schedule. Make certain you place your first 
choice of classes on the left and your 
alternate courses on the right side of the 
form. An alternate course must be on the 
same lines as the first choice course and 
must not be a different section of a first 
choice course. 
Please recheck the course reference num-
bers in the class schedule to make certain 
you have listed the courses and free time 
blocks correctly for the proper term. Do 
not schedule time conflicts within the 
same term. 
7. If you wish to audit a course (receive no 
credit), check the appropriate box after 
the course reference number. 
8. Your approved class schedule and fee state -
ment will be mailed to the billing or local 
address by May 21. All fees for Advance 
Registration must be paid by June 4 for 
summer quarter. 
Students receiving a partial schedule 
(fewer than the number of credits re-
quested) must pay fees by the deadlines for 
credits received. (See General Registration 
for instructions regarding completion of 
partial schedule.) 
If you wish to change your schedule 
(drop and/or add) , you must pay your fees 
to reserve your scheduled classes. 
9. If your fees are not paid by the deadline, 
your class schedule will be canceled and you 
must report for General Registration to 
create a new class schedule for the Summer 
Quarter. (See General Registration.) 
10. You may drop a course scheduled at Ad-
vance Registration anytime before June 4 
by presenting your unpaid fee statement to 
the Office of Admissions and Records. (Tui-
tion will not be assessed for courses dropped 
before June 4.) A full refund will be made 
for all classes dropped before June 14. No 
refund will be made for courses dropped 
after June 14, A full refund for second 
term classes will be .made for all classes 
dropped before July 20. No refund will be 
made for second term classes dropped after 
July 19. 
Proper registration is your responsibility . 
Advisers will assist in the selection of courses; 
however, ultimate responsibility rests with the 
student. Read the class schedule carefully . 
Refer to the latest Undergraduate and Graduate 
Bulletins to insure that you are meeting general 
education, major and minor requirements. 
General 
Registration 
General registration is for students who did not 
register at advance registration, registered at 
advance registration but did not pay fees before 
the deadline, or received a partial schedule at 
advance registration . General registration and 
fee payment will be held on June 14 for first and 
second term and July 19 for second term in the 
Atwood Center Ballroom. Instruction regard-
ing fee payment will be distributed at registra-
tion. The following schedule will be used: 
PARTIAL SCHEDULE 
REGISTRATION TIMETABLE 
Students who did not receive the number of 
credits requested at advance registration are 
given a "partial schedule." Students must bring 
their receipted fee statement to be admitted to 
the registration area. 
First Summer Term 
(June 14) 
9:00 - 11 :30 a.m. 
Second Summer Term 
(July 19) 
9:00 - 11 :00 a.m. 
PARTIAL SCHEDULES 
REGISTRATION CONTINUES: 
First and Second Term 
June 15-18, 7:30-4:00, 117 Administrative 
Services Building 
Second Term 




Students who did not register at advance regis-
tration or who had their class schedules can-
celed because they did not pay fees by the 
deadline are to register at "full registration." 
Last Digit of Social Security Number 
First & Second Term 
(June 14) 
9:00-9:15a.m. 1 
9: 15-9:30 a.m. 2 
9:30-9:45 a.m . 3,4 
9:45-10:00 a.m. 5 
10:00-10:15a.m. 6,7 





Anytime between 9:00 a .m. - 11 :00 a.m. 
FULL REGISTRATION 
CONTINUES: 
First and Second Term 
June 15-18, 7 :30-4:00, 117 Administrative 
Services Building 
Second Term 
July 20-23, 7 :30-4 :00, 117 Administrative 
Services Building 
DROP/ADD - See Change of Schedule (Drop 
and Add) page 5 . 
Tuition & Fees 
TUITION** 
The following schedule of tuition charges is 
effective in the Minnesota State Universities for 





. $15.00 per credit hour 
. $29.85 per credit hour 
Residents . . . $19.20 per credit hour 
Non-residents . $38.60 per credit hour 
*Workshops and Designated Off-Campus 
Courses (no separate cost for non-residents) 
Undergraduates . . $15.00 per credit hour 
Graduates ...... $32.45 per credit hour 
FEES** 
With the exception of workshop or tour credits, 
mandatory student fees will not exceed $48.75 
per quarter or $24.38 per summer term. 
• A reciprocal agreement regarding in-state 
tutiion fees for students has been reached with 
the states of North Dakota, South Dakota and 
Wisconsin. North Dakota, South Dakota and 
Wisconsin residents will be charged in-state 
tuition fees at St . Cloud State University 
provided a reciprocity application is completed 
and that the application is approved by their 
home state. Students should contact the Office 
of Admissions and Records before May 7 for 
the proper forms. 
**By action of the State University Board, 
tuition and fees are subject to change without 
notice. 
REFUNDS 
A, Daytime Students 
1. State University Board regulations stipu-
late students are responsible for paying 
tuition and fees for those courses and 
credits for which they are enrolled when 
classes begin 7:30 a_m., June 15, First 
Term and 7:30 a.m., July 20, Second 
Term. TG receive a refund for the 
dropped portion of their class schedule, 
students must drop classes no later than 
June 1-4 (1st Term) and July 19 (2nd 
Term). After these dates, unless the 
students' cl86s schedule is reduced by the 
University, no fefund will be issued for 
dropped courses . 
2. Students withdrawing completely from 
the University must process a withdrawal 
form in the Office of Admissions and 
Records, 117 Administrative Services 
Building. The following refund schedule 
applies to total withdrawal from classes . 
Up to and including the 5th instructional 
day, 60% refund; 6th through 10th 
instructional day, 20% refund; and there-
after no refund will be given. 
B. Evening Students 
State University Soard regulations state that 
if there is notification of withdrawal prior 
to the first class meeting a full refund w i ll 
be given. Prior to the second class meeting, 
60% will be refunded; prior to the third 
class meeting, 20%; and thereafter, no 
refund will be given. No partial refunds will 
be made for courses dropped by a student 
unless he withdraws officially from the 
whole of his course work. If a student must 
withdraw, he should immediately contact 
the Office of Admissions and Records, St. 
Cloud State University , St. Cloud, Minne-
sota 56301; Phone 612-255-2111 . 
C. Short Courses 
No refunds will be made for short courses 
(duration of less than two and one -half 
weeks) after the beginning of that course. 
Workshops, 
Institutes & Tours 
Registration for on-campus summer work-
shops, institutes and tours NOT I isted as 
"By Permission Only" shall follow all dates, 
deadlines, and procedures as listed under 
Advance and General Registration or 
students may register the first day of class. 
Please refer to the section enti tl ed "Regis-
tration." 
B. Registration for those workshops, institutes 
and tours carrying the designation "By Per-
mission Only" are courses in which the 
instructor's permission is required for 
registration, therefore, a special registration 
procedure has been established . 
Students must immediately contact the 
instructor for permission to enroll after 
which the instructor will forward registra-
tion instructions to the student. 
C. Students may not register for more than one 
(1) workshop credit over two days, two (2) 
workshop credits over. four days or a calen-
dar week, or a maximum of four (4) work-
shop credits over two (2) calendar weeks. 
D . Consult the latest Graduate Bulletin for 
workshop credit limitations on graduate 
pr09rams. 
Commencement 
Students wishing to graduate summer quarter 
should submit an Application for Graduation 
to the Office of Admissions and Records 
(under§l"aduate) or to the Office of Graduate 
Studies (graduate) prior to June 28. No appli-
cations for the summer graduation will be 
accepted after July 23. Summer quarter com-
mencement will be held on August 19. 
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Workshops, Short Courses, Tours & Evening Courses 
FIRST TERM 
For final confirmation of the following list of 
workshops, evening and short courses, please 
refer to th e composite list and schedule of 
classes in the last half of this bulletin. 
Students may register for a maximum of 2 
credits of workshop courses per week. (Consult 
the latest Graduate Bulletin for workshop 
credit limitations on graduate programs.) 
Graduate students (any student registered for 
a graduate course) may register for a maximum 
of 9 credits for any one term, not to exceed a 
combined total of 16 credits for two terms. 
Credits in excess of the 9 allowable will be 




INTRODUCTION TO ATMOSPHERIC 
SCIENCE. Introductory study of earth's 
weather. Topics include atmospheric composi-
tion, earth's energy budget, atmospheric 
motions , clouds and precipitation, measure -
ment of weather data and interpretation of 
weather maps . 
ESCI 104; 4 credits; A. Anderson 
GEOGRAPHY 
GEOGRAPHY OF MINNESOTA. Regiona l 
treatment of the geography of Minnesota , 
including distribution of surface features, 
natural resources, climatic differences, crops, 
and human activity. 
GEOG 376; 3 credits, G. Erickson 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
MODERN TECHNOLOGY AND 
CIVILIZATION. Analysis of contemporary 
technology and its effects on the individual 
and society. Special emphasis is placed on 
change created by technology, as well as such 
topics as modern industrial structure, the labor 
force, leisure, automation and the resulting 
social consequences. 
IND 192, 4 credits; Staff 
LIBRARY AND AUDIOVISUAL 
EDUCATION 
TELEVISION IN MEDIA. The operation and 
use of television in th e instructional program. 
IM 412-512; 4, 3 credits; Polesak 
PHILOSOPHY 
PHILOSOPHICAL EXPLORATIONS IN THE 
HUMANITIES. A critical and comparative 
examination of philosophical problems, con-
cepts, and theories found in the humanities. 
From precl ass ical times to early Christianity. 
PHIL 101; 4 credits; Bahde 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
ELEMENTS OF RELIGION. A study of 
elements important to religious views of life, 
and a study of some of the religions of the 
world in terms of these elements. 
REL 140; 4 credits; Corliss 
SPEECH COMMUN/CATION 
INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH COMMUNICA-
TION . Person to person and small group 
communication, oral reading and public speak-
ing. Theory and experience to relate meaning-
fully, think critically, organize clearly and 
speak and listen effectively. 
SPC 161; 4 credits; Arnett 
THEATRE 
ART OF THE FILM. Films as an art form with 
emphasis on the study of technique--especially 
film language. 
TH 260; 4 credits; Swanson 
SHORT COURSES 
BUSINESS EDUCATION & 
OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMS. Planning, 
administering, supervising, evaluating adult 
programs. Selecting, training adult education 
instructors. 
BEOA 407-507; 3 credits; Staff 
ADVANCED TOPICS IN RECORDS MANAGE-
MENT. Problems in creation, use, maintenance, 
storage, and disposition of records. Emphasis 
on records management as in administrative 
service which includes the management of 
forms, reports, correspondence and microfilm-
ing. 
BEOA 411-511; 4 credits;Staff 
INTEGRATED OFFICE TECHNOLOGY. 
Sem inar in discussion and evaluation of read-
ings, current research, and teaching problems 
in business education. 
BEOA 605; 4 credits; Staff 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
BASIC AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS AND 
MAINTENANCE. A basic course for the auto-
mobile owner and driver education teacher 
covering basic vehicle functioning, identifica-
tion of vehicle components, maintenance and 
recommendations. 
DTS 394; 3 credits; Dobey 
LIBRARY AND AUDIOVISUAL 
EDUCATION 
SEMINAR: ACQUISITION AND MAIN-
TENANCE OF EQUIPMENT. A seminar 
providing practical information on acquisition 
of audiovisual equipment and simple main-
tenance problems. 
IM 683; 2 credits; H. Jensen 
MUSIC 
CONDUCTING. Analysis, rehearsal, and per-
formance of a major composition with the 
band, choir, or orchestra. 
MUSP 570; 2 credits; Dobrin 
TOURS 
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES TOUR: FROM 
MUNICH TO ROME . An experience in inter-
national education, with an opportunity to 
design and develop resource materials, utilizing 
a 16-day travel experience to selected libraries 
and other places of social, political, religious, 
historical, cultural, and educational interest in 
Bavaria and Italy. Course will include pre-
session, enroute discussions, and follow-up 
activities. Registration with the Center for 
Continuing Studies is encouraged by February 
1. (Detailed brochures available.) 
IM 410-510; 3, 6 credits; Schulzetenberg 
and Fields 
PHOTOGRAPHY OF NORTHERN MINNE-
SOTA. A tour which emphasizes the use of 
35mm slide photography in collecting informa-
tion for instructional use, using scenic and 
cultural Northern Minnesota as a resource. 
IM 410-510; 2 credits; M. Nelson 
THE FOLKLORE AND FANTASY OF 
ENGLAND. This fifteen-day program offers 
you a choice of five different departure dates 
and tours. Each includes a five-day stay in 
historic Alnwick Castle, home of the 10th Duke 
of Northumberland, in northeast England. 
Following your castle stay a motorcoach will 
take you on your choice of tours of: 
England and Scotland - June 12 - June 27 
England, Belgium and Germany - June 19-
July 4 
England and Wales - June 26 - July 11 
England, Holland, Germany and Denmark -
July 3 -July 18 
England and France - July 10 - July 25 
Registration with the Center for Continuing 
Studies is encouraged by February 1. (Detailed 
brochures are available.) 
No credit is arranged for this tour. 
FANTASTISCH: A MUSICAL STUDY TOUR 
IN THE EUROPEAN ALPS. Combine a love 
of music and travel as you enjoy listening to 
superior performances of musical works in the 
cities in which some of your favorite composers 
lived and worked. Cities visited will include 
Munich, Salzburg, Vienna, Innsbruck, Lucerne 
and Friedrichsdorf . Readings, selected tour 
visits, concert attendance, discussions enroute 
and follow-up activities will be required for 
those enrolling for credit. Registration with the 
Center for Continuing Studies is encouraged by 
February 1. ( Detailed brochures are available .) 
MUSM 410-510; 3 credits; Flom 
WORKSHOPS 
ASTRONOMY 
WORKSHOP IN ASTRONOMY FOR SCIENCE 
TEACHERS. Course includes an in -depth study 
of our solar system, the stellar system, cos-
mology and related topics. 
ASTR 487-587; 3 credits; Moore 
BUSINESS EDUCATION AND 
OFFICE ADM/NISTRA TION 
WORD PROCESSING--THEORY AND PRAC-
TICE. Class will include extensive hands-on 
time on the Mag Card Typewriter, Electronic 
Typewriter, and CPT 8000 Word Processor. 
It also will require visits to other sites to ex-
perience working on other kinds of word 
processing equipment. 
BEOA 495-595; 4 credits; Staff 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
DRIVER EDUCATION FOR THE HANDI-
CAPPED. A workshop designed to make pro-
fessionals in various fields aware of various 
physical and mental handicaps and the 
methodologies with which to instruct them in 
driver education. 
DTS 495-588; 2 credits; Dobey 
ECONOMICS 
WORKSHOP IN THE ECONOMICS OF CRIMI-
NAL BEHAVIOR. Workshop designed to ac-
quaint teachers with the economic approach to 
the study of criminal behavior, the public 
policy implications of the approach, and to 
develop and evaluate materials appropriate to 
the teaching of economics and economics as 
applied to the study of criminal activity . 
ECON 695; 3 credits; Luksetich 
ENGLISH 
WORKSHOP: MISSISSIPPI RIVER CREA-
TIVE WRITING WORKSHOP IN POETRY 
AND FICTION. Discussion of techniqu es and 
ideas in writing poetry and fiction, including 
student writing exercises and visits from pub-
lished professional poets and fiction writers 
from the upper midwest area. 
ENGL 495-588; 3 credits; Meissner 
WORKSHOP: PRACTICAL METHODS OF 
TEACHING COMPOSITION. The design of 
practical classroom methods of teaching com-
position in the junior and senior high schools. 
ENGL 495-588; 2 credits; Rylander 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP: BERKELEY PROJECT--6th 
Grade Heart and Circulatory System. In-depth 
study of the heart and circulatory system . 
HE 495-588; 3 credits; Serdula 
LIBRARY AND AUDIOVISUAL 
EDUCATION 
ANIMATED FILM PRODUCTION WORK-
SHOP. An introduction to the planning and 
production of animated films emphasizing the 
principles of animated cinema and its instruc-
tional applications. 
IM 495-595; 2 credits; M. Nelson 
DESIGNING LEARNING CENTERS, STA-
TIONS, KITS. A workshop for librarians and 
media specialists providing tips on techniques 
in planning, constructing, and utilizing indi-
vidual learning units for student use. 
IM 495-595; 1 credit; Keable 
EDUCATIONAL FILM ACTIVITIES AND 
I DEAS. Demonstration of various creative 
uses of short films, previewing and understand-
ing a number of compelling visuals, and hands-
on activity of non-technical interests. 
IM 495-59.3; 1 credit; Koyama 
LIBRARY MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP. A 
seminar type management workshop for 
administrative personnel in all aspects of the 
library /media field . Workshop fee . Advance 
registration required . 
IM 495-595; 1 credit; Schulzetenberg 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT SYSTEMS. A 
workshop to explore basic, beginning know-
ledge required to select, supervise installation, 
test, and evaluate sound reinforcement systems 
(public address systems). 
IM 495-595; 1 credit; Josephson 
STORYTELLING FOR TEACHERS AND 
MEDIA SPECIALISTS. An activity oriented 
experience in the advantages of using story-
telling as a resource and a stimulus for reading 
and media center use. Some time will be spent 
on the historical development of storytelling 
with an emphasis on practical applications and 
actual experience in storytelling. 
IM 495-595; 1 credit; Keable 
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TV VIEWING GUIDANCE. A workshop for 
teachers, media specialists, and parents which 
includes techniques and strategies for positive 
guidance for children's television viewing. 
IM 495-595; 1 credit; Westby 
MASS COMMUN/CATIONS 
PUBLIC RELATIONS PRODUCTION WORK-
SHOP. Using the four-step public relations 
process, students will work on various PR 
activities which interest them. Emphasis during 
the first week will involve media relations in-
cluding news release writing, brochure and 
newsletter production. The second week's 
emphasis will be on practical applicat ions of 
public relations and the design of media cam-
paigns. 
COMM 485-585; 4 credits; Voelker 
MUSIC 
SACRED MUSIC. This workshop will explore 
a philosophy of church music combined with 
practical studies in organ techniques and 
literature and choral tone development and 
conducting techniques. 
MUSM 495-595; 2 credits; Echols and 
Peterson 
THE SINGING VOICE. A study of the sing-
ing voice: the anatomy and function of the 
voice with emphasis on the basic development 
both breathing and tone, and a study of vocal 
problems and their correction. For choir 
directors, voice teachers, advanced students, 
and individuals interested in vocal development. 
MUSM 485-585; 2 credits; C . Peterson 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP: CAREER AND VOCATIONAL 
PREPARATION OF THE SPECIAL NEED 
STUDENT. Current trends and issues, voca-
tional assessment and planning, legislation, 
job and task analysis, and other topics. Lecture , 
numerous speakers, and site visitations . 
SPED 495-595; 6 credits; D. Johnson 
SPEECH COMMUN/CATION 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION THROUGH COM-
MUNICATION. An experiential and practically 
oriented course designed to provide behavior 
changes and insights in one's daily communica-
tion and conflict style. Exercises, laboratory 
experiences, and role playing of daily conflict 
situations will provide the primary content of 
10 this course. Individuals from the general student 
population and the community may partici-
pate. S/U grading. 
SPC 495-588; 4 credits; Arnett 
PROBLEMSININTERCULTURALCOM-
MUNICATION. An advanced workshop in 
intercultural communication utilizing com-
munication theory in order to analyze major 
conflicts and problems that are most likely 
to occur when individuals of different cultures 
communicate . S/ U grading. 
SPC 495-588; 4 credits; Vora 
TECHNOLOG,Y AND 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EDUCATORS WORKSHOP. 
Current aspects of exposure, processing and 
printing of black / white and color film / paper. 
Familiarization with photography, its uses in 
business and industry and career opportunities. 
Participants must be active high school or 
junior college instructors of photography. 
TECH 588; 6 credits; Staff 
SECOND TERM 
For final confirmation of the following list of 
workshops, evening and short courses, please 
refer to the composite list and schedule of 
classes in the last half of this bulletin. 
Students may register for a maximum of 2 
credits of workshop courses per week. (Consult 
the latest Graduate Bulletin for workshop 
credit limitations on graduate programs.) 
Graduate students (any student registered for a 
graduate course) may register for a maximum 
of 9 credits for any one term, not to exceed a 
combined total of 16 credits for two terms. 
Credits in excess of the 9 allowable will be 
dropped by the University with no refund to 
the student. 
EVENING COURSES 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
BASIC MOTORCYCLE INSTRUCTION. This 
course will cover motorcycle riding from basic 
theory to more advanced skills. Special units on 
safety techniques, maintenance, safety equip -
ment and apparel, and regulations will be 
covered. Lab will be included, motorcycles 
furnished. 
DTS 292; 2 credits; Dobey and Huddleston 
PHILOSOPHY 
PHILOSOPHICAL EXPLORATIONS IN THE 
HUMANITIES. A critical and comparative 
examination of philosophical problems, con-
cepts, and theories found in the humanities. 
Topics selected from preclassical times to the 
present. 
PHIL 101; 4 credits; Yoos 
THEATRE 
INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATRE AND 
FILM. Designed for students who desire a 
greater appreciation of theatre and film as 
artistic, cultural and social forces . Lectures, 
demonstrations and films. Not open to majors 
and minors. 
TH 140; 4 credits; Perrier 
THE PLAY-GOING EXPERIENCE. An explora-
tion of play study from script to actual pro-
duction. Consideration of structure, theme, 
characterization, play production, directional 
concepts, technical elements and use of space. 
Approximately ten plays will be studied and 
seen at St. Cloud and Twin Cities theatres. Fee: 
Theatre tickets . 




ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF 
ADVISORY COUNCILS. Due to the fact that 
we are making more and more use of advisory 
councils, we have become much more aware of 
problems and issues relating to the operation 
and responsibilities of advisory councils. This 
seminar will deal with those problems and 
issues . 
EDAD 498-598; 2 credits; Holden 
PROBLEMS AND ISSUES RELATING TO 
STRIKES. A class focusing on "Can there be 
effective leadership before, during, and after a 
strike?" 
EDAD 697; 2 credits; Renz 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
SOLAR ENERGY: FABRICATION AND 
INSTALLATION. Provides the opportunity to 
evaluate and fabricate previously designed solar 
collectors. Installation advice and proposals 
provided as needed . 
IND 434; 4 credits; Staff 
SOLAR ENERGY: SYSTEMS AND DESIGN. 
A study of the systems supporting residential 
solar heating and cooling including design of a 
complete solar collector for a residential 
structure. 
IND 484; 4 credits; Staff 
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN CONSTRUC-
TION: SOLAR. Technical study for specialists 
in construction. Recent developments, experi-
mentation and technical reports. 
IND 665; 3 credits; Staff 
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN TRANSPORTA-
TION/ENERGY: SOLAR. Technical study for 
specialists in transportation /energy. Recent 
developments, experimentation and technical 
reports. 
IND 683; 3 credits; Staff 
LIBRARY AND 
AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION 
INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR 
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND MICRO-
COMPUTERS. The theoretical background of 
instructional programs including microcom-
puter programs and software; the selection, 
uti lization , and evaluation of existing programs, 
and individual experience in planning, design-
ing and produc ing programs. 
IM 647; 3 credits; Fields 
SEMINAR: AACRII: SCHOOL MEDIA CON-
CERNS. Cataloging procedures for school 
media centers using the new Anglo-American 
Cataloging Rules. 
IM 683; 2 credits; Elsen 
SEMINAR : ACQUISITION AND MAIN-
TENANCE OF EQUIPMENT. A seminar pro-
viding practical information on acquisition of 
audiovisual equipment and simple maintenance 
problems. 
IM 683; 2 credits; H. Jensen 
SEMINAR: CONTEMPORARY MATERIALS. 
This seminar will include critical discussion of 
contemporary communication forms, in par-
ticular the book and the film . 
IM 683; 3 credits; Schulzetenberg 
SEMINAR: PHOTOGRAPHY FOR TEACH-
ERS. A seminar in the utili zation of photo-
graphic techniques and processes in the selec-
tion and development of slide series, slide-
sound presentations, black and white photo-
graphs . 
IM 683; 3 credits; Koyama 
MUSIC 
WOODWIND PEDAGOGY. Basic pedagogical 
problems and techniques of each woodwind 
instrument. Methods and materials for teaching 
woodwinds. 
MUSM 648; 2 credits; Layne 
WORKSHOPS 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
FIELD BIOLOGY OF BOUNDARY WATERS 
CANOE AREA AND QUETICO. Backpacking 
and canoeing in the BWCA and Ouetico. 
Forest ecology, flora, fauna, past and present 
wilderness and non-wilderness uses. Prior 
approval by instructor required . (Ten to eleven 
instructional days in the field.) Extra fees. 
BIOL 476-576; 4 credits; Peck 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
EMERGENCY DRIVING FOR DRIVER EDU-
CATION INSTRUCTORS. This workshop is 
designed to cover the organization and adminis-
tration of program set-up. Also provided are 
approximately 6 hours of in-car driving time. 
Participants will be given the means and 
methods for instruction and administration of 
setting up similar programs. 
DTS 495-588; 1 credit; Huddleston 
MOTORCYCLE TRAINING, TEACHER 
PREPARATION. A course designed to prepare 
high school instructors in how to organize, 
administer and conduct a high school motor-
cycle safety program. Permission required. 
DTS 495-588; 2 credits; Schoppe 
EARTH SCIENCES 
GEOLOGIC FIELD STUDIES--INFORMA-
TIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY. Geologic features 
of North Central U.S.A. will be observed,dis -
cussed, and photographed. Models for the 
processes that produce rocks will be examined. 
A seven day trip to the Black Hills follows, 
using the information learned the first 5 days. 
ESCI 495-588; 4, 3 credits; Watkins 
EDUCATION 
AEROSPACE ACTIVITIES FOR THE ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL. A workshop for ele-
mentary school teachers emphasizing hands -
on activity approaches to teaching aerospace 
concepts. Offered in conjunction with the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Topics and activities will include rocketry, the 
shuttle, satellites, telemetry, remote sensing, 
human space flight , planetary exploration, 
energy, model rockets, and development of 
curriculum units for teaching the topics. 
ED 495-595; 3 credits; Kelsey 
11 
12 
DEFINING THE BASICS IN EDUCATION. 
An analysis of the Back-to-the-Basics Movement. 
Competency-based education, minimum skills 
and national and state assessment will be re-
viewed. Skills in identification and refinement 
of fundamentals and competencies in subject 
matter and student development will be de-
veloped. Methods of how to teach the basics 
will not be emphas ized. 
ED 495-595; 1 credit; Kelsey 
HEAL TH EDUCA T/ON " 
PRIMARY GRADES HEALTH CURRICULUM 
WORKSHOP . A practical, participative exper i-
ence in learning about the Seattle model 
m ethod of health instruction in the primary 
grades. 
HE 495-588; 2 credits; Osendorf 
LIBRARY AND 
AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION 
DEVELOPING A SELECTION POLICY FOR 
MEDIA CENTERS. A workshop designed to 
provide guidance and direction to the practi-
tioner in the development and implementation 
of a policy to select materials for th e media 
center. 
IM 495-595; 1 credit; Westby 
MEDIA CENTER EVALUATION. A two-day 
workshop to examine eva luation processes for 
school media centers . 
IM 495-595; 1 credit; Schulzetenberg 
WORKSHOP: FIELD PHOTOGRAPHY . A 
three-credit field photography experience, in 
conjunction with a science tour of the Badlands. 
Students must register concurrently with Earth 
Science 495-595 and registration will be by per-
mission only. 
IM 495-595; 3 credits; M. Nelson 
MASS COMMUN/CA T/ONS 
PRINT JOURNALISM PRODUCTION WORK-
SHOP. This workshop will provide comprehen-
sive experience in print production from the 
planning of a publication through developing 
verbal and graphic copy to design, typesetting 
and keylining . A publication will be produced 
during the workshop. 
COMM 495; 2, 4, 6 credits; Norlem 
TELEVISION JOURNALISM PRODUCTION 
WORKSHOP. Emphasis upon television news 
production employing all the skills, knowledge 
and techniques needed to produce color TV 
news programs. Indivi duals will gain experience 
in reporting, photography, writing, production 
and announcing, plus studio, location and 
commercial production, depending upon in-
terest. Regular television news programs will be 
produced, including color documentary pro-
duction . 
COMM 495; 2, 4 credits; Bryce 
MUSIC 
MARCHING BAND TECHNIQUES. Basic 
aspects of running a marching band. Organiza-
tion, rehearsal, techniques, uniforms, charting, 
high step style, corp style, auxiliary units (color 
guards, drum major, etc.l. Course will include 
films and cha rts of other universities and high 
schools. Much class participation. 
MUSM 495-595; 2 credits; McGovern 
SPECIAL EDUCA T/ON 
CAREER AND VOCATIONAL PROGRAM-
MING FOR THE SPECIAL STUDENT. Current 
trends and issues, vocat iona l assessment and 
planning, legislation , job and task analysis, and 
other topics . Lecture, numerous speakers, and 
site v isitations. 
SPED 495-595; 6 credits; D. Johnson 
Trial Schedule Form 
Advance Regi stration Ends May 7, 1982. 
Graduate students (any student registered for a graduate course) 
may register for a maximum of 9 credits of course work for any one 
term, not to exceed a combined total of 16 credits for two terms. This form is for your own use in preparing a trial schedule. 







NAME ____________________________ _ .__.__. ......... I-CTI-I~~ 
Last First Middle Maiden Social Security Number 
FIRST CHOICE AL TERNA TE CHOICE 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT HRS TIME M T w R F CREF DEPT CRSE SECT HRS 
List requested free time block as first choice only. Alternate must not conflict with FREE TIME BLOCK Request. 
CREF = Reference Number (always four digits) 
DEPT = Department (as listed in class schedule section) 
CRSE = Course Number 
SECT = Section 
HRS Credit Hours 
TIME = Class Meeting Time (check for conflicts) 













CLASS SCHEDULE/SUMMER QUARTER/First Term June 14-July 16/Second Term July 19-August 20 
Students may register for a maximum of 2 credits of workshop courses per week. (Consult the 
latest Graduate Bulletin for workshop credit limitations on graduate programs.) Graduate stu -
dents (any student registered for a graduate course) may register for a maximum of 9 credits for 
any one term, not to exceed a combined total of 16 credits for two terms. Credits in excess of 
the 9 allowable will be dropped by the University with no refund to the student. 
EACH LI STI NG INCLUDES : COU RS E REF ER ENCE NUMBER , DE PARTME NT AND 
COU RSE NUM BER , SEC TI ON , TITLE , CR EDIT S , I NS TRU CTOR, SPEC I AL 
INFORMATION , T I ME , ROOM. 
FREE TIME BLOCKS/FIRST TERM 
CREf' DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
995 □ FREE 001 01 
HhiRF 0730-0900 
9951 FREE 002 01 
HTlilRF 0915-10~5 
9952 FREE 003 Ol 
MTI.IRF 1100-1230 
995-3 FREE OOlf 01 
MTWRf l2'15-lltl5 
. 9951f FREE 005 01 
MTWRF l1t30-1600 
995S FREE 006 01 
MhRF 1800-213D 
9990 FREE 007 01 
HhRF 0730-23 0 0 
FREE TIME BLOCKS/SECOND TERM 
CR[F DEPT CRSE SE.CT COUR SE TITLE HRS INSTRUCT OR Ill 
9956 FREE 008 01 
MTWRF 0730-0900 
9957 FREE 009 01 
HTwRF 091S-lOlfS 
9958 FREE 010 01 
MHtRF 1100-1230 
9959 FREE Ol 1 01 
MTWRF 12'15-l&HS 
99b 0 FREE 012 01 
MTWRF llt30-lb00 
9961 FREE 013 01 
MTWRF 1800-2130 
9995 FREE Ollf 01 
MHtRf 0730-2 300 
ACCOUNTING/FULL TERM 
CREf DEPT CRSE SECl COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
0015 ACCT lf1t1t• 01 INTERNSHIP 16 GERBER Q 
BY P[RMlSSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
ACCOUNTING/FIRST TERM 
CKLF ' DEPT CRS[ s ( cT (OUR-SE TlTLE HRS INS TRUCTOR Ill 
0001 ACCT 291 01 ACCOUNTING I If STAFF 
MlWRF 0730-0900 BA 117 
0002 ACCT 291 □ 2 ACCOUNTING I 4 LU D 
HTwRF 0915-lOltS BB 31& 
0003 ACCT 292• 01 ACCOUNTING I I 4 OLSBt:RG M 
MhiRF 0915-lOlfS BB 318 
0005 ACCT 293• Ol ACCOUNTING III It LU D 
HTWRF 1100-1230 BB 316 
0007 ACCT 380• 01 COST ACCOUNTING I 'I ROSER S 
MTlitRF 1100-1230 BB 117 
13 
I 
Cfi [F □ [PT CR S[ SECT COURSE TITL E HR S INSTRUCTOR 11 ART/FIRST TERM 
CR(F DEPT CRSE. SECT COURS( TITLE HRS · INSTRUCTOR tl 
0 0 0 9 ACCT 381• 01 JNTERMEO ACCT I It CARLSON R 
HhRF 0915-lOlfS BB 317 0326 ART 101 01 DESIGN 1 3 AIKCN J 
MTWRF 1100•1230 t(VAC 108 
0011 ACCT 38 3• 01 lNT[RMED ACCT III It GERBER Q 
HTlfRF 0915-lOlfS BB 117 0323 ART 102 01 DESIGN II 3 AIKEN. J 
MTWRF 0915-lO'tS t(VAC GOif 
0013 ACCT 385• 01 INCOME TAX 4 OLSB[RG M 
MH.RF 11 00-1230 BB 318 03ltt ART 10" 01 INTRO TO GRAPHIC DES 3 ALH£L" F 
MTWRF 0915-1045 t(V.IC 106 
0028 ACCT 481• 01 AOVANCE:O ACCOUNTING 'I CARLSON R 
Mh RF 0730-0900 BB 317 0310 ART 110 01 DRAWING I 3 IROWN 0 
MTI.IRF llt30-1600 KVAC 20b 
0040 ACCT &!87• 01 AUOI7 PROB ANO CASES 4 ROSER S 
MTliiRF 124S-lltl5 BB 117 0311 ART 111 01 DRAWING Il 3 BROWN D 
"TWRF 1430-1600 KVAC 206 
0 0 2 9 ACCT 581• 01 ADVANCED ACCOUNTING If CARLSON R 
MY..RF 073 0 -0900 9B 317 0301f ART 120 01 STUDIO-JEWELRY 3 ROY J 
NT1,jRF 11 □ 0•1230 KVAC lOlt 
0 0 41 ACCT 587• 01 AUDIT PROB ANO CAS[S 4 ROSER S 
MTlfP.F 121t5-11tl5 BB 117 0309 ART 120 02 STUDIO-DRAWING 3 BROWN D 
MTWRF llf30-1600 KVAC 206 
ACCOUNTING/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRS E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
0317 ART 120 03 STUOIO-CCRUUCS 3 HALBERG L 
~HWRF 0730-0900 t( VAC G02 
0018 ACCT 291 0 3 ACCOUNTING I 
MTwRF 0730~09 0 0 BB 317 
If OCHU J 0305 &RT 120 Olt STUDIO-PAINTING 3 BROWN 0 
MhRF 1245-ltilS t(VAC 209 
0019 ACCT 29 1 0 '1 ACCOUNTING I 
HT'irlRF 0 91 5 -1045 BB 318 
If STAFF 0325 ART 120 05 STUOIO-OCSIGN 3 AIKEN J 
MhRF 1100-1230 t(VAC 108 
□ □ □ If ACCT 29 2• 0 2 ACCOUNTING I l 
MhRF 09 15-l QltS BB 317 
If OCHU J 0322 ART 120 07 STUDIO-SCULPTURE 3 AlKEN J 
MTSRf" 0915-10'15 t(VAC GO'I 
0 0 20 ACCT 2 9 2• 03 ACCOUNTING II 
MHIRF 1100 - 1230 BB 117 
If STAFF 0315 ART 201f 01 BEG GRAPHIC DES Il 
MTWRf" 0915-lDlfS t(VAC 106 
3 ALHEL" F 
0 022 ACCT 29 3• 02 ACCOUNTING Ill If LU D 
MTWRF 1100 -1230 BB 317 
0306 ART 21t0 01 OIL PAINTING I 3 BROWN D 
HlWRF 12'15-lqlS KVAC 209 
OOllf ACCT 2 9 7• 01 ACCT PROC A~O SY S TMS CJ GERBER Q 
MTWRF 0915-1045 BB 117 
0324 ART 260 01 SCULPTURE I 3 AIKEN J 
MTWRF 0915•1045 KVAC GO .. 
0021t ACCT 380• 02 COST ACCOUNTING I It LU 0 
MTitRF 124S-Ul5 BB 317 
0321 ART 270 01 INTRO CERAMIC STUO:(O 3 HALBEAI L ' 
l"ITWRF 0730-0900 K¥AC G02 
00 2 6 ACCT 382• 01 INTERHED ACCT II 4 CARLSON R 
MTwRf" 09 15-1 0 45 BB llb 
0318 ART 271 01 BEGINNING THROWING 3 HALBERG L 
MlWRF 0915 - 1045 l(VAC 602 
0 0 3 1 ACCT 385• 0 2 INCOME TAX 4 OLSBERG H 
11h1RF 1100-1230 BB 318 
0312 ART 28 □ 01 JEWELRY I 3 ROY J 
MTWRF 1100-1230 MVAC 1011 
0030 ACCT lfBS• 01 ADVANCED INCOME TAX It OLSB[RG M 
MTWRF 0730-0900 BB 117 
0313 ART 296 01 ART FOR ELEM CLASSRM " ALHEL" F 
MTWRF 1100-1230 MVAC 112 
003 2 ACCT 486* 01 AUDITING TH(ORY 
MhRF 1100-1230 BB 31& 
4 CARL SON R 0316 ART 304 01 GA-'PHIC DESIGN 11 
MTWRF 091S-1045 K'OC 106 
3 ALHEL" F 
003 3 ACCT S8b• 01 AUDITING THEORY 
MhRF 1100-1230 BB 316 
4 CARLSON R 0308 ART 31f □ Ol Oil PAINTING II 
MH.RF 12'15-lltlS KVAC 209 
3 BROWN 0 
0319 ART 371 01 INTER"[ □ ' THROWING 3 HALBERG L 
ANTHROPOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
MTWAF 0915-10115 KVAC G02 
CREf DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 0301 ART 380 01 JEWELRY II 3 ROY J 
MTWRF 1100-1230 KVAC l □ lt 
0201 ANTH 207 01 CULTU RAL AN THRO If SCHWE.ROTFEGER D 
MTWRF 11 0 0-123 0 SH 329 0332 ART 403 01 ADV GRAPHIC DES I 3 ALH[LM F 
HOURS ARRANGED 
0202 ANTH 302• 01 URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY " SCHWEROTrEGER D 
MT11Rf 0730-0900 SH 329 0307 ART IJ40 01 OIL PAINTlNG III 3 BROWN D 
HTWRF 121f5-llt15 t(VAC 209 
ANTHROPOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
0320 ART '171 01 ADVANCED lHROWlNG 
HTWAF 0915-1045 t(VAC GD2 
3 HALBERG L 
CREF DEPT CR~E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
0302 ART '180 01 JEWELRY III 3 ADY J 
02 0 3 &NTH 250 01 INTRO Ati.THROPOLOGY ti LIVENDI R HhlRf 1100-1230 K VAC lOlt 
HhoRF 0 915-1045 SH 329 
0201+ ANTH 388* 01 MYTH MAGIC RELIGION q LIVENDA R 
HhRF 0730-0900 SH 329 
14 
ARTffiECONDTERM BUSINESS EDUCATION/FULL TERM CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF ot:PT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ,t:J CP E. F DE PT CRS[ SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •l CR[F DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TRUCTOR 11 
0327 ART 12 □ □• S TUC I 0-PHO TOGR A PHY 3 SHERARTS T 8101 BEOA '11 51 ADV TOPICS-REC MGMT 4 STAF'T 7883 CJS IOI 02 SURVEY OF CRlt1 JUS 4 KITTEL N 
HTWRf llfl0-1600 l<VAC 2 □• "" 1 600 -20 00 ANOKA AVTI I-Hi.RF 0915-10Q5 SH 131 
0331f ART 14 □ 08 S TUDI O-CER,UIIC S 3 HLUCH I( 81 G2 B[OA . 511 51 ADV TOPICS-REC MGMT • STAFF Hl84 CJS 34 □ DI CRIMINAL LUI • t<ITTEL N HTW RF 0915-lOlfS t<'O.C G~ "" 1800-2000 ANOKA AVTI MhRF 1100-1230 SH I 31 
033 3 AH 2ro 02 INTRO CERAMIC STUOIO 3 HLUCH I( 
MTWRF 0915-l □ lfS Kl/AC G □ 2 BUSINESS EDUCATION/FIRST TERM DRIVER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/FIRST TERM 
0335 ART 271 □ 2 BEGINNING THROW ING 3 HLUCH I( CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS IN STR UCTOR 11 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
HTWRF 1100-1230 H.VAC G □ 2 
0656 BEOA 101 □ I TY PEWRITIN G I 3 HALL R 3802 □ TS 39 □ DI DR • TRAF SAF ED I 4 HUDDLESTON 11 
0328 ART 305 DI PHOTOGRAPHY I 3 SH[R ARTS T Mh RF' 0730-0900 BB 219 HTWRF 0915-10115 HH 215 
HhRF lltl0-1600 Kl/AC 2 □• 
0336 ART 371 ~ INTERH EOUT THROWING 3 HLUCH I( 
0657 BEO A lb7 □ l INTRO TO 8US INE S6 4 SUF'F' 
Hl\rj RF 0915-10'+5 BB 217 
3803 OTS 394 □ l BASIC AUTO SYS+HAINT 3 OOBE Y R 
TR 1 730-2000 HH 121 
HTWRF 1100-1230 K\/AC G □ 2 
Obb l BEOA 309 □ I BUS COHHUNlCATIONS • MADSEN R 3812 DTS 410 0 1 MTRCY RDR ED HWY PRO 1 RISK H 
0329 ART • □ s Ol PHOTOGRAPHY II 3 SHtrURTS T Ht.RF 0915-10'+5 BB 215 BY PERMISSION ONL Y GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
MTWRF' llf30-1600 KVH 2 □ • BEG IN/ END DATE 06/04 - 06/06 
0659 BE OA 405 □ l PHIL OF voe ED 3 STAFF HOURS ARRANGED 
Q330 ART •37 □ l HOOERN ART • 5H[RARTS T MhRF 0730-0900 BB 2 lb 
MTWRF 121f5-llfl5 KVAC GI 4 
0337 ART •71 ~ .101/ANC[D THR01o1ING 3 Hl UCH K 
,nwRr 1100-1230 l<VAC G □ 2 
0651 B[OA 407 □ l ADULT ED PROGRAMS 3 S lAFF 
BEG IN/ ENO DATE 06/ 15 -06/3 0 
MT'ioRF 0915-112 5 BB 21b 
3806 □ TS '+95 01 DR EDUC FOR HANOCPO 2 DOBEY R 
BY PER MISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/21-06/2&i 
HTWR 0800-1600 -.c 
SU-REQ 
0331 ART 537 □ I MODERN ART • SHERARTS T 
MTWRF 121t5-llfl5 MVAC , .. 0666 BEOA 495 0 1 WORD PRO C-T HRY / SKLS l HAL L R BEG I N/END DATE 07/01-0/7-16 
MTWRF 1130-1345 BB 216 
3807 ors 588 01 DR EDUC FOR HANOCPO 2 DOBEY R 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/21-06/24 
SU-REQ 
ASTRONOMY/FIRST TERM 
OM:iO BEO A 505 DI PHIL OF voe ED 3 STAFF 
HhiRF 0730-0900 BB 21b 
HTWR 0800-1600 AC 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COUR SE TITLE 
5601 ASTA l □ b DI CONC JN ASTRONOMY 
MTWRF 0915-10'65 MS 24 
HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
'4 ECKROTH C A 
C6S2 BEOA 50 7 DI AOUL T ED PROGRAMS 3 STAFF 
BEGIN/ENO DAT[ 06/15-06/30 
MhRF 091S -1125 BB 2 lb 
DRIYER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSt TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
5602 ASTR l □ b 02 CONC IN ASTRON011Y 
MTwRF 1100-1230 MS 24 
'4 JERDE D A 
Ob62 BEOA 595 DI 1,jQRO PROC-THRY/SKLS 3 HALL R 
BUiIN/ENO DATE 07101-07/lb 
MT WR F 1130-131+5 BB 2 lb 
3801 015 292 □ l l"IOTORCTCLE INSTRUCTN 2 DOBEY A 
"" 1600-1800 HM 215 HUDDLESTON M 
3801+ □ TS 490 □ I ORG • ADM OF OR EDUC • DOBET R 
5611 ASTR '487 01 WRKS-ASTR FOR SCI/TC 3 MOORE B ._. 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/ 15-06/30 
MHiRF 1 30 0-1600 MS 2'4 
0653 B[OA b □ S DI INTEGRD OFFICE TECH 3 STINSON M 
BEG IN/ END DAT[ 06/15-06/30 
MhRF 1130-13'+5 BB 2 lb 
MTWRF 0730-0900 HH 215 
3805 □ TS 491 □ I DR + TRAF SAF ED II 4 t1ATTH1AS H 
MTwRF 09 15-10-.5 HH 215 
5612 ASTR 587 01 WRKS-ASTR F OR SCI/TC 3 MOORE B H 
BEGIN/ENO DUE 06/ lS-06/30 
HTWRF 1300-1600 MS 2'4 BUSINESS EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
3808 □ TS 495 02 MTRCY ROA INSTR H S 2 SCHOPPE E 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/19-07123 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE Tl TLE HRS INS TR UC TOR II l MJl,jRf 0800-1600 HHSC 
ASTRONOMY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
0658 BEOA 309 02 BUS COMMUNICATIONS • ST AF'F MH,RF 0915-lO ltS BB 217 
3810 DTS '495 03 EHR DR TECH IN-SERV 1 HUDDLESTON M 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/23-07/24 
FS oeoa-15 □□ HHSC 
5603 ASTR l □ b 03 CONC IN ASTRONOMY • LESlKAR A V 
HTWRF 0915-10'45 MS 24 
CHEMISTRY/FULL TERM 
3809 ors see 02 HTRCY RDR INSTR H S 2 SCHdPPE E 
BY PERMIS SION ONLY BEGIN/END DATE 07119-07/23 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
CRH DEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCT OR Stl 
CRE F DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR ,i 1 
12 12 CHEM 2H,• 02 GENERAL CHEMISTRY 2 II DENDINGER R 0 
11TR 0905 -1 055 MS 122 WF 0905 -1055 HS 382 
MTWRF 0800-1600 HHSC 
3811 □ TS 5 B8 03 Et1R OR TECH IN-SEAY 1 HUOOlEST~N 11 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-lfEQ 
BEGIN/END DATE OT/23-07/21t 
0801 BIOL I □• DI HUMAN BIOLOGY 4 HOPJJOOO A FS 08 □□ -1500 HHSC 
HTWRF 09 15-10'4 5 MS I 25 
0802 BIOL 106, □ l HEREDITY + BIRTH DEF 4 REHWAL OT C 
CHEMISTRY/FIRST TERM EARLY CHILDHOOD & FAMILY STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
HT1,jRf 0730-0900 HS I 25 CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR U CREF DEPT CASE SECl COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
0803 8 IOL 107 □ I PLANTS + CIVILI Z ATIO 4 LINDSTROM L 
HTWRF 1100-1230 MS 203 
120 1 CHEM l 02 01 UNDERSTANDI NG CHEM 4 MA GNUS O L 
MhRF l l □ 0-1230 MS 125 
(FOR SCI ENCE llO, METRIC SYSTEM, SEE SCIENCE SECTION) 
2290 ECFS 22 □ DI INTRO PARENT /CHILO • STAFF 
HTWRF 1100-1230 EB 8113 
080'4 BIOL 201 DI BIOLOGY 1--GE!'. PRlN 4 KNUTSON tt. 
HHiRF 0730-0900 HS lb 
1205 CHEM 201 DI CH[M UH PROCESSES! 4 ARNOTS R T 
MWf 0 720- 0900 MS 122 ,. 0720-0900 BH 3•8 2291 ECFS 4 □ 5 DI EARLY EDUCATION 3 STAFF HhlR 12'45-1415 EB B113 
0805 BIOL 202• DI BIOLOGY 2--BOTANY 4 HOPMINS H 
HTl,jRf 0915-10115 HS 203 
12UB CHEM 20B 01 FORENSIC SCIENCE • JAHES R E MTwRF 11 00 -11(15 MS 107 t1TW RF 115D-1330 HS 337 2283 ECFS 4b □ DI STUDENT TEACHING 4 HOON RUTH BY PERMISSION ONLY 
0806 BI OL 249 Ol EDIBLE WILD PLANTS 4 CL APP T 
HhRF 0915-lO&iS MS 212 
121 0 CHEM 215• DI GENERAL CHEMISTRY l 4 ARNOTS R T 
""' 0905 -1055 MS 122 TR 0905-1 055 BH 348 
HOURS ARRANGED 
08Q7 BIOL 303• □ l CELL BIOLOGY 3 J OHNSON V 
tfll,jRf l 100 -1210 MS 244 
12 11 CHEM 2 u.• DI GENERAL CHEMISTRY 2 4 CARPENTER J H 
MliiF 0905 -1 055 P4S 31b TR 0905-1055 SH 345 
EARLY CHILDHOOD & FAMILY STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTO' 11 
0822 BIOL 3 □ 9• □ I HISTOLOGY 4 PETERSON D 
MH1RF 0915-10115 MS 2'4 
12111 CHEM 21 7• DI GENERAL CHEMISTRY 3 5 SORENSEN O T 
HT~RF ll □ 0-1205 HS 122 HTWRF 1210 - 13115 SH 3'5 
2285 ECFS 3b0 02 PRACT IN CHILO/FAM 
HOURS ARRANGED 
l HODJlf RUTH 
0808 BIOL 3i+5• □ I SUMMER FLORA 4 LINDSTROM L 
l'HWRF 0730-0900 MS 212 
1220 CHEM 2S1 • DI BIO-ORGANIC CH[H 1 • NICMLES W C 
"Wf 0905-1055 MS 107 TR 0910-1200 MS 382 
2286 Ecrs '+21 01 DEV OF YOUN& CHILD 
HT..i RF 1100-1230 EB 8113 
3 su.,r 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR al 
0809 BIOL 420 Cl SEMINAR l JOHNSON V 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
TR 091S-1005 MS 215 
0813 BIOL 1123• 01 NATURE STUD FOR TCHR 3 COULTER J 
MTWRf 0730-0900 BH !JO 
0815 BIOL · 1433• 01 AQUATIC PLANTS q LIND STROM L 
HhRF 0730-0900 MS 212 
OB lb BIOL 11&11• 01 HUMAN ANAT + PHYS I '4 MORK 0 
MHiRf 0715-0900 HS 287 
0818 BIOL 477 01 EVOLUTION + CLASSRM c+ EZELL w 
,HWRF 0915-10'+5 "IS 2'5 
0811 BIOL c+9S• 01 ICHTHYOLO GY WORl<SHOP c+ WILLIA!1S S 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/ 15-0b/30 
l'HWRF 1100-1500 HS 65 
0810 BIOL 520 0 1 SEMINAR 1 JOHNSON V 
GRADING OPT IONS su-REQ 
TR 0915-1005 MS 215 
08llf BIOL 523• 01 NATURE STUD F"OR TCH R 3 COULTER J 
MTWRF 0730-0900 BH 130 
0820 BIOL 5330 01 AQUATIC PLANTS Ci LIN DS TROM L 
HOURS ARRANGED 
0817 BIOL 56&1• 01 HUMAN ANIT • PHYS I c+ MORI( 0 
HHtRF 0715-0900 MS 287 
0819 BIOL 577 01 EVOLUTION + CLASSRH c+ EZELL W 
MTwRF 0915-101f5 MS ZIIS 
D812 BIOL 59S• 01 ICHTHYOLOGY WORKSHOP It WILLIAMS S 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/ 15-06/30 
HTWRF 1100-1500 MS 65 
0821 BIOL 602 01 MOOE RN BIOL CON CEPTS l COUL H R J 
NTWRF 1100-1230 MS 215 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •l 
081f5 BIOL 102 01 THE LIVING WORL D 4 GUNDERSEN R 
MHIRF 091 S-10c+5 HS 125 
082b BIO L 10b 0 2 HUMAN DISEASES Ci GUNDERSEN R 
MTWRf 1100-1230 MS 125 
0827 BIOL 203* 01 BIOLOGY 3--ZOOLOGY 14 LEtll S S 
HTWRf 0730-0900 SH 238 
0828 BIOL 3c+ll* 01 MICROBI OLOGY 5 SCHR,t,NK G 
MTwRf 0915-1215 HS 250 
0829 BIOL '412 01 BIOLOGY or AGING 4 MCCUE J 
MTWRf l 100-1230 HS 211S 
0831 BIOL &tllf• 01 BIOL INSTRU11ENTATION 4 CRONN J 
HTWRF 1100-1230 HS 2Blf 
0833 BIOL 1165• 01 HUMAN ANAT • PHYS II If MORtl: 0 
HTIMRF 0715-0900 HS 287 
081f0 BIOL 476 01 FLO BIOL or THE BWCA If P[CI( J 
BY PERHISSION ONLY B£GINIENO DATE 07/18-07/30 
!-IOURS ARRANGED 
0830 BIO L S12 01 BIOLOGY or AGING 3 HCCUE J 
JHWRf 1100-1230 MS 2145 
0832 BIOL 514• 01 BIO L INSTRUMEtlllATJON Ci CRONN J 
HTWRF 1100-1230 MS 284 
0834 BIOL 565• 01 HUMAN ANAT + PHYS II Ci MORI( D 
MTWRF 0715-0900 HS 287 
08111 BIOL 576 01 FLO BIOL Of THE ewe& 4 PECt( J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/[NO DATE 07/18-07/.30 
HOURS ARRANGED 
15 
CPE F" DEPT CR SE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS l"'STRUCTOR •1 
1230 
MHIRF 
CHEM 327 01 PHYS SCI FOR (l TCHS 3 MAGNUS O L 
0915-lOc+S BH 305 
(FOR SCIENCE 464, SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS, SEE SCIENCE SECTION) 
CHEMISTRY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DE~T CRSE SECT COU RSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
12 0 2 CHEM 102 02 UNDERSTANDING CHEM • ERICKSON J M 
HhRf l lOo-1230 HS 122 
1 2 13 CHEM 2150 02 GEN ERAL CHEMISTRY 1 • ERICKSON J H 
MTR 0 9 0 5-10 5 5 MS 107 wr 0905-1055 HS 
1 22 3 CHEH 2 5 2 • 01 BIO-ORGANIC CHEM 2 4 WEISkOPF E A 
MWF 0725 - 0910 MS 125 TR 07 30-1020 MS 
1225 CH(M 3 22 • 01 ( NVIRONHENTAL "CHEM • MCMULLEN J C 
MWF 1100-1250 MS 10 7 TR 1100-1250 HS 
1232 CH(H 327 02 PHYS SCI FOR EL TcHS 3 KENNEDY I( A 
HhiRF 0915-104S BH 3 0 S 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
lf □ l B csct lb9 01 COMPUTERS IN SOCIETY 4 LONGLEY WILLIAM 
HlkojRF 0730 -09 00 HS 110 
4 Cl9 CSCI 169 02 COMPUTERS IN SOCIETY 4 LONGLEY WILLIAH 
HH.RF 0915-lOc+S MS 115 
c+ 023 CSCI 169 0 3 COMPUTERS IN SOC IETY 4 JOHNSON HONT[ 
HH1 RF 0730-0900 HS 110 
c+ 0 33 C SC I 1 b9 04 C011PUTERS IN SOCIETY • MEYER ROGER 
HTkRf 1100-1230 HS 110 
4 0 20 CSCI 268• 0 1 BASIC PROGRAMMING • MARTIN HAROLD 
MhiRf 0 730-09 □ 0 l"S 102 
4 00 6 CSCI 2b8• 02 BASIC PROGRAMMING 4 JOHNSON JAMES W 
MTl,; i:"ff 1100-1230 MS 10 2 
c+ Oo 7 CSCI 270• 01 FUND OF PROGRAMMING 4 JOHNSON ROBERT 
HTW RF 0915- 1 0 45 MS 11' 
4 015 CSCI 271 Ol COMP PROG-C0/'1P LANG 2 S TENNES FLORENCE 
BEGIN/END DATE Ob/15-06/30 
MhRf 0730-0900 MS 11. 
4016 CSCJ 371 01 ADVANCED FORTRAN 2 S TENNES FLORENCE 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/01-07/16 
MhRF 0730-0900 MS 114 
4038 CSCI 383 01 HINI/MICRO COMP I 4 JOHNSON ROBERT W 
MTW Rf 1100-1230 HS 114 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREf DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUClOR # 1 
4034 CSC I 268• 03 BASIC PR OGRAHHING 4 JOHNSON MONTE 
Hh RF 0915-lDc+S MS 110 
14 02 2 CSCI 280• 01 ASSEMBLY LANG PRO G • MEYER ROGER 
M TWRf 0915-l □ lfS HS 119 
4 0 32 CSCI 301• 01 HIGH LEHL LANG 4 GROVER LARRY 
MTir,RF" 0730- 090 0 HS 114 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CR EF DEPT CR SE SECT COURSE TllLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
7880 CJS I 01 01 SURVEY OF CRIH JUS • SCHREIBER F" B 
MTWRF 0915-10c+5 SH 131 




BY PERHISS I ON ONLY GRI.DJNG OPTIONS SU-RE Q 
HOUR S ARRANGED 
788 S CJS 4 8 8 01 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 4 PROUT R 
BY PERMI SSION ONLY 
HhRF 091S-10't5 LH G3 
78&1 CJS 489 01 CRISIS INT FOR LE OF 4 SCHREIBER F B 
TR 18 0 0-2120 SH 131 . 
CREF DEPT CRSE SE CT COURSE TITLE HRS IN~TRUCTOR' U 
2287 ECFS 521 01 DEV MILESTONES 3 STAFF 
MTWRF 1245-11415 EB Bl 13 
2289 ECFS 662 01 PRACT PAR/FAMILY 2 PICON RU TH 
HOURS ARRANGED 
EARTHSCIENCES~ULLTERM 
CREF DEPT CR~~ SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
2611 ESCI 495 01 GEOL FIELD STUDIES 4 WATKINS IVAN 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/Et.O DATE 07/27-08/10 
HOURS ARRANGED 
2610 [SCI S88 01 G(OLOG f'ICLO STUDIES 3 WATKINS IVAN 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/27-08/10 
HOURS ARRANGED 
EARTH SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
( R[F DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
2601 ESCI 1011 01 INTRO ATMOS SCIENCE If ANDERSON ALAN 
TR 1 800-2150 HS 115 
2602 ESCJ 106 01 INTRO TO EARTH SCIEN If ANDERSON GARRT 
HhRf 0915-10"5 MS 116 NELSON CHARLES 
2b03 ESCI 1477 01 EARTH SCIENCE INSTIT - NELSON CHARLE:S 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 0&128-07/09 SPECIAL FEES $100 . 00 FOR TRAVEL , 
H 0800-1800 HS 22 MOTOR AND BOAT RENTAL 
26QCI ESCI 571 01 EARTH SCIENCE INSTIT If NELSON CHARLES 
BEGIN/ENO OAl[ 06/28-07/09 SPECIAL FEES $100.00 FOR TRAVEL, 
H 0800-1800 MS 22 MOTOR AND BOAT RENTAL 
EARTH SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SE CT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
2b05 ESCI 109 01 GEOLOGIC [NVJRONIIIIENT If WATl<INS IVAN 
MTWRF" 0915-10&15 MS 116 SOROl<A LEONARD 
2606 ESCI &177 02 ESCI INSTITUTE c+ SOROKA LEONARD 
BEGIN /ENO DATE 08/09-08/20 
M 0800-1600 
2608 ESCJ 577 02 ESCI INSTITUTE 4 SOROl<A L[ONARO 
BEGIN /END DATE 08/09-08/20 
" oeoo-160□ 
ECONOMICS/FIRST TERM 
I CREF OEP'l CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS ]NSTRUCTOR 11 
1521 ECON 259 01 INTRODUCTION TO ECON • LARSEN A F HTWRf 0915-1045 SH 212 
1522 ECON 273 01 PRINCIPLES OF ECON · 1 4 DEBRECHT 0 
MTWRF 0730-0900 SH 209 
1523 ECON 274 01 PRINCIPLES Of ECON 2 • LAN6E M D HTWRF 0915-1045 SH 201 
l52ct ECON 3 77 01 ECON ANO ITS BUS APL • LUl<SETICH W A 
MTWRF 0915 -1045 SH 209 
153c+ ECON 460 01 PUBLIC FINANCE • LANGE M 0 
MhRF 1100-1230 SH 209 
1 525 [CON •71 01 MONET ANO BANl<ING 4 DEBRECHT 0 
MhiRF 09 15-10115 SH 21 l 
1536 ECON 560 0 1 PUBLIC FINANCE 4 LANGE M D 
HH1RF l 100-1230 SH 209 
1527 ECON 571 01 HONEY ANO BANK [NG 4 DEBRECHT 0 
HTWRF 0915-10"5 SH 211 
16 
ECONOMICS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HR S INSTRUCTOQ Jl 
1S30 ECON 259 02 INTROD UCTION TO ECON • GAMBER G K t1lliRf 0915-10'+5 SH 211 
1531 ECON 273 02 PRIN C IPLES Of ECON l • GAMB ER G K HTWRF 0730-0900 SH 211 
1532 ECON 27' 02 PRINCIPLES OF ECON 2 • WHITE l"'I 0 HhRF 0915-lOffS SH 201 
1 529 ECON 281 01 ECON OF CRIHE•JUSTI C • WHITE H 0 Hfi,jRf 1100-1230 S H 201 
15'+0 ECON • 10 01 BUS CYClES•fOR[CASTG • GLEISNER R f HTWRF 11 00-1230 S H 209 
1535 ECON • 11 02 HONEY AN D BANK)NG • GLEISNER R f HhRF 0915-lOffS SH 209 
15'+1 ECON 570 01 BUS CYCLES•f OR[CASTG • GLEISNER R F l'ITWRF ll □ 0- 1 230 SH 209 
1537 ECON 571 02 HONEY AND BANti.JNG • GL EI SNER Q F HTWRF 09 15-10,S SH 20 9 
15ff2 ECON 695 01 ECON CRIMINA L BEHAYR 3 LUK S( TICH W A 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/1 2-0 7123 WHITE M 0 
NTWRF 09 15-11'+5 SH 221 
EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HR S INSl'RUCTOR 11 
HOS ED 550 01 NONVERBAL COHMUNIC 3 PURDOM B 
GRADING OP TI ONS SU -RE Q 
MTWRF 0915 - 1030 [8 Al28 
1806 [O 601 0 1 GLOBA L EDUC ATION 3 BJORK LUN [ UG[ NE 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/ 0 1-0 7/16 
HT WRF 0915-llltS. EB A231 
1807 EO •□• 01 PR OB LE MS AMER EDUC J J OHNSON PETER 
NTWRF 0730.- 081t5 [8 A227 
1808 EO b 10 01 SCHOOL • SOC I Al OR O l MORTRUOE L OWE L L 
NTWRF 0730-0SltS EB A229 
1809 '" ED •1• 0 1 I Nl'[R OF RESE ARCH l SCHNIOT R 
NTWRF 121,tS-lltOO EB Bl 12 
1810 EO 615 0 1 INTRO " TO RESEARCH 3 GRUNEPUO JANES 
HTWRF 1 100-1215 EB A230 
1811 EO 6 20 0 1 S[H INTRO GRAD STUD 3 NORTRUOE G 
GRADING OPTION S SU-REQ 
MTWRF 09 1 5 -1 030 EB 8110 
1812 ED 623 01 CLEO CONTENP • FU TUR l HAGEN 0 
HTWRF 1100 - 1215 EB 8 11 0 
1811t ED 632 01 SR HIGH SCHOOL SEH 3 HORTRUDE LOWELL 
MTll'RF 09 1 5- 114S EB A229 
184 0 ED 6• □ 0 1 CLASSROOM TCHR MAIN 3 SENTZ E 
PHWRF 11 00 -1215 EB A229 
1815 EO 6•2 01 [LEN SCH LANG ARTS l PURDON B 
NTWRf 0730- 081t5 EB Bl 10 
1816 ED 6'3 01 ELEM SCH SOCIAL STUD l HAG[N 0 
HTWRF 09 1 5 - 1030 EB Al 26 
181 8 ED 6•5 01 SCHOO L DISCIPLINE 3 MORTRUDE G 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
HTWRF 0730-08&t5 EB Al28 
1831 ED 6•9 01 PRACT CURR CONSTRUCT 3 l<E L SEY KENNETH 
NTWRF 0730-0845 EB A122 
1821 ED 650 01 MAT It:ISTR STR AT LAW l SJORIIILUN EUGENE 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ B EGHt/ENO DA TE 06/15-06/3 0 
HTliRF 09 15 -ll&t5 re A231 
1822 ED 65• 01 IHPROV[ SEC SCH INST l JOH NSON PET ER 
HTliRF 09 15-1030 EB A227 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CRCf DEPT CRSE SE CT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
175 7 [DAD 498 0 1 STRESS HANAGENENT 2 HOLDEN DONALD 
GRADING OPTION S SU-R EO BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/19-08/03 
HTlii RF 0 900 -1100 EB 
1761 EO AO 4 98 
GRAD ING OPTIONS 
02 ADV COUNCIL ACT /RESP 1 HOLDEN DONALD 
su-REQ B EG IN/ENO DATE 08/04-08/11 
NhRF 0900-110 □ EB 8112 
1758 EOA O 5 9 8 01 STRESS MANAGEMENT 2 HOLDEN DONALD 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-RE D BEGIN/ENO OAT[ 07I1 9-0B/03 
MhRF 0900 -11 00 EB 
1762 [D AO 598 02 ADV COUNCIL ACT /RESP J HO LDEN DONA LD 
GRADING OP TIONS su-R EQ BEGIN /ENO DATE D8/0lt-08/ll 
HhPF 0900- 11 00 EB 8112 
17b3 EO AD 61 7 01 COMMUN ITY EDUCATION 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
HTWRF 110 0 -1230 EB A126 
1761t [DAO &77 0 1 PERSONNEL AOMIN 3 RENZ LELAND 
HhiRF 0915 - l OltS EB B113 
1759 [Ol O 697 0 1 PROB/ISSUE RE ST RIKE 2 RENZ LELAND 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-RED BEGIN/ENO OAT[ OB / O&t-08 / 20 
NTw PF 1300-l&tltS EB 
l 7b 0 [DAO 69 7 02 CONFLICl HANAGEH[NT 1 RENZ LELAND 
GRADING OPTIONS SU - R[Q BEGIN/[NO OAT[ 07/ 19-07/22 
HTWR 1300 -160 0 EB Al26 
ENGINEERING/ENGINEERING SCIENCES 
SEE PHYSICS 
SEE TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINE ERING 
ENGLISH/FIRST TERM 
CR[ F DEPT CR SE SEC T COURSE TITLE HR S INS TR UC TOR 11 
2301 ENGL 124 0 1 INTRO TO LITE RATURE • PARHAM S HTWRF 0915-lO&tS R 118 
2 302 ENGL l b2 01 WRITTE N CO MPOSITION • PARHAM S 
Hhlff 0730-09 00 R 1 18 
2303 ENGL 162 02 WRITTEN COMPOSITION • VAN PCLT L 
NTWRF 11 00-1230 R 118 
23 0 1t E NGL Hi3• 01 COl'tP MEDIA • METHOO • VOEL l<ER L HhRF 09 1 5-lOltS R 102 
23 0 5 ENG L 163• 02 COMP A WONAN'S VIEW • VO[Ll<ER L HT'-Rf 1 2 1t 5 -11tl5 R 102 
2306 ENGL 163 • 0 3 COMP WES TE RN Al'! LIT • DILLMAN R 
MTWR F l 100-1230 R 10 
2307 E: NGL 221 01 INTRO TO POET RY 3 TH OMPSON R 
HTffRF 12&. 5- 1355 PA 223 
2308 ENGL 33 1 01 ADV EXPOS ITORY WRI T 3 HITH P 
HhRF 09 1 5 -1 025 R 1 2 
23 0 9 ENG L 353 0 1 lI T FOR ADOLESCENTS 3 RY LA NDER J 
HTlr.R F 0730 -081t 0 R l 0 
2310 EN GL •2 1 01 LIT THEORY CRITICISN l GO TT SHALL J 
HHIRF 11 00 -1210 CH lZ6 
23 1t C ENG L "38 01 CREAT WRIT POET FICT 3 MEISSNER W 
BEGIN/ END CATE 06/lit-06/25 
HTWRF 12 .. 5 -1 620 HS 119 
2312 ENGL 44 8 01 THE AGE or DRYDEN • LEJA A 
HT.RF 0 91 5 -1045 PA 222 
23}&t ENG L 458 01 ROG RH[T • TCHG COMP 3 DIL LMAN R 
MHiiRF 0730 -0840 R 2 
2316 ENG L •9• 01 .IM ER I CAN -..RITERS 20C • LU NDQUIST J 
t1H.·Rf 1 2 45 -l1tl5 R 101 
2500 ENGL •95 0 I PRJCT HEHi TCHG COMP 2 RYL ANDER J 
BEGIN/END OJ TE 06/ 28-07 /16 
MTWRF 0915-1100 R 2 
GERMAN/FIRST TERM 
CREF OEPT CR SE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS lNSTAUCT ~ R 11 
3001 GER 131 01· ELE" GEIUUN I It KIES[ JOAN 
HhRF 0915-10&t5 BH l31t 
GERONTOLOGY /FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HR S INSTRUCTOR 11 
6988 GERO lt&tO 01 SEMINAR ON AGE I SH 2 SHCHI< D 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 0 6 / 21-07 /09 
HTWR 1 100-130 0 ~ H 20&t 
6989 GERO S&t O 01 SEMINA R ON AG[ISH 2 SHENK 0 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/21-07/09 
HTW R 1100-1300 SH 20i. 
HEAL TH EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREf DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS I NST RUCTOR 11 
3&t 0 1 HLTH 125 01 FUJrfOAM[NT Al S OF HL T_H 3 HOATI S T 
HTWRf 0730-081t0 HAH 2'2 
3&t03 HLTH 305 01 SAF'ETY EDUCATION • SE RDULA G 
MTWRF 0730-0900 HAH S305 
3'10 '1 HLTH tt05 • DI HOOD MOO SUB IN SOCI 3 OSENDORF F 
MT WRF 0915 - 1025 HAH 235 
3 '1 06 HLTH lt □ S• 02 MOOD MOO SUB IN SOCI 3 OSENDORF F 
HTWR F 1100-1 21 0 HAH 235 
3C!l0 HLTH lt95 0 1 BERl<LEY WOR l<SHOP 3 SERDU.LA G 
BY PEFHIISSION ON L Y BEGIN/END DATE ·06/0-7 - 06/U 
HTWRF 0730-160 0 H.lH 5305 
31t12 HLTH .. 9 5 02 SEATTLE FOLLOW-UP WS J OSENDORF F 
BY PERMISS ION ONLY BEGIN/END DATE 06/03•06/03 
0730 -16 00 AHC 
31,j QS HLTH sos 01 1'1000 NOD su e IN SOC I 3 OSEN OO!ll F F 
BY PER MISSION ONLY 
NT WRF 091S-1025 HAH 235 
31t07 HLTH SOS 02 11000 1100 SUB lN SOCI 3 OSCNOORF F 
BY PE RMISSION ONL'f 
MTWRF 1 100 -1 2 1D HAH 235 
31tl l HLTH 588 0 1 6CRKL[Y WORKSHOP 3 S(ROULA G 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BE GIN/EN D o•Tt 06/07-06/lt. 
MTWRF 0130 -1 600 HAH S305 
31413 HLTH see 0 2 SEATT LE FOLLOW-UP ws 1 OSENDORF F 
B Y PERMISSION ONL Y BEGIN/END DATE 06/03-06/03 
0730-1600 AMC 
3'118 HLTH 630 01 SEMINAR SCHL HEAL TH ! MORTIS T 
HTWRF 0915-1025 HAH 2112 
HEAL TH EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREf DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
31102 HLTH 125 02 f UNOAHENUL S OF HLTH 3 COLLINS R 
Hh RF 0 9 1 5 -10 25 HAH 2 1t 2 
3&t08 HLTH 405* 03 HOOD NOD SUB IN SOCI 3 HORTlS T 
HTWRF 09 1 5 -1 025 HAH S30) 
31tl1,t HLTH 1t95 03 SEATT LE WOR KS HOP 2 OS(NOORF r 
B Y PERl"IISSION ONLY BEGIN/EN D DATE 07/19-07123 
NhRF 073 0- 1600 AMC 
31116 HL TH '498 01 [L[ H[NTA RY SCHOOL HE 3 GO[M[R J 
HT WRF 0730-081t0 HAH S306 
3'409 HLTH 505 03 11000 MOO SUB IN SOCI 3 HORTIS T 
BY P[Rl"II SSIO N ONLY 
MTW RF 0915-1025 HAH 53 0 5 
31tl5 HLTH 58 8 03 SEATTLE WORMSHOP 2 OS(NOOAf F 
BY PERNISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE OT/19•071-23 
MlWRF 0730-1 600 IMC 
31tl 7 HLTH 598 01 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL HE 3 GOEl"l[R J 
NTWRF 0730-D 8 &t0 HAH S306 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE MRS I NS TRUC TOR II l 
1824 ED 657 01 CLSSRM COMP CURR 3 SCHMIO T R 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
NTWRF 1100-1215 EB B112 
1841 ED 661 01 SUPV OF STUDENT TCMR 3 SENTZ E 
GRADING OPTION S SU-REQ 
HTWRF 0915-l!;JJO EB A230 
1825 ED 671 01 ROG CLIN DUG OF OLS 3 ROUCH R 
BY PERMISSION ON LY 
NTWRF 0915-1030 [B "122 
1826 ED 672 01 ROG CLIN REM OF OLS 3 ROUCH R 
BY PERHlSSlON ONLY 
HhRf' l l0 □ -121;s EB Al22 
1827 EO 672 02 ROG CLIN REM OF DIS 3 CH AR L 
BY P[RMISS·.JON ONLY 
MTWRF ll □D-I215 EB Al26 
1828 ED 673 01 ROG INVEST RESEARCH 3 CHAR L 
11hRF 0730-0845 EB Al 26 
EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Sil 
1801 ED 495 0 1 DEFINE BASICS EDUC 1 l'IELSEY k 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO !HG IN/ENO DATE 07/28-07/29 
WR 0915-1515 EB AU"S 
1803 ED 495 02 AEIWSPACE ACTIVITIES 3 ?<ELSEY ,< 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/20-07/27 
MhRF 0915-1515 EB Al28 
1802 ED 595 01 OEF'INE BASICS EDUC 1 ~ELS(.Y ~ 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/28-07/29 
WR 09 15 -1 515 EB A128 
1804 ED 595 02 AEROSPACE ACTIVITIES 3 ?<E L SEY ,< 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/20-07/27 
l"ITWRF 0915-1515 EB A128 
1813 ED 625 01 JR HIGH SCHOOL SEM ' JONE S JACk NTWRF □ 91S-1030 EB A229 
1817 EO 6•• 01 ELEM SCH MATHEMATICS 3 SAVERY E 
HTWRF 1100-121S EB 8112 
1819 EO 6.S 01 ELEH SC H CURRICULUM 3 PARk T 
HTillRF' □ 91S-1030 EB B110 
18 20 ED ·•8 01 CURRIC CONSTRUCTION ' PAR?< T MTWRf 1100-1215 EB B110 
1823 EO &56 01 WRTG BASIC ELEM SCHL 3 BAVERY E 
BEGIN/ENO □ AH 07/20-08/06 
MTWRf 0730-0910 EB B l 12 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
17S0 EDA □ 601 01 fOUNOATIONS OF EOAD ' GRU~ERUO JAMES MTWRF 0730 - 0900 EB B l 1 2 
17S1 EDA □ 604 01 SCHOOL flNANC[ ' RENZ LELAND HTWRr 0915-1D45 EB 8113 
1765 EDA □ 606 01 PRACTIC UH IN SCH ADM 3 IONNEY PAUL 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
HOURS ARRANGE □ 
1752 £DAO 61 0 01 SIM EXP IN ED AO ' F'A RRAH GEORGE HTWRF 0730-0900 [8 8113 
1753 EOAO 6 1 2 01 F'IELD STUDY DESIGN ' FARRAH GEORGE HTWRF' 1100- 1 230 EB Bl 13 
175 .. EDAO 6.2 01 STARRE D PAPERS ' HOLDEN DONALO HOURS ARRANGED 
1755 EDA □ 650 01 SCHOO L LAW 3 RENZ LELAND 
Mh' RF 1100 -1 230 EB Al 2 8 
1756 EDA □ 676 01 S(:C SCHOOL PRINCIPAL ' HOLDEN DO NALD MTWRF 0915-104S EB 8112 
17 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
2311 
HTWRF' 
ENGL 521 01 
1100-1210 CH 
UT THEORY CRITICISM 
126 
23 41 ENGL 538 a l CR(AT WRIT POET FICT 
BtGIN/ENO □ .e.TE 06/14-0b/25 
Mh RF' 1 2 .. ~-1620 MS 1 19 
2 313 EN GL 5i.8 0 1 TH[ AGE OF DRYDEN 
,ni.Rf 0915-t □ i.5 P A 222 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
3 GOTTSHALL J 
3 M(ISSNER W 
'I LEJA A 
2315 ENGL 558 Cl ROG RHET • T CHG COMP 3 O!LUUN R 
MTI.RF 073 □ - oa .. o R 2 
2i.99 ENGL 588 01 PRACT METH TCHG C011P 2 RYLANDER J 
BEGIN/END DATE Ob/28-07/ l b 
MT\.:RF 0915-1 100 R 2 
2 31 7 ENGL 59 4 01 AMERICAN •RIT[RS 20C 4 LUNDQUIST J 
Mh RF' 1245-1'115 P 10 1 
2318 ENGL 690 01 GRAD EXPO SIT ORY i.RIT • TH OHPSON R 
Mh,Rf ll □ D-1230 PA 223 
ENGLISH/SECOND TERM 
CR[f DE PT CR SE SECT COURSE T JTLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
2319 ENGL 162 OJ WRITTEN COMPOSITION • VAN PELT E 
MTIO'RF 0915-1045 R 118 
2320 tNGL 163• o• COMPOS JAPAN • ANDERSON J 
HTWRF 11 00 -1 230 PA 22 3 
2321 ENGL 163• 0 5 COMPOS LITE RATURE • YOUNG J 
HhRF' □ 91S-1045 R 202 
2 322 ENGL 2 32 01 INTRO TO LINGUISTICS • HANSEN T 
MH.RF 0915-1045 R 10 2 
2 32 3 ENGL 2 53 0 1 HOOERN AM WRITE RS II 3 VANPELT[ 
MTloiRF 0730- □ 8i. □ R 118 FAULKNER , STEINBECK, OTHERS 
2 32 & EN GL . ., 01 RENAIS REVENGE ORAMA • ANDERSON J 
MhRF' 09 15-1 045 R 2 
232 .. ENGL • 59 Ol PRAC APPRCH TCHG ESL • YOUNG J 
Mh Rf 11 00-1230 R l 0 
2327 ENGL 5"7 01 REN.US RE VENGE ORAMA 4 ANDERSON J 
Hh RF' 0915 -1045 R 2 
2425 ENGL 559 01 PRAC APPRCH TCHG ESL 4 VOLING J 
MTloiRF 11 00- 1230 R 10 
FRENCH/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITL E HR S INSTRUCTOR Ill 
2701 F REN 131 01 ELEM FRE NC H I 4 L[VILAIN G 
HTi.RF' 0915-104S BH 104 
GEOGRAPHY /FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS JN S TRUCTOR ftl 
280 1 GEOG 101 01 WORLD PLACE L OC ATION 4 HARPER C W 
HhRF 11 00-1230 SH 305 
28[;8 GEOG 111 01 INTRO TO WOR LO GEOG • RIC HISON 8 f 
MTi.RF 0915-1045 SH 305 
2823 GEOG 273 01 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY • MIXON L 
Mh'Rf 0915-1045 SH 315 
2851 GEOG 376 01 GEOG OF MINNESOU 3 ERICKSON G B 
HW 1800-2050 SH lll 
GEOGRAPHYfflECONDTERM 
2802 GEOG 10 1 0 2 WORLD PLACE LOCATIO N • AO DICOTT J T Mh RF 11 00- 1230 SH 305 
2809 GEOG Ill 02 INTR O T O •ORLD GEOG • BIXBY R 0 
HTt,jRf 0915 -l □ i.S SH 3 0 9 
2826 GEOG 275 0 1 GEOG OF THE US • OOC,<ENOORFF T P 
MTWRF 0915-1045 SH l l 5 
HISTORY/FIRST TERM 
C REF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE llTLE HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
3101 HIST 101 01 CONTEHPORARY HRIC:A • HAYENGA P 
HTi.RF 0915-1045 SH 223 
3105 HIST 203 01 EUROPE SINCE 1 870 • LEWI S R 
MTWRF 0730-0900 SH 223 
3103 HIST •s6 01 US FOREIGN RELA 2 • PETERSON 0 
MTWRF 1100-1230 SH 223 
3lQij HIST 556 01 US FOREIGN RE L A 2 • PETERSON 0 
HTWRF 1100-1230 SH 223 
3113 HIST bl5 0 l ROG MOO E EUR POLAND ' LEWI S R HOURS ARRANG ED 
HISTORY/SECOND TERM 
CR[f DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HR S INSTRUCTOR #l 
3 102 HIST 1•1 01 U S SINCE 1865 • GAMBILL E 
MTWRF 0730-0900 SH 223 
3 1 0 8 HIST 346 01 MINN[ iO TA ' MASSMANN J MhR 0915-1045 SH 223 
31G7 HJST .. s 01 US MILITARY HISTORY 4 OVERY D 
MTWR F 110 0 -1230 SH 223 
3112 MIST s•s 0 1 US MILITARY HISTORY • OVERY D 
l'IT'JRF' 1100-1230 SH 223 
3111 MIST 651 01 ROGS HINNESOTA HIST 3 MASSMANN J 
HOURS ARRANGED 
HUMAN RELATIONS RELATIONS/FIRST TERM 
CA EF' DEPT CRSE SE CT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
2151 HURL 201 
MTi,,'Rf 0915-1045 EB 
2152 HURL • 9 6 
GRAD ING OP TIONS 
CO-REQUISITE 
P'lfwRF' 0915-1230 EB 
2 1 50 HURL 496 
Gf:<ACING OPTIONS 
CO-REQUISITE 
MTi.Rr 09 15-1230 EB 
2153 HUR L q97 
GRADING OPTIONS 
CO-REQ UISITE 
MTWRF' 0915-1230 EB 
2157 HURL 497 
GRADING OPTIONS 
CO-REOUI SI TE 
MhRF 0915-1230 EB 
2154 HURL 596 
GRAOlNG OPTIONS 
CO-REQUISITE 
HTWRf 0 915-1230 EB 
2158 HURL 596 
GRADING OPTIONS 
CO-REQUISITE 
MTWRF 0915-1230 EB 
2155 HURL 597 
GRADING OPTIONS 
C.0-REOUISITE 
MHiRF 0 9 15-1230 EB 
2159 HURL 597 
GRADING OPTIONS 
CO-REQUISITE 
MHiRF 0915-1230 EB 
01 NON-OPPRESSIVE RELAT • ANDRZEJEWSKI -JULIE 
B108 ( LIMITED TO NON- EDUCATION MAJORS) 
01 HUM.IN R[LA TIO NS PT 1 
SU-REQ 
2 HURL lt97 2 153 
Al 19 
oz HUMAN REU,T IONS PT l 
SU-R EO 
2 HURL 497 21S7 
Al 19 
01 HUM.IN R( L ATIONS PT 2 
SU -RE O 
2 HURL 496 2152 
All9 
oz HUMAN R~LAlIONS PT ,2 
SU-REO 
2~ HURL 49" 2156 
6119 
01 HUMAN ·RELATIONS PT 11 
SU-REO 
2 HURL 597 2155 
Al 19 
02 HUMAN -RE L ATIONS PT l 
SU-AEO 
2 HURL 597 2159 
All9 
01 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2 
SU-RtQ 
2 HURL 596 2 154 
All9 
02 HUMA N RELATIONS PT 2 
SU -REQ 
2 HURL 596 2158 
1119 
' RISBERG DOUGLAS 
3 LAWSON t.NORE·W 
' RI SB[RG' oquGLAS 
' LAWSON ANOApl 
' A I .SBEJl6,0QU~l,.A.5 
3 LAWSON ANDRE'W 
' RISBE~G DOUGLAS 
3 LAWSON ANDREW 
18 
HUMAN RELATIONS RELATIONS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE T lTLE HRS lNSTRUCTOP #1 
2160 HURL •90 03 HUMAN RELATIONS PT l 3 HELLWIG DAVID 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
CO-REQUISJTE 2 HURL 497 2lbl 
l'IHIRF 0915-1230 EB B108 
2164 HURL .90 D• HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1 3 LAWSON ANDREW 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
CO-RE QUI SITE 2 HURL 497 2105 
HTWRF' 0915-1230 EB Al 23 
2Hl HURL •97 03 HUMAN RELATlO~S PT 2 3 H[LUdG DAVI D 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
CO-REQUISIH 2 HURL lf9E, 2160 
P!TliiRF 0915-1230 EB Bl OB 
ZllbS HURL •97 o• HUMAN RELATJONS PT 2 3 LAWSON ANDREW 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
CO-RE CUI SI TE 2 HURL 496 21bit 
MhRF 0915-1230 EB A 12 3 
2lb2 HURL 590 03 HUMAN RELATIONS PT l ' HELLWIG DAV ID GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
CO-REQUISITE: 2 HURL 597 2163 
NTWRF 0915-1230 EB B108 
2166 HURL 590 o• HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1 3 LA~ S ON ANO REW 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL 597 2H>7 
"TWRF 0915-1230 EB 11 23 
2163 HURL 597 03 HU"4AN RELATIONS PT 2 3 HELLwIG O.A\IID 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL S96 2162 
MTWRF 0915-1230 EB 8108 
2167 HURL 597 o, HUJ'IAN RELATIONS PT 2 ' LAWSON ANDREW GRADING OPTJONS SU-REQ 
CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL 596 2H.6 
MhlRF 0915-1210 EB 112 3 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HR S INSTRUCTOR •1 
lBlf 3 !NO •93 01 INSTITUTION THERAPY 8 BRAUN T 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC I 
HOURS ARRANGED 
381flt !NO •98 01 INTERNSHIP VR BR AUN T 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
HOURS ARRANGED 
381t6 !NO 598 01 INTERNSHIP VR BRAUN T 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
HOURS ARRANGED 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CR(F OCPT CRSE SECT COURSE lITLE HRS IN STRU C TO R #l 
3830 !NO 160 01 INTRO TO AVIATION • CARTER P J 
HTWRF 0915-10"5 HH 21" 
3831 IND 192 01 MODERN TECH•Cl\lILil • CARTER P J 
TR 1800-2130 HH 1 20 
3832 !NO 22' 01 COMMUNICATION PROC • KEMP W 
MTwRF 0730-0930 HH 113 
3833 !NO 225 01 PHOTOM[CHUUCAL PROC • KEMP W 11TWRF 1100-1300 HH 113 
3835 !NO 321 01 ELEM SCHOOL IP,.0 ARTS 2 BJORKLUND L 
HTWRF 0730-0835 HH 225 
3836 IND 321 02 HOI SCHOOL IND ARTS 2 BJORKLUND L 
HTwRF 1115-1220 HH 225 
383 7 !NO 3"0 01 NATERALS REM\IAL PRAC • NESTEL G MTWRF 1100-1300 HH 12' 
38 38 IND ,.. 01 SYNTHETICS HCHNOLGY • BJORKLUND L 
MTWRF 0900-1100 HH 213 
38 39 I NO "15 01 VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 3 NESTEL G 
HTWRF 0930-1035 HH 212 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COU RSE TITLE HRS I NSTRUCTOR t:-1 
356 0 IM 1t 9 5 Qlt TV VIEWING GUIDANCE l 1,j(STBY G 
GRADIN G OPTION S SU-RE Q BEGIN/END DATE 07/08-07/09 
RF 09 00 -160 0 CH 130 
3b 3 3 IH '495 
GRA DING OPTIONS 
HT 0900-160 □ CH 
36 3 5 IM '495 
GRA DING OPTION S 
MT 0 900-1600 CH 
3637 IM '495 
GRAD ING OPTIONS 
Mh RF 0 9 0 0-1200 CH 
0 5 ED FILM ACT,.IOEAS 
SU-R[Q 
130 
0 6 STORYTELLING 
SU-REO 
13 0 
1 MOYIMA STEVE 
BEGIN/E~O DATE 06/llt-Ob/15 
l MEABLE DOREEN 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/21-06/22 
07 SOUND RCINFORC[ SYS l JOSEPHSON RICHARD 
SU-REO BEGIN/END DATE 07/12-07/15 
130 
Jbltb IM '495 10 LIB MGT 1,jM. SHP 1 SCHULZETENBERG A 
BY PE RHIS S ION ONLY GRACING OPTIONS SU-REC 
BEGIN/ENO OAT[ Ob/16-0b/18 
WR □ BJ O -lb3 D CH 130 0830-1130 CH 130 
lbl 2 IM 5 10 01 PHOTO TOUR Of N MN 2 NELSON 11 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-R[Q 
BEGIN/END DATE 07112-07/26 
HOURS ARRANGE D 
3 6 2 6 IM 510 02 TOUR MUNICH TO ROME 3 SCHULZETENBEAG A 
BY PERMI SSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO OAT[ 06/28-0 7/13 fIELDS DENNIS 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3627 IM 510 0 3 TOUR MUNICH TO ROM( 6 SCHULZETENB(RG A 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO OAT[ 06/28-07/13 FIELDS DENNIS 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3618 IM 512 Dl lV IN MEDIA J POL(SAK FRED 
TR 1800-2130 CH 13• 
36 0 6 IM 5"5 01 MICRO S IN SCHOOLS 3 SMELSER L,\WRENCE 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
Mh,RF 0 730- 0 9 0 □ CH 1 2 0 
3575 IM 5 73 01 PHOTOGRAPHV 3 KOYAMA STEVE 
Mhl RF 12'45-11tl5 CH 1'5 
35 7 8 IM 577 0 1 REFERENCE AN O BIBLIO 3 SWEEN ROGER 
Mlldff ' 0915-l 0 1t5 CH 13• 
3579 I" 5 78 0 1 TE CH PROC I 3 ELSEN HARi£ 
MT ,dff 0915-1 0'45 CH 126 
35bl IM 595 
GRADING OPTIONS 
HTWRF 0900-lb OO CH 
3bl5 IH 595 
GRADIN G OPTIONS 
.,.,R 0900- l 6GO CH 
36l3 IM 595 
GRADING OPTION S 
RF 0 900-1600 CH 
3b31t IH 595 
GRADIN G OPTIONS 
MT 0900-1600 CH 
3b3 b HI 595 
GRA CING OPTIONS 
MT 0900 - lbOO CH 
3638 IM 595 
GRADING OPTJO~JS 
HhRf' 0900-12 0 0 CH 
01 ANIMATED FILM PRO WK 2 NELSON HH<E 
SU-REO BEG IN/ENO DATE 06/28-07/02 
130 
03 DESIGN LEARN CENlERS 1 ~ [ABLE DOREEN 
SU-REO BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/23-06/21t 
13 0 
Olt TV VIEWING GUIDANC E l ..i[STBY G 
SU·REO BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/08-07/09 
130 
OS ED f'ILP'I ACT,.IDEAS 
SU-REO 
130 
06 STORYTELLIN G 
SU-REO 
130 
1 KOYAMA STEVE 
BE GIN/ENO DATE 06I11+-06/1S 
1 K[ABLE DOREEN 
BE GIN/ENO DATE 06/21-06/22 
07 SOUND REINF ORCE SYS l JOHPHSON RICHARD 
SU-REO B EGIN/ENO DATE 07/12- 0 7115 
130 
361t7 IM 595 10 LIB HGT WKSHP 1 SCHULZETENBERG A 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
BE GIN/ENO OU[ 0.6116-0b/18 
WR 0830-1630 CH 1 :m 
3582 IM 003 01 IM THEORY RESCH PRAC 
/'H"'RF 0730- □ 8"0 CH 1" 
3581t IM ODO Dl ORG ANO SUPV 
HTWRF 1100-1210 CH "" 
36 0 7 IM 007 01 TRAINING/HR □ 
MW 1a o o-203 □ CH 13• 
3595 IM o .. Dl STORAGE ANO RETRIEVL 
l"ITWRF 1100-1210 CH 125 
0 830-1130 CH 130 
3 CASSIDY HIKE 
3 SCHUL2£TENBERG A 
SMELSER LAWRENCE 
J HILL FRED 
J RYDBERG DAVID 
CR[f' DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOi 11 
36Q8 IM o•o 01 HICRO SOFTWARE 3 STAff 
NTwRF 1100-1210 CH 120 
3596 IM 0•1 01 INSTR DEV FOR MICROS 3 FIELDS DENNIS 
TR 1800-2030 CH 13" 
3598 IM 058 01 SYSTEMS DESIGN J FIELDS OENfllIS 
MH1RF 1100-1210 'CH 13" 
3600 IM 002 01 RECENT TRENDS 3 KEABLE DOREEN 
MTWRF 0915-1025 CH 120 
3628 IM 080 02 INTERNSHIP v• STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3629 IM 681 02 READINGS VR STAFF 
BY PERl'\ISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3630 IM 682 02 RESEARCH VR STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGE □ 
3631 IM 083 D3 SEH CONT HTLS 3 SCHULZETENBERG I 
GRADING OPTIONS SlJ-REQ BEGIN/END DATE 07/26-08/0S 
HTWRF 0800-1200 CH 130 
3632 IM 083 o• SEM AACR II 2 ELSEN l'I 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/ENO DATE 08/09-08/12 
MTWR 0900-1530 CH 130 
361 D IM 083 05 S[l'I P'IAIN + ACQ 2 JENSEN HARLAN 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/END DUE 08/16-08/20 
MTWRF l 100-H,OO CH 127 
3b'4't 111 683 06 PHOTO FOR_ TEACHERS. Z kOYAJ'IA STEVE 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO BEGIN/END DATE 011/09-08/12 
HTWR 0900-1530 CH 127 
MANAGEMENT-FINANCE/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TllLE 
lt327 MGflllF '41ttt 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
01 INTERNSHIP 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
10 WENTWORTH DARRE:LL 
MANAGEMENT-FINANCE/FIRST TERM 
CR[ f DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
"301 MGMF 301 01 MGflllT THRY • PRACTICE • BYE ROGER 
l'thH 0915-101t5 BB 118 
4302 MGMF 302 01 PERSONNEL A0111N • BURNES BRUCE 
HTWRF 1100-1230 BB 321 
4 3G3 HGMF 303 01 PRODUCTION HGHT • SM ALBECK BRUCE HTWRF l 100-1230 BB 119A 
It 318 MGMF 308 Dl BUSI~ESS • SOCIETY • THPMAS O~VE 
HTWRF 1100-12·30 BB 218 
1+30" MGl'IF 371 01 MANAGERIAL FINANCE • FARRELL CRUMPTON 
HhRF 1100-1230 BB 118 
lt3 0 5 MGMF 375 01 RISK lNSURANC( • BYE R06ER 
HhRF 0730-090D BB 118 
'43 0 6 MGMF •02 01 SMALL BUS MANAG[NEN•T • BURN[ S BRUCE 
HT.RF 0915-10'45 BB 2 18 
43 0 7 MGl'IF •01 01 ORGANIZATION THEORY • THOPIAS DAV[ MTwRF 0915-10'45 BB 321 
43[;9 MGMr ••• 01 BUSINESS POLICY • SKALBECI< BRUCE 
HTWRF 0 915-101+5 BB 320 
~310 MGMF • 08 02 BUSINESS POLICY • WENTWORTH DARRELL 
MT•RF 1100-1245 BB 320 
lt3ll MG"1F .,, 01 FINANCE INSTITUTIONS • FARELL CRU"PTON 
MTWRF 0915-10~5 BB 119A 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
38tJO IND •25 01 COLOR SEPARATJON 4 STAFF 
HTWRF □ 7J0- □ 930 HH lll 
381f5 IND 515 01 \IOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 3 NESTEL G 
HTWRF 0930-1035 HH 212 
38'+7 IND 601 01 TECH , ♦ INDIVIDUAL 3 STAFF 
HTWRF 1100-1205 HH 120 
l81f 8 IND 6 32 01 PROB COMH/COLR S[PRN 3 S l AF F 
MhRF 1100-121f5 HH 113 
3851 IND 668 01 CURR Lll • RESEARCH 4 LACROIX W 
MhRf on □- □ 85S HH 120 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF --- □ (PT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HR S INSTRUCTOR 11 
383'+ IND 285 01 ALT TRANS/ENE RGY SYS ti SCHWALLER A 
HTWRF 0730-0900 HH 121 
38'+-l IND lf31f 01 SOL ENER FAS • INSTL If BERGSTROH P 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 08/05•08/20 
HTWRF 0915-1335 HH 109 
38&j.2 IND &+-81f 01 SOL (NER SYST • OE SN 4 SCHWALLER A 
BEGIN/ENO OATE 07/20-08/0'+ 
MTWRF 0915-12'35 HH 121 
38'+9 IND 665 01 TCH PROB CONST/SOLAR 3 STAFF 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 08/05-08/20 
HHIRF 0915-1230 HH 1 09 
3850 IND 6b5 02 PROB CONST/ESTIHiHNG 3 BERGSTROM P 
HTWRF 0730-0900 HH 109 
3852 IND 683 01 TCH PRO S ENRGY/SOLA~ 3 STAF"F 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/20-08/0" 
HTiijRf 0915-1235 HH 109 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION (IM)/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR al 
Jb2" IM "10 01 PHOTO TOUR OF N MN 2 NELSON M 
BY PERP'IISSION ONLY GR.ICING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
BEGIN/ENO O~TE 07/12-07126 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3625 IM 410 02 TOUR MUNICH TO ROHE J SCHULZETENBERG A 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 8-E.GIN/ENO DATE 06/28-07/13 FIELDS DENNIS 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3555 IH 412 01 TV IN MEDIA 4 POL[SAI< FPEO ,. 1800-2130 CH 134 
3617 IH 4 •• 01 INTER,-SHIP v• STAFF 
BY P[RHI SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3605 IH 4 45 01 MICROS IN SCHOOLS 4 SMELSER LAWRENCE 
MhRF 0730-0900 CH 126 
3556 IH 468 01 MEDIA MATERIALS 3 1t:EABLE DORE.EN 
MTWRF 0730-08"0 CH 125 
3557 IH 460 02 M[OIA MATERIALS 3 STAFF 
HTWRF 0915-1025 CH 125 
3565 IH •73 01 PHOTOGRAPHY 4 lt:OYAMA STEVE 
HTWRF 1 2"5 -1"1S CH 125 
3S68 IH •11 01 REFERENCE AND BIBLIO 4 SWEEN ROGER 
NTWRF 0915-lDlfS. Ch lH 
3569 IH 478 01 TECH PROC I 4 ELSEN MARI[ 
MTWRF 0915-lO"S CH 126 
3562 IM "95 01 ANIMATED FILM PRO WI< 2 NE LS ON HIie:[ 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/28-07102 
"TWRF 0900-1600 CH 130 
3bllf IH q95 03 DESIGN LEARN CENTERS 1 MEA SLE DOREEN 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/23-06/24 
WR 0900-1600 CH 130 
19 
Ci:?Ef DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITL E HOS INSTRUCTOR 11 
360 1 IH 680 01 INTERNSHIP v• STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3602 IH 681 01 READ I NGS v• STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN.G[D 
360 3 I H 682 01 RESEARCH ,. STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
360«. I• 683 01 S[M SPECIALI S T DEGR ,. 
BY PERl'IISSION ONLY 
HOU RS ARRAt-l GED 
3639 IM 683 02 SEH HA IN + AC Q 2 JENSEN HARLAN 
GRADING OPTJON S SU-REO BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/12-07/16 
l'\TWRF 1100-1600 CH 127 
3bl6 IM 684 01 FIELD STUDY IN MEDIA VR STAF'F 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION 
(IM)/SECOND TERM 
CRE F DEPT CASE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
35b3 IM 4 44 02 INTERNSHIP ,. STHF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGE □ 
3558 IH 468 03 MEDIA MATERIALS 3 KOYAMA STEVE 
HTWRF D730-081f0 CH 125 
3559 IH 4 68 0 4 MEDIA MATERIALS 3 SIMONS MICHAEL 
MTWRF 0915-1 0 25 CH 125 
356" IH 4 71 01 PREP OF MATERIALS 4 KEABLE 0 
Mh1RF 0730-09GO CH 134 
3566 IH 4 75 01 ACHIN FUNC 4 SCHULZtTtNBERG A 
MhlRF 0730-0900 CH 126 
356 7 IH 4 76 01 SElECl HAT 4 CLARI<[ NOAH 
MhlRF 0915-10"5 CH 134 
3151 □ IH 481 01 READ LIST VIEW GUID • BUSSE DICI< 
HH.RF 11 00-1230 CH 125 
36"5 IM lf95 02 INF PHOTO-G[OL STD 4 NELSON Mll<E 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO BEGIN/END DATE 07/27-08/10 
HOURS ARRANGED 
36"0 IH 495 
GRADING OPTJONS 
MT 0900-1600 CH 
36ll2 IM lf95 
GRADING OPTIONS 
WR 0900-1600 CH 
357" IH 5 71 
MTWRF 0730-090 0 CH 
3S7b IH 5 75 
MTWRF 0730-0900 CH 
35 77 IH 5 76 
MTWRF 0915-10lf5 CH 
08 DEV SELECT POL ICY 1 WESTBY JERRY 
SU-R[Q BEGIN/ENO DATE D7119-07/20 
130 
09 HECIA CENTER £VAL l SCHULZETENBERG A 
SU-R[Q BEGIN/ENO OAT[ 07/21-07/22 
130 
01 PREP OF MATERIALS 3 KEABLE DOREEN 
134 
01 AOMIN FUNC 3 SCHUL2E TENBERG A 
126 
0 1 SELECT HAT 3 CLARME NORM 
134 
361f8 IM 5 9 5 02 INF PHOTO-GEOL STD 3 NELSON MIKE 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-R[Q BEGIN/END DATE D7/27-08/10 
HOURS ARRANGED 
361.tl IM 595 08 DEV SELECT POLlCY I WESTBY JERRY 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO BEGIN/END OAT[ 07/19-07/20 
MT 0900-1600 CH l JO 
36"3 IH 595 09 MEDIA CENTER E\IAL 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-RE O 
WR 0900-1600 C., 130 
3585 
HTWRF 
IM 608 01 RESEARCH HE THOOS 
125 1245-1355 CH 
1 SCHULZETENBERG A 
BEGIN/ENO OAT( 07/21-07/22 
3 HILL FRED 
359" IM 639 0 1 READ UST VIEW GUID 3 BUSSE DICk 
HTWRF 1100-1230 CH 125 
CR[F OE.PT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
lf3 0 8 MGMF 567 01 ORGANIZATION THEORY • THOMAS DA"f'E 
MTWRF 0915-lOllS BB 321 
lf312 MGMF 5 72 01 FINANCE INSTITUTIONS • FARR ELL CRUl'IPTON 
HfiijRF 0915-101.tS BB 119A 
MANAGEMENT-FINANCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF OEP-T CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
~ 31 If MGHF 361 02 MGMT THRY • PRACTICE • JORDAN BILL MTWRF 0730-0900 BB 119A 
lf315 HGHF 362 02 PERSONNEL ACHIN • NYSTUEN GREG HhRF 1100-1230 BB l l 9'A 
it316 MGHF 363 02 PRODUCTION 4 VORA JAY 
MhRF 0915-10"5 BB 118 
"317 HGMF 363 03 PRODUCTION • SA TO ORF LELAND HTWRF 0730-0900 BB 320 
'4319 MGHF 370 01 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAi/ • JOROA-N BILL HTWRF 1100-1230 BB 320 
4320 HGMF 371 02 MANAGERIAL FINANCE • BOHNER HOWARD 
HTWRF 1100-1230 BB 321 
'+321 HGHF 462 02 SHALL BUS HANAGEHENl • NYSTUEN GREG HTWRF 0915-1045 BB 321 
'+322 MGMF 465 01 MOTION + TIME STUO't' • BATDORF LELAND 
HTWRF ll □ 0-1230 BB 118 
"32 3 MGHF 467 02 ORGANIZATION THEORY • THOMAS DIVE MTWRF □ 91 s-10-.s BB 119A 
"325 HGMF 468 03 BUSINESS POLICY • THOMAS DAVE HTWRf 1100-1230 88 218 
4326 · MGHF 471 01 CORPORATE FIN POLICY 4 SOHNEN HOWARD 
l'IHIRF 091S-10«.S B8 218 
'1324 MGMF 567 02 ORGANIZATION THEORY • THOMAS DAVE MTWRF 0915-1D1t5 BB 119A 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRS[ SECT COURSE TllLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
451b MMGB .44 01 INTERN:'.:;HIP 16 RODGERS W 
BY PERMISSION ON LY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
4501 HKGB 235 01 BUSINESS LAW • CALHOUN R MTliiRF 073□ -o<JD□ BB 319 
"502 HMGB 235 02 BUSINESS LAW • BUCHANAN M 
HTWRf 11 00-1230 BB 319 
4 503 MMGB 320 01 INTRO TO HARl(ETING 4 BENSON R 
MTWRF 0915-10"5 BB 319 
115 □ 5 Hl(G8 321• 01 CONSUMER BEHAVIOR • RODGERS W 
HTWRF 0730- □ 90□ BB 322 
1150b Ml(GB -.23• 01 ADVERTISING HGl1T • BENSON R 
HTWRF 1100-1230 BB 322 
4517 HKGB "2"• 01 SALES MANAGEMENT • HINAFY A 
HTWRF 1100-1230 BB 215 
&+508 HKGB "25• 01 HARKET.ING RESEARCH 4 SCHNEIDER K 
HTWRF 1245-1415 BB 319 
lf51 □ Mlt:GB "27• 01 INTERNATIONAL HK TG • HINAFY A 
HlltRF 0915-10"5 BB 322 
lfS 12 Hl(GB '+29• 01 HARK(TJNG MANAGEMENT 4 SCHNEIDER K 
HTWRF 1'430-1600 BB 319 
4513 HKGB 436 01 BUSINESS LAW • BUCHAHAN " 
HTWRF 0915-1045 BB 219 
20 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCT OR # l 
lfSllf HKGB •37 0 1 BUSINESS LAW • CALHOUN R tH WRF 1 21f5-11115 BB 322 
lf507 MKGB 523• 0 1 ADVERTI S ING MGMT • BE NSON R 
IHWRF 1100-1230 BB 322 
lf518 HK GB 5 2 1f• 0 1 S liLES MANAGEMENT • HANA.FY A 
TWRF ll □□ -1230 BB 215 
lf5 □ 9 MKGB 525• 0 1 MA RMETING RESEARCH • SCHNEIDE R K 
1'1Tw Rf 1245-11115 88 319 
'4511 HMG B 5 2 7• 0 1 INHRNATIONAL HKTG • HANAFY A 
HhlRF 0915-10'15 BB 322 
lf515 MKGB 5 37• 01 BUSINESS LAW • CALHOUN R 
HTW RF 121f 5 -1 1HS BB 32 2 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COUR SE TITLE HR S INSTRUCTOR at 
11525 HKGS 2 35 0 3 BUSINESS LAW • S TAFF HTll'Rf 0915-10&!5 BB 319 
lf 5 2b HKG B 3 20 02 INTRO TO MARKETING • STAFF 
HHIRF 0730-0900 BB 319 
lf527 HKG B 3 2 0 0 3 INTRO TO HARK E TlN G • ST Aff 
HTWRF 11 □□ -1230 BB 319 
4528 MKGB 321• 02 CONSUMER BEHAVIOR • STAFF HTWRF 091 S-l OlfS BB 322 
'+529 HKGB 322 • 0 1 INTRO TO AD VE RTIS I NG • S TAFF 
HTIIRF 1100-12 30 BB 322 
.. S30 HKGB • 20 01 RETA1Ll"4G MANA GEME N T • STAFF 
MTWRF 0915-10'45 BB 219 
'4 5 32 MK GB lf 29• 02 MAFH<ETING MANA GEMENT • S TAFF 
HHIRF 0915-10'45 8 B 216 
'4533 HKGB . lf36 02 BU S INES S LAW • STAFF 
HTwRF 1100-1230 BB 217 
'4531 MMG B 520• 0 1 RETAILING MANAGEH[NT • STAFF 
HTWRF 0915-10'+5 SB 219 
MASS COMMUNICATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR n 1 
1401 COMM 21.tb 01 VISUAL COMHUNICATION 3 HILL RICHA RD 
HTWRF 0915-lOlfS SH ll2A 
11102 COMM 272 01 RADIO/TV NEWS WRT ED If MONTE SAN O ROB E RT 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY 
MTwRF 0730-0900 SH 129 
1403 COHH 309 01 
8Y PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
COMMUN ACTIVJTIES l HILL P ICHA RD 
L AB ARRANGED 
1401+ COMH 320 01 HISTORY MAS S MEOU 3 HA STE AMOE 
MTWRF 1 2 '+5-1355 SH 132A 
1408 COMM 41f4 01 MC OMM INTERNSHIP 3 VOELKE R FPA N 
BY PERMIS S ION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED LAB ARRANG ED 
11109 COMM lflflf 02 HCOHH INTERNSHIP 3 HA STE A 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED LAB ARRANGED 
1406 COMH 1485 01 PR PRODUCTION WKSHOP It VOELKER FRAN 
BEGIN/END DATE 0 6/21-07/02 
l'ITWRF 0915-UlS SH 129 
1'407 COMM 58S 01 PR PROOUCTION WKSHOP If VOELKER FRAN 
BEGIN/END DATE 0&/21-07102 
HTWRF 0915-l&tlS SM 129 
MATHEMATICS/SECOND TERM 
CR[f" DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
1+ 03 7 MATH 130 02 JNT ERM( OIATE ALGEBRA • MTWRF 0 730-09 00 MS 115 
140 2 9 MATH Ill 0 2 COLLEGE ALGE BRA • 
HhR F 0 73 0 -0900 H S 119 
1+ 0 25 HATH 24 2 • 0 1 ANALY SIS JI • 
MT1"RF 11 00-1 2 30 MS 115 
it036 MATH 2 5 0 0 2 rouNO or ARITHMETIC • 
HT WRF 09 15 -1045 HS 115 
'1 026 MATH 329• 02 TOPICS DES + INF STA • 
MT 1,j R F 0 915-10'15 MS 11• 
'1 02 7 MATH ._ 3 01 INT RO TO PROB MOD ELS " MT \,j RF 11 0 0-1230 MS 11" 
4 0 2 8 HA TH 5•3 0 1 INT RO TO PROB HODELS 3 
MhRF 11 00 -1 2 3D MS 11• 
4 03 5 MATH 616 0 1 TCH NG GEOM IN SEC SC 3 
Mh RF 0 730-090 0 MS I 0 2 
4030 MATH 6 57• 01 MOD ERN AL G Tl-+EORY I I 3 
MHIRF 0 915-1 0 145 MS 1 0 2 




DEPT CRSE SECT 
MU~M )OD 0 1 
0 9 15-1\00 PAC 
COUR SE TITLE HRS 






L E ITCH VERNON 
BIRD HOWARD 
BIRO HOWAR D 
BIRD HOWARD 
LE ITCH VERNON 
ERNST CHARLE S 
I NSTRUCTOR NI 
ERNEST DAVID 
46 3 6 MUS H 229 0 1 BLUES + JAZZ HISTORY 14 FROHRIP KENTON 
Mh.RF 110 0 -121f5 PA l&ll 
14 6 2 5 MUS H 410 0 1 MUS EUR OPEAN ALPS 3 fLOM JAMES 
BEGIN/END DATE 0 6/24-07/09 
HO URS ARRAN GE D 
lf 6 4 0 MUSM 143 0 01 PIAN O P[O/ELEH LEVEL 2 ALLEN THO"'AS 
BEGIN/EN O DATE 06/28-071 0 1 
M'lo 090 0-11 0 5 PA 140 
1+ 6 '+1 HUS H 431 0 1 P I ANO PED /I N TR L E VEL 2 ALLEN THOMAS 
BE GI N/ EN O DATE 0 7/ 0 6-07/ 09 
TR 0 9D 0 -1105 PA 1" 0 
'+ 62 8 MUS M 4 8 5 0 1 WKSHP SING I NG VOICE 
BEGIN/EN D DAT E 0 6/15-06/18 
T1,i Rf 0 900 -160 0 P A 127A 
'+03 0 MUSH 1+95 0 1 SACR ED MUSIC/w l( SP 
BEGIN/[NO DATE 0 6 /2' 1 - □ 6/24 
Ml :..-R 0 90(l -IE, O(l P A 12 7A 
1+6 2 6 MUSM 510 0 1 MUS EUROPEAN ALPS 
BEGIN/ END DATE 00/211- 0 7/ 0 9 
HOURS ARR .liN GED 
2 PETERSON CHARLES 
2 ECHOL S CH.IRLES 
PETERSON CHARLES 
3 FLOM JAMES 
4 b i+ 2 MU S" 530 □ 1 PIANO PE D/HEM LEVEL 2 ALLEN THOMAS 
BE GIN/EN D DATE 06/2 8 - 0 7101 
"" 0 90D -ll 0 5 PA 1"0 
l.!043 t-1USM 531 0 1 P IAN O P ED/l NTR L[\l[L 2 ALL E N TH0'1AS 
BEGI N/EN O O.ITE 07/06- 0 7/09 
lR 09 00 -l lGS PA 140 
lfb 29 MU S J'1 585 0 1 WKSHP S INGIN G VOICE 2 PETER SON CHARLES 
BEGI N/E ND Db.TE 06/15- 0 t,/18 
TWH 0 9 0 0-1600 PA 127A 
110 3 1 t-1 US M 595 Ol SA CRED MUSIC/WKSP 2 ECHOLS CHARLE S 
BE GIN/ENO DATE OE, / 2 1-06 /21+ PEHRSON CHARLE S 
MhR 0 900-16 0 0 P A 127A 
MUSIC - MUSICIANSHIP/SECOND TERM 
CREF" DEPT CRSE sECT COURSE TITL E HR S INSTRUCTOR 11 
l+bl.!6 1'1.USJ'1 lf79 0 1 WMSP TCHG TOTAL PERC 2 BRAND MORRIS 
BEGIN/END DATE 0 7/ 2 b- 0 7/29 
MTI.R 10 0 0 - 1600 PA 113 
CREF DEPT CR S°t SECT COURSE TITLE 
5014 PE 228 01 RACQUETBALL 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
NTWRF 0 730-0815 HAH SRB 
5015 PE 228 02 RACQUETBALL 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
"TliriAF 0815-0900 HAH SR8 
5016 PE 228 03 RACQUETBALL 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MTWRF 1100-1145 HAH SRB 
5017 PE 228 O't RACQUETBALL 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MTliiRF llltS-1230 HAH SRB 
5022 PE 230 01 BEGHtNit.G TENNIS 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MHIRf 0730-0815 HAH TC 
5023 PE 230 02 BEGINNING TENNIS 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
HTWRf oa1S-0900 HAH TC 
5024 PE 230 03 BEGINNING TENNIS 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
HTWRF 100 0 -lO'tS HAH TC 
5 02 7 PE 231 
Gi:lAOING OPTIONS 
01 INTERMEDIATE TENNIS 
EI THEA 
MT WRF 1100-1 HS HAH TC 
5028 PE 231 
GQADING OPTIONS 
02 INTERJ'1EOIATE TENNIS 
EITHER 
HTWRF 11•5-123D HAH TC 
S029 PE 231 03 INTERHEOlATE TENNIS 
GPAOING OPTIONS EITHER 
HTWRF 1245-1330 HAH TC 
5030 PE 238 01 BEGINNING ARCHCRY 
GRADING OPTIONS [.JTH(R 
MTWRF l 1'+5-1230 HAH [8 
5031 PE 2148 01 ANATONY 
J'1 hRF 073 0 -0900 HAH 2113 
HRS JNSTRUCTOR #1 
2 ANFENSON R 
2 ANFENSQN R 
2 WINI( J 
2 WINJI: J 
l BUCICL[Y C 
1 BUCJC:LEY C 
l BASCH C 
1 BASCH C 
1 BASCH C 
1 THO,.PSON K 
1 TEMPl:.IN 0 . 
II BASCH C 
50 314 
Hh'RF 
PE 3i+8• 01 MI NESIOLOGY/BlO NECH 3 STANEI< J 
5037 




PE • 12 01 
091S·l0't5 HAH 
PE lf52• 01 
1100-1230 HAH 
2"1 
HIS TRY • · PR INC OF PE 
5308 
TESTS • MSMTS IN ,E 
5308 
BUCKl[Y C· 
3 THOMPSON M 
5Qlt0 
MTWRF 
PE "56 0 1 ADM I!HERSCH ATHLETI 3 STAN[I( J 
0730-0900 HAH 235 
5038 
MTliiRF 












PE 556 01 
0730-0900 HAH 
PE 601 01 
llt30-l 700 HAH 
PE 631 01 
5308 
ADM INTERSCH .t, THLETI 
235 . 
RES HlHDS HL TM • PE 
5308 
SENINAR PHYS [0 
0730-0900 ·HAH • . S308 
PE 652 01 TESTS + MSMTS IN PE 
1 800 -2100 HAH S308 
PE ... 01 ADV THEORY COMP SPRT 
1800-21 0 0 HAH S308 
3 STANEK J 
3 WAXU1X R. 
3 COLLINS R 
3 THONPSON K 
3 ,WAXLAX A 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
5002 PC 120 02 AEROBICS 2 SINPSON W 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
MT.RF 0 915-1000 HAH SAC 
50014 PE 123 02 WEIGHT TRAINING 1 ZEZONEY f 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MTWRF 0730-0815 HAH WT 
MASS COMMUNICATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
}tfi. 06 COMM 22 □ 01 INTRO TO J'tASS COMM 
MTWRf 1245-11115 PA 101 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
BRYCE SCOTT 
lltl7 COP""'1 'UPf 03 MCOMM INTERNSHIP 3 NORLEl'I BRENT 
st PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS APRANGEO LAa ARl1ANG EO 
1410 COMJ't ij95 05 TV JRNLSM PROD Wl<SHP 2 BRYC E SCOTT 
BEGIN✓ ENO DATE 07/19-08/20 
MTWRF 0915-1045 PA 158 
1411 COMM 495 Ob Tl/ JRNLS/1 PROO Wl<SHP 4 BRYCE SCOTT 
BEGIN/END OAT( 07/19-08/20 
MhRF 0 915-1230 PA 158 
1412 COMM 495 07 PRINT JRNLSM WKSHP 2 NORLEM BRENT 
SE·GIN/END □ AH 07/19-08/20 
MTWRF 12&JS-11HS SH 129 
1413 COMM q95 08 PRINT JRNLSM ~KSHP NORLEM BR~NT 
BEGIN/ENO DATE: 07/19-08/20 
MTWRf 12'-5-1515 S~ 129 
1414 COMM 495 09 PRINT JRNLSH NiKSHP 6 NORLEM ARENT 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/19-08/20 
MTWRF 1245-1545 SH 129 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
CR ff DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS lNSTl:WCTOR #l 
0050 MBA 683• 01 MlNAGERlAl ACCT 4 GERBER Q 
MTWRF 1245-141-5 8 B 222 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
4313 MBA 663 
HOURS ARRANGED 
01 MBA PROOUCllOh 
MATHEMATICS/FIRST TERM 
CRff DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
4 □ 1 a MATH 121 01 CULTURAL MATHEMATICS 
MhRF 091$-1045 BH 1D3 
4Dl 3 MA TH 129 01 ELEHENT ARY AL6EBRA 
f"lhlRF D730-09 00 HS 119 
400 2 MATH 130 01 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA 
PHWRF 0915-1 □ •5 BH 10 2 
4 0 17 MATH 131 01 COLLEGE ALGEBl:U 
MTl,,Rf 0 9 15-lD•S MS 119 
• 0 03 MATH 2 31 01 CALCULUS I 
Mli.Rf 11 0 0-1230 HS 119 
4014 MATH 2•1 01 ANALYSIS I 
Ml i,,jRf 1100-1230 MS 115 
•011 MA TH 250 01 FOUND OF ARITHMETIC 
MTloiRF 0 730-0900 MS 115 
4 0 12 MATH 254 01 FUNDAMENTALS I 
"'TWRF 0915-1045 MS 1D2 
4005 MATH 329• 01 TOPICS DES +INF STAT 
MTliril _RF 0 9 15-1045 MS 110 
4021 MA TH 455 01 FOUNDATIONS OF MATHE 
MTWRF 11 0 0-1230 MS 101 
~031 HATH 555 0 1 FOUNDATIONS or MATHE 
HTliiRF 1100-1230 MS 101 
4009 !li\A TH &43 01 CALCULUS SEC TCH RS 
MTIIRF 0730-0900 HS 101 
't00'4 MATH 656• 01 MODERN ALG THE.ORY! 
MTlilRF □ 915-1 □ 45 ~s 101 
21' 
HRS I~STRUCTOP #l 
\IORA JAY 
HRS INSTRUCTOQ #l 
• LAHREN DAVID 
• STENNES ERNEST 
• BA INK AL L EN 
• STENN[$ FLORENCE 
• BRINK ALLEN 
• STENNES EPN[ST 
• MILLER 00'11 
• MILLER DON 
• JOHNSON JAM ES W 
4 MART IN HAQOLO 
3 MARTIN HAROLD 
• LAHREN DAVID 
3 CARLSON KENT 
CPH DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
4~32 MUSH 495 02 MARCHING SANO TECH 
BEGIN/END DATE 08/16- □ 8/19 
HT~R 0900-1700 PA 113A 
4b3e. H USH 495 0 3 P(Rf CLS-HOR~ • TRPT 
HO URS A RRO~GED 
461t7 MUSH 579 0 1 lilKSP TCHG TOTAL PERC 
BEGIN/EN O DATE 07/26-07/29 
MT~R l OOJ-1600 PA 113 
til:33 MUSM 595 02 t'!ARCHING BAND TECH 
BEGIN/END DATE 08/16-08/19 
MHilP 0900-1700 PA 113A 
4639 MUSH 595 03 PEPF CLS-HORN • TRl'T 
HOURS ARRANGED 
tl637 MUSH 647 01 BRASS PEDAGOGY 
MTWRF 0 900-0950 PA 113A 
4634 MUSM 648 01 WW PEOAGOGY/WkSP 
BEGIN/E.ND DATE 08/02-08/06 
MTWRF 1000-1600 PA 113A 
MUSIC-PERFORMANCE/FIRST TERM 





2 MOOR( lLB(RT 
8RAN0 MORRIS 
2 HCGOVERN TIMOTHY 
MOORE &LB(RT 
2 MOORE ALBERT 
L&YN[ R DENNIS 
HRS INSTRUCTOR Jl 
~b 2 1 HUSP 570 01 CONDUCTING/SHORT CRS 2 DOBRIN DUILIO 
BEGIN/ENO OAT( 06/21-06/25 
MT iii RF 1000-1600 PA 113A 
PHILOSOPHY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
53!:il PHIL 1 0 1 01 PHIL E XPL HUMANITIES 
TR 1800-213 0 8H l O I 
5 3bl PHIL 120 Di LOGICAL SKILLS 
MTw PF 0 730-0 9 0 0 8 H 10 1 
S 371 PHIL 1 2 2 0 1 INTRO TO ETHICS 
MTI.RF 091S-1 0 4S 8H 101 
5 3bl PHIL lbO 01 INTRO TO PHILVSOPH! 
I", TW RF CJ 73 0-0900 SH 208 
PHILOSOPHY/SECOND TERM 
CRE..F OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5352 PHIL 101 0 2 PHIL EXPL HUMANITIES 
TA 18 0 0-2130 9H 101 
5372 PHIL 122 02 INTRO TO ETNICS 
MT•Rf 073 0 -0900 9 H 10 I 
5382 PHIL 160 02 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
MTWRF 0915-104S BH 101 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF O(PT CR SE SECT COURSE TITLE 
SO □ l PE 120 01 AEROBICS 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-R(Q 
PHJjRF ll'-5-1230 HAH SAC 
5003 PE 123 Ol WEIGHT TRAINING 
GRADIN G OPTIONS E ITH( R 
MH,RF 0730-0815 H.AH· WT 
5 0 08 PE 160 01 SLO PITCH SOFTBALL 
GRAOI~G OPTIONS SU-REO 
p,tT,,Rf 0915-10'15 MAH SHF 
50(.9 PE 2 0 6 01 STND 1ST Al □• PRS S 
MT•RF 0730 - 0900 HAH 2~3 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
• SlHOE J E 
• PHILLIPS 6. M 
4 WHITE J £ 
4 WHITE J E 
HRS INSTRUCTOR tll 
• YOOS G E 
4 PHILLIPS I. I'\ 
4 BOYER D L 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
BUCKLEY C 
1 Iii INM J 
W lNJ,C. J 
TEMPLIN D 
5 0 1 2 PE 222 01 BEGINNING BOWLING l STANEJ,C. J 
GRADING OPTIONS EITH[R SPECIAL FEES 
MTI.RF 1145-123 □ AMC 
llf .oo 
CREF DEPT CRS[ SECT COURU TITLE 
SOOS PE 136 01 BEGINNING SWIMMING 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
HTWRF ll □□ -11'15 HAH POOL 
S006 PE 144 01 VOLLEYBALL 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MT lJI Rf 111.15-1230 HAH HG 
5001 P( 152 Dl PHYSIClL FITNESS 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MTWRF 1245-133□ HAH SWG 
5010 PE 206 02 STND 1ST AID+ PRS S 
BEGIN/END DATE 08/02-08/18 
MTWRF 1245-1515 HAH 21.13 
5011 
HTWRF 
PE 209 01 
1100-111.15 HAH 
BlSIC CPR LIFE SUPRT 
110 






5 0 13 PE 223 01 lNTERMEOIATE BOWLING I DAVIS J 
GRlOING OPTIONS EITHER SPECIAL HES 
MhRF 0915-1000 AMC 
5018 PE 228 05 RACOUETSHL 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
HTWRF 0730-0815 HAH SRS 
5019 PE 228 Ob RACQUETBALL 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
HTli!Rf 0815-0900 H.AH SRB 
5020 PE 228 07 RACOUETSlLL 
GRADING OPTIONS [ !THE R 
P1TWRF 0915-1000 HAH SRS 
5021 PE 228 08 RACOU[TBl~L 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MTiiRf 1000-10'-5 HAH SRB 
502S P( 230 □ If BEGINNING TENNIS 
GRADING OPTIONS ( IT HER 
MTWRf 0730-0815 HAH TC 
5026 PE 230 05 BEGINNING TENNIS 
GRADING OPTIONS [ !TH[R 
MTWRF DB15-09DO HAH TC 
5032 PE 273 01 CANOEING 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
TR 1245•1415 HAH 
5D33 PE 304• 01 
l'ITWRF 091 S-101t5 HAH 
5035 P[ 408 01 
HTWRF 0 730-0900 H AH 
OS 
CARE+ PREY 4THL lNJ 
235 




2 VINJE J 






5042 PE 495 01 BOUNORY WTRS CANOE T 3 ANKLAN C 
16.00 
BY PEPMISSJON ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
BEGIN/END DATE 0!120-07/30 
S03b P[ 508 01 
HTWRF 0 730-0900 MAH 
PHILOSOPHY OF SPORT 
5305 
3 s-IM,SON W 
S □ lf4 PE 620• 01 SEMINAR PHYS [XERCIS KELLY J 
HTWRF 1000-1145 HUI Sll2 
PHYSICS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
5501 PHYS 103 DI CONCEPTS IN PHYSICS 4 YOUNGNER PG 
HTwRf 0730-0900 HS 124 LAB ARRANGED 
5S02 PHYS 231 • 01 GENERAL PHYSICS I 4 GARRITY M K 
HTWRf 1100-1230 HS 103 LAB ARRANGED 
PHYSICS (ENGINEERING SCIENCES) 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE Tl TLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
5551 £NGA 332• 01 ELECTRONICS q ELLIS 8 W 
HT~RF 0915-lOlfS MS, 103 LAS ARRANGED 
22 
PHYSICS/SECOND TERM 
CRH DEPT CRsE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
5'503 PHYS 103 02 CONCEPTS IN PHYSICS 4 POU W H 
"TwltF 0730-0900 MS 121f LAB ARRANGED 
55011 PHYS 232• 01 GENERAL PHYSICS II It TRUMH EL O R 
MTliAF 1100-1230 MS 103 LAB ARRANGED 
POLtnCAL SCIENCE/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5713 POL 111t,• 01 
B'f' P[Rt11SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
INTERNSHIP 
P'OLITICAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CRCF DEPT CASE SECJ COURSE TITLE· 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
VR WlllIAl"ISO~ HOMER 
GRADING OPTIONS ' SU-REQ 
HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
5706 POL 251 01 INTRO TO 1,jQRLO POLS 4 KAIROUZ AKL 
MTWRF 1100-1230 BH 309 
5708 POL 282+ 01 STAT[ ANO LOCAL GOVT '4 WlLlIA11SON H0!1ER 
MTWRF 0915-lOltS 8H 203 
5728 POL lfSl ♦ 01 INTERNATIONAL LAW I+ l<AIROUZ Al<L 
MHtRf 0915-l0ltS BH 309 
57ff5 POL lf7U 01 POL P,UTitS • ELECT It KlU<ElLY JOHN 
MTVRF 0730-0900 BM 309 
57314 POL 551• 01 INTERNATIONAL LAW I+ KAIROUZ AKL 
"TwRF 0915-101+5 8H 309 
5'7~ POL 571• 01 POL PARTIES + ELECT tt KIU<Ell'f JOHN 
,nwRF 0730-0900 BH 309 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/SECOND TEAM 
C"EF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
5701 POL 111 01 NATIONAL GOVERN"ENT I+ JONES EVAN 
tl!T111RF 0915-lOltS 8H 309 
57U 
"TWRF' 
POL JU 01 WESTERN POL THOUGHT I+ SCHMIOT OPVILLE 
0730-0900 !IH 309 
57~2 
MTWRf 
POL 1492• 01 COURTS ANO CIV RIGHT I+ FRANK STEVE 
0915-10115 BH 203 
5153 POL 592• 01 COURTS ANO CIV RIGHT I+ FRANK STE:V( 
"TIdrr 0915-101+5 BH 203 
Nl'CHOLOOY/FULL TERM 
CRU OEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
5908 PSY 231 01 PRINCIPLES or BEHAV I+ J( NSE N H 
"HIR 12&JS-lltl5 EB 8208 
5960 PSY 1130 01 CONSULTATION I I+ KRUEGE R A 
"TWR'F 1100-1230 EB AZl+lt 
1'11\'CHOLOOY/FIMT TERM 
CR€fi' lJEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOP. •1 
59fU PSY 115 01 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY If ST Aff' 
RfWRF 0730-09'00 EB 8206 
5982 PS'f 125 01 CAREER PU,NNING If KRUEGER A 
MTWRF 0915-10115 EB A239 
5986 PSY 217 01 PSYCH STATISTICS I+ KUKUK W 
MTWRF 0915-lOlfS EB 8213 
590t PSY 221 01 INTRO TO H-UNAN SEAY IJ PERl<INS E 
MlWftF 0915-106'5 EB A226 
59·[13 PSY 262 01 HU"'AN GROWTH • DEVEL It PROCHNOW R 
NTlltRF 1100-1230 EB 8207 
5909 PSY 273 01 SOCUL PROCESSES 14 JAZWINSl<I C 
"TWRF 12115-1 1'15 EB 8209 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITL( HRS INSTRUCTOR ltl 
5931+ 
MTWRF 
PSY 262 02 HUM AN GROWTH + DEV".L 4 LAMWERS L 
09 15-1 0 4 5 EB 8209 
5938 
MhRF 
PSY 321+ 0 1 INTERVIEWING SKILL.SI I+ PETRANGELO G 
0915-1045 EB A240 
5939 
MT.RF 
PS'f 358 01 PRINCJPLES or HEMORY .. LAHWERS L 
1100-1230 EB B2 □ 7 
5935 PSY 362 02 ED HEAS + HST CONST I+ BUHL A 
MTWRf 1100- 1230 EB 8209 
5940 
MhRf' 




I+ WOLLIN 0 
591+1 PSY 428 01 PS'fCHODYNAMICS or fA If DWYER 11 
Hh,RF l 100-123D EB l239 
591+3 PSY 1+ 29 01 VOCATIONAL [VALUATIO I+ PETRANGELO G 
Mllr,;Rf 110 0 -1230 te l240 
5951 P SY 4 30 03 BEH APPL MEDICAL PRO I+ RICE J 
MhRF 09 15-1 0 1+5 EB B208 
5936 PSY 463 02 PRINCIPLES or LEARN I+ BUHL A 
MTW RF 1245-1415 [6 8209 
591+5 PSY 471t 0 1 INTERPERSONAL OYN I+ WOLLIN 0 
MTl,tt:H· 12115-11+15 EB •220 
5953 PSY 1+ 9 7 01 PSY Of HENTAL RETARD 4 MARCATTILIO A 
MTWRF 0915-10lt5 EB 8206 
59 i12 PSY 52 8 0 1 PSYCMOOYNUtlCS OF F"A 3 DWYER M 
MlltiRF 1100-1230 E6 A239 
591fil PS'f 529 0 1 VOCUIONAL EVALUATIO l PETRANGELO G 
MHriiRF" 1100-1230 EB A2110 
5952 PSY 530 0 3 BEH APPL l'l[OI CAL PRO 3 RIC[ J 
Ml"WRf" 0915-101+5 EB 8206 
5946 PSY 574 0 1 INTERP(RSONAL DYN 3 WOLLIN 0 
Mh•RF 1245-1415 EB A220 
5958 PS'f S97 0 1 PSY or M[NTAL RETARD l 11ARCATTILIO A 





PSY 649 0 1 
09 15-1045 EB 
PSY 678 02 
073 0-0900 EB 




3 DWYER M 
l RICE J 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/FIRST TERM 
CR[F DEPT CRS[ SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
79 0 1 OMIS 140 0 1 BUSI NES S STAT I 4 STAFF 
MT >< Rf' 1 l:J 0 -1230 B8 317 
7902 !;M IS 14 0 02 BUSINE SS STAT I 4 SHFF 
MhR F 1245-JlilS BB 315 
79 0 3 QMIS 1'+1 0 1 BUSINESS SHT II 11 STAFF" 
l'lhRF 09 1 5 - 10 " 5 es 315 
H G4 CM!S 1111 0 2 BUSINESS STAT II 4 STAfF 
PO .. RF 11 00 -1230 BB 315 
7905 CHIS 1 ~ 1 0 1 JNTPO TO COE!Ol 4 JAH[S ED 
MhRf 1245-1415 EB 119 B 
79 Ct, QHJS, 250 0 1 DATA PROC FOR BUS 4 S TAFF 
MhRf' D915-1D45 BB 1190 
7 9L 7 CHIS 250 02 DATA PROC F OR BUS 4 STAFF 
HTWRF' 11 00 -1230 BB 119 8 
7 ~08 QMIS 351 01 INTRO TO MIS 4 JAMES ED 
MhRf' 11 00 ·123 □ BB 218 
79 0 9 CMIS 1+41 01 OPERATIONS RES I I+ LU MING-TE 
MhRF 0730-0900 
CREF' DEPT CRSE SE Cl COURSE TITLE 
6903 SSC I 1 Olf 03 
MTWRF 0915-1045 SH 
&931 SSCI 208 01 
MTWRF 0915-1045 SH 
b91fl SSCI 320 01 
MHjRf 0730-0900 SH 
GENERAL SOCJAL SCI 
20 7 
ISSUES IN AGING 
20• 
ELEMENTS OF SOC SCI 
21 S 
t,990 SSCI 630 01 PROBLEMS IN SOC SCI 
MTIIR 0915-101f5 SH 210 
&991 SSCI 630 02 PROBLEMS IN SOC SCI 
CO-REQUISITE 5 SST 6140 7256 
Hfi,jRf' 0915-10145 SH 20• 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
6901+ SSCI 1 0 4 01+ GENERAL SOCIAL SCI 
HTWRF 0730-0900 SH 201f 
6905 SSCI 104 OS GENERAL SOC JAL SCI 
MTWRF 0730-0900 SH 210 
6974 SSCI lf70 01 POL ECON OF JAPAN 
BEGIN/ENO DA.TE 07119-08/13 
MhRF 09)5-1115 SH 206 
6975 SSCI q95 01 DECISION MAKING 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/2&-08/06 
HTWRF 0910-11+50 SH 206 
6984 SSCI 570 01 POL ECON or JAPAN 
BEGIN/END DATE 07119-08/13 
HTWRF' 0915-1115 SH 206 
&985 SSCI see 01 DECISION MAKING 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/26-08/06 
HTWRF' 0910-1450 SH 20b 
SOCIAL STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
HRS INSTRUCTOR tl 
Cl WOLFER A C 
If SHENK 0 
3 MANIFF' G M 
l LIEBERl'IAN H 
3 REDD K M 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
4 NUNN W H 
4 DOWNES A J 
'4 NUNN Iii H 
If DOWNES A J 
ll NUNN Iii H 
q DOWNES • J 
MRS JNSTRUCTOR •1 
7256 SST f,lfO 01 RECENT TREND TCHG SS 3 REDO K M 
CO-REOUISITE 5 SSCI 630 6991 !JEGJN/ENO DATE 06/21-07'09 
11TWRF 1100 ·1310 SH 20• 
SOCIAL WORK/FULL TERM 
CREF" DEPT Cf:15£ SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
6'176 SW '11+4• 01 INTERNSMJP SOC WORt< I TWINAM[ 0U"61N " 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
HOURS ARRANGED 
bll78 SW &Jlflf• 02 INTERNSHIP SOC WORK 6 REITMEIR M 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
HOURS ARRANGED 
SOCIAL WORK/FIRST TERM 
CR[f' DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
6&175 SW 213• 01 ADOLESCENT PROBLEMS It TWINAM[ DUHGAN " 
MT.;RF 0 730-0900 SH 323 
SOCIAL WORK/SECOND TERM 
CREF O[PT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
b477 SW 31+5• 01 WOMEN + MINORITIES 3 BRENNAN N 
MTWRF 0915-1020 SH 323 
SOCIOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
C?Ef DEPT CRSE HCT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
b35l SOC 260 01 PRINCIPLES SOCIOLOGY It OEL20PPO C 
MTWRF 0730-0900 SH 336 
6352 SOC 2bl 01 SOCIAL PROBLEMS Cl HARPER J 
HTIIRF 0915-1045 SH 336 
CREF DEPT CRSE S[CT COURS [ TITLE MRS INS TRU CTOR 1 1 QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION CREf DEPT CRSE SECT COUR0SE l I TLE HRS l NI.TRUt: TOR tl 
S9 10 PS Y 290 0 1 PS YCHOL OGY OF WOHEN • HEl'IM[R J SYSTEMS/SECOND TERM t,35 3 soc 350• 0 1 SOC AGE • AG ING • HA RP[R J GRA DI NG OP TI ONS SU - RE,Q " TIIIRf 11 00 -1 230 SH 33 6 
"Ti.R f" 11 00 -1 230 EB 82 0 6 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HR S I NS TRUCTOR •1 
7 1;110 OM I S 1•0 03 BUS I NESS STAT I • surr 635 1f soc 366• 0 1 J UVE NIL E DELI NQUE NCY • BAER R 5911 PSY 292 O I SURVE Y OF I ND PS Y • KUl< UI< W HTWRF 09 15 - l Olf S St-I JO• 
"TWRF l l □ 0 -1 230 E6 A2~ 0 MTWR F 11 00 -1 230 BB 3 1 5 
79 11 OHi \ 1'0 o, BUSI NESS ST AT I • STAF F 6 355 soc 370• 0 1 URBAN SO CIOLOEiY • BAER R 5912 ~ SY 327 01 SMA L L GROUP PRO·CESS • J AZWI NSl< J C HTw Rf 1 100-1230 SH 32 5 
MTWRF 1100-12 30 EB B20 9 HT Wl?F 09 1 5- 10 1.!5 BB 119B 
7 912 CH I S I • I 0' BUSINESS STAT JI • STAFF b35 6 soc l.! 6 5 • 01 SOCIAL PS YCH OL OGY It · &OOORICH H 5 91 3 PSY HS 0 1 AGI NG ANO DYIN G • ANDERSON 0 Hh H 09 15- 104 5 SH 3 2 5 
GRADIN G OPTION S SU-REO MhRF 0 9 1 5 -1 0 " 5 BB JI 5 
l'ITWRF 091S -1 01.!5 EB 8 208 
7 9 1 3 CHI S 250 03 QA TA PROC F OR BUS • ST AF F SOCIOLOGY/SECOND TERM 5 9 0 1f PSY 362 0 1 ED MEAS • TES T CONST • HA RI< E HH.RF 0730 - 0900 BB 3 I 5 
HTW RF 0 91 5- 101.!5 EB A240 CR'E F □ ·[ PT CASE SECT COURS-E TITLE MRS I NS TRUCTOR 11 
791 '+ QHJS 351 02 INT RO TO 1' l S • s H,F F 
591 '+ PS Y • 18 01 HI STORY ANO SC HOO L S • l'I ERTENS G l'IT!t: RF 1 100 -1 230 B8 2 1 1 635 7 soc 260 02 PR I NCI PL ES SOC IO LOG Y • DA VI S L 
MT WRF 1100-1 230 EB A226 HTJ,j RF 0915 -lOlfS SH 33 6 
7 9 15 QM I S 451 01 CO MP SI H FOR BUS • L U HIN G-TE 
5 9 30 PS Y •3 □ 02 BEH AN AL Y STRANG E HA • MERTE NS G MHoRF 0730-0900 BB 11 98 b 358 soc 211 01 COURT SHIP • PU ARJA GE • HUAPHY J 
NTW Rr 12 '+ 5- 1'+1 5 EB A226 HTwR F 073 0 -0900 SH 33 6 
59 16 PS Y "31 01 POS BEHAVIOR AL DI SC • CHA SE P READING / FIRST TERM 6359 soc 2 89 • 0 1 WE AL TH • POW ER IN AH • DAVIS L 
HhRF 1 100 -1 230 EB 8208 C RE F DEPT CASE SEC T COURS E TI TL E HRS INST RU CTOR U 
HTW RF 11 0 0 - 1230 SH 32 5 
5918 PSY "39 01 ABNOR MAL PSYCHOL OGY • BO L TUCK C b 302 RONG 0 1 9 0 1 READING ANO STUDY SK 2 F ILL ENl,jQRTH CEIL b360 soc 373• 0 1 SOC EL DERL Y FAMILIE S • ,.uR, HY J 
MTWAF 09 15-1 0 11 5 EB B20 7 GRADING OPTIONS SU - REC 
HHiR F 1100 -1 230 SH 33 6 
5905 PSY • 63 0 1 PR I NClP LES or L EARN • CH ASE P Hh.R f 09 1 5- 1 00 □ SH 10 1 
HT WRF 1 245- l lf l S EB 8207 
b3 0 1 RONG l 2J 0 1 READ I NG RA TE. I MPRO VE 2 F IL LE N1,jORTH CE IL 
SPANISH/SECOND TERM 
• GRADING OPTIONS E lTHER CRH DEP T CA SE SECT COURS E TI TL E MR S IN STRUCTOR 11 592 0 P SY "90 01 HEN TA L HYGIENE 80L TU CK C MT'.R F 08 1 5 - 0900 SH I OI 
MhjR f 121f5-141 5 EB 8209 b 6 0 1 SPAN 131 01 EL EM SPANI SH I • ONEILL JAMES E MT WR F D915- 10aa. 5 BH 10• 
5922 P SY •93 0 1 INDJ VJ OU AL AP PRA I SAL • ANOERSOI\I 0 
HT WRF 1 2 '1 5 -1'11 5 EB , 2 39 RECREATION/FIRST TERM 
59 3 1 P SY •96 01 PS Y OF ( XC CHI LO • JE NSEN M CRE F DEP T CASE SECT COURSE TITLE MRS I NS T RUCT OR 11 SPECIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
MtwR r 11 00 -1 2 30 EB 82 13 501f8 REC '4 1 01 OUTDOOR EDUCATI ON 3 TEMPLI N D CRE F DEPT CRS E SEC T COUR SE TITLE HRS I NS TRUCTOR 11 
5 9 1 5 PS Y 5 1 8 0 1 HIS TORY ANO SC HOOLS 3 MERTE NS G 
HTWRF 0915-10 "1 5 HAH 235 
195 1 SPED •0 1 0 1 U TRO EXC EP CHILO 
HTW RF 11 00 -1 230 EB A226 5050 REC ... 01 SENIOR INTERNSHIP 8 KASPER J HT WR F 0 1 30-0900 ts A235 
5924 PSY 530 Ol CONSU L TATl ON l 3 KR UEGER A 
BY PERMISS I ON ONL Y 
HOURS ARRANGED 
GR ADI NG OPT IONS SU - REQ 
1 99S SPED •o• 0 1 CULT DIVE RS ANO ED UC • HTWRF 11 00 -1 230 EB A2 4 4 HT !NRF 1 2 4 5-l lflS EB A2 3 5 
PSY 5 30 0 2 BEH ANl l Y STRUI GE HAP 3 MER TE NS G 
5Q l,j 9 R[C 5" 1 0 1 OUTDOOR EDUCAT I ON 3 TEMPLI N 0 
5961 MTW.R F 09 1 5- 10 4 S HAH 235 19 5 9 SPED • 2 0 01 EDUC St\l • PROf RET • LEIH S JANE S MTW RF 1 2 "1 5 -li,j lS EB A2 2 b MTwR f 110 0 - 123 0 EB A2 35 
5 9 1 7 PS Y 531 Ol POS BEHAV IOR AL DI SC 3 CHAS E P 
RECREATION/SECOND TERM 1 9b9 
SPEC SO• 0 1 CULT DIV ERS AN D EDUC 3 
HT WRF 11 0 0 - 1 230 EB 8208 HT\IR F lZCJS-1415 EB A2 3 5 
CRE F DEPT CASE SEC T COURS E TITL E HRS INS.T RUC TOR #l 
59 1 9 PS Y 53 9 01 AB NORM AL PSYC HOLO GY 3 BOL TUCK C 19 71 SPED 52 0 0 1 EDU C SEV + PRO F R[T 3 LEWIS JAMES 
HTW RF 09 1 S-1Dlf5 EB 8 2 07 50 5 1 REC ... 02 SENIOR I NTER NSHIP 8 HOROHOS HI Y MT~ AF 1100 - 123 0 EB A2 35 
B Y PER MISS I ON ON L Y GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
592 1 PS Y 59 0 01 MEN TAL HYGIENE 3 SO L TU CK C HOURS ARRlNGED 202 5 SPED 5 23 0 1 HETH HATL S SPEC ED l 3 BETTENBURG ANN 
HTWRF 12 1f5 -1 10 S EB 820 9 HT WR F 1 2 45- l lf l S EB A2 36 
5 9 23 PSY 593 0 1 IND IVI DUAL AP PRAIS AL ' ANDERSON D 1 97 8 SPED 52 5 01 DJA G TRT HT L ANG OI Sl 3 BIGLER JOAN HTWRF 1 2 45 - 1415 EB A2 39 RELIGION/FIRST TERM BY PERMISS ION ONL Y 
CREf DEP T CRSE SEC T COUR SE TIT LE MR S INST RU CT OR 11 
MTwR F l 2"1 5 -141 5 
5932 P SY 596 01 PS Y OF E XC CHI LO 3 J ENSE N M 
MlWRF 11 0 0-1230 EB 82 1 3 2 033 SPED 52 5 0 2 DI AG TRlHT LRNG DI Sl 3 WELLll< JERR Y 
5 '+ 00 R[ l 1•0 0 1 EL EME NTS OF RELI GI ON • CO RLI SS R L BY PE RMI SSION ONLY 
59 25 PS Y 653 0 1 PS Y • SOC ASPECTS 2 PE RKI NS HW 1800-2130 BH 1 01 MTW RF 1 2 1f S- l lf l5 
HT WRF 0 730-0900 EB A2 q q 
1 98 1,j SPED 60 1 0 1 CUR R TREN DS SPEC ED 3 KNOX S TANLEY 
59 26 PS Y 6 6 3 0 1 THEORY or LE ARNI NG 3 HAAK E SCIENCE/FIRST TERM HT WRF 0 73 0- 0 90 □ EB A2 3 0 
MTWRF 1 2'1 5- llt lS EB A2 1f 0 CPEf DEP T CRH SECT COURSE TI TL[ MRS INS TRU CT OR 11 
1986 SPED 602 0 1 RE SEA RCH SPEC ED UC ' AYERS FL OYD 592 7 P5 Y 67 0 0 1 OEY EL OPP1E N1 AL P SYCH 3 PROCHNOW R 1270 SC I 11 0 0 1 1'1 E TR I C SYS TE M 2 J AME S R E HT IIRF 0 9 1 S-10"15 EB A2 3 5 MHIRF 09 15-1045 EB 8206 HTI.R F 0810 - 0900 fi!S 10 7 NI Cl( L [S W C 
1990 SPED 6 1 0 0 1 SUPERVI SION SPEC ED 
5928 PST 6 71 0 1 SEMI NAR I N COUNSEL 3 PETER SON T HTWRF 1100-1 2 30 EB A23 6 
MT WRF 0 915-10"1 5 EB 8 209 SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 19 9 2 SPE D 6 12 0 1 PSYCH OL JN GUJ S 1 JCS 
59 29 PSY 678 0 1 GRADUATE STATISTICS 3 HEMM ER J CR( f DEP T CRSE SECT CO URSE T JTL[ HRS JNSHlU CTOR 11 HHIR F 09 1 5 -1 0 4 S EB A2 36 
HH1 AF 1 2 1.lS- 111 15 EB 8 2 1 3 
127 1 SC I • 6 • 0 1 SEARC H F OR SO L UlI ONS 2 KENN ED Y K A 1991 SPED 65 0 01 PRACT HOO SEY • PROF VR KNOX STANL E Y 
HTWR F 0815- 0 900 MS 10 7 BY PE RMI SS I ON OlrtL Y GRADING OP TIONS SU-IEQ 
PSYCHOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
HOUR S ARRAN GED 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT CO URSE TITL E MRS IN STRUCTOR f l SOCIAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 198 1 SPED 65 1 01 PRAC TIC UM SPEC EDUC VR BElTENBURG ANN BY PERMISS ION ONL Y GRADING OP TI ONS su-REQ 
5 9 33 P SY ll 5 02 GENERAL PS YCH OLO GY • STAH cnr DEP T CAS E SEC T COURSE T ITL E MRS I NS TRU CTOR Pl HOU RS ARR ANGED HT WRF 073 0- 09 00 EB 8209 b9D 1 SSC I 10 • 0 1 GENERA L SOCIAL SCI • LI EBER MAN H MT wRF 0 7 30 - 0900 SH 2 10 198 2 SPED 65 2 0 1 PRACTI CUM L EARN DIS 3 BIGLER JOAN 
59 37 P SY 21 6 01 RE S DESI GN • HETH OD • HA RC ATTJLI O A BY PERMI SS I ON ONLY GRADING OPTION S SU•REQ 
HTW RF 1100 -1 230 EB 8 208 t,9 G2 SSCI I □• 0 2 GENERAL SO CIA L SC I • HA Nt rr G H HT. Rf 0 0 00 - 12 00 
M TWA F 0915-10 '+ 5 SH 2 15 
23 
24 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
20S0 SPED 652 02 PRACTICUM LEARN DIS 3 WELLII< JERRY 
BY PERPHSSION ONLY GRADING OPTJONS SU-REC 
HTWRF 0800-1200 
1983 SPED 655 01 PRACT EHCT DISTURBED 3 REESE FRED 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GAAOING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
HOURS ARRANGED 
1961f SPED 655 02 PRUT [HOT DISTURBED 3 REESE FRED 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
HOURS ARRANGED 
1987 SPED 690 01 HM P[RCEP HOTOA SMI 3 AYERS FLOYD 
HTWRF 1100-1230 EB A238 
1993 SPED 691 01 S[M HATH PR0GRAHl'IING 3 LEWIS JAHfS 
HTWRF 0730-Q9QO (8 A238 
20-.6 SPED 692 02 SUPERVISORS PROF SEY 3 GADBERRY [Y.I 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRAOIIIIG OPTIONS su-REO 
'1TWRf 0800-1200 
20,.7 SPED 692 03 AOl'IIN PROF SEVERE 3 JOHNSON RICHARD 
BY PEfHIISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
l'HWRF 0800-1200 
20ltlt SPED b91t 01 SEH WOODCOCK JOHNSON 3 
BY PERHISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/21-06/28 
MTWRF 0800-1630 EB A237 
201t5 SPED 69.. 02 SEM DIRECT INSTRUCT J AAINALOI FENO 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/ENO OATE 06/llt-Ob/22 
MTWAF 0830-1530 EB 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CRH' DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
1957 SPED • 01 oz INTRO E:KCEP CHILO • BETTENBURG ANN MTWRF 0915-10'4S EB A2JS 
19S3 SPED 405 01 BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS 4 AYERS FLOYD 
MTWRF 0730-0900 EB ,2 35 
196] SPED 407 OJ EDUC CHILO LRhG DIS 
MTWRF 1100-1230 EB A23S 
1956 SPED 421 01 EDUC 1100 MENT RET 3 BETTENBURG' ANN 
MTWRF 1100-1230 EB A2 J6 
1991f SPED tt95 01 CAREER VOCAT PROGRAM 6 JOHNSON OAVIO 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 01/20-08/06 
MTWRF 0900-1500 EB 
1970 SPED SOS 01 BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS 3 AYERS FLOYD 
NhAF 0730-0900 EB A23S 
1977 SPED 507 01 EDUC CHILO LANG DIS 
MHIRF 1100-1230 EB A23S 
201l9 SPED 521 01 EDUC MOD MENT RET 3 BE TTENBURG ANN 
PHI-RF 1100-1230 EB A236 
1979 SPED 526 01 OIAG TRH'IT LANG 0152 3 BIGLER JOAN 
BY P[Rt'IISSION ONLY 
MhRF 121t5-llf15 
2037 SPED 526 02 DUG TRTMT LANG OIS2 3 WELLIK JERRY 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MfWRF 12£fS-l,.15 
1972 SPED 527 01 BASIC StiC.ILLS HANO 
MTWRF 0915-10,.5 [8 l236 
20£fl SPED 595 01 CAREER VOCAT PROGRAM 6 JOHNSON DAVID 
BEGIN/ENO DATE □ 7/20-08106 
MhRF 0900-1500 EB 
1988 SPED 603 01 PROBLEl"IS SPEC EDUC 3 GADBERRY EVA 
MTWRF 0730-0900 EB A229 
1985 SPED 605 01 BEHAY UOL HAfilO CHLO 3 GADBERRY EVA 
,nwAF 0915-lOlfS EB A238 
2000 SPED 652 03 PRACTICIJM LEARN DIS 3 BIGLER JOAN 
BY PERl"IISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
MTlifRF 0100-1200 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
7070 SSPA 651 02 GRAD PRACTICUM 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
7 0 89 SSPA 676 01 SEHINAR STUTTERING 
l"lhRF ll.00-1210 EB 8239 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY & 
AUDIOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
2 KAMMERMEIER M 
3 POWERS G 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
7120 SSPA '+8'1 01 COM DIS • CLASS TCHR '+ JACOBSON J 
MlWRf' 0915-10'+0 EB 8239 
7121 SSPA 58'+ 01 COM DIS • CLASS TCHA 3 JACOBSON J 
MTliiRF 0915-10,.0 EB 82]9 
709'4 SSPA bSl 03 GR AD PRACllCUM 1 JACOBSON J 
BY P[RMlSSlON ON LY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
7095 SSPA b5l 0'+ GRAD PRACllCUM 2 JACOBSON J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
TECHNOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CREF OEPl CA SE SECT COURSE TilLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
72td TECH 101 01 A(RONAUTICS I 'I RAISER I( 
MhRF 0730-0900 HH 2111 




72b3 TECH 151 01 TECH MATH I 
MlwRf 0915-lO'+S HH 21'+ 
72bit TECH 16S 01 
SPECIAL FEES 
PH 0730 -0 900 HH 
7265 TECH lbb 01 
SP[ClAL FEES 
Ml 0730 - 0900 HH 
7266 TECH 170 01 
PHOTO TECH I 
5.00 
230 i.RF 
PHOTO TECH I I 
s.oo 
120 WRF 
ELECTRONICS TECH I 
Mf.,Rf 073 0 -0900 HH 227 
72b8 TECH 202 01 COMM PILOT FLIGHT 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-RE0 
HOUPS ARRANGED 
72b9 TECH 20'1 
G~ACING OPTIONS 
HOURS ARRANGED 
01 INST PILOT FLIGHT 
SU-REC 
7272 TECH 317 01 TECHNICAL 1-RITING 
HW lb □ 0-1750 
'+ RYAN R 
4 STINSON J 
0730 -0900 HH 
'+ lACll(OWSl(J J 
073Q- 09 □ 0 HH 
'4 GOtiC.E J 
::5 RAISER tiC. 
3 RAIBER tiC. 
4 STAFF 
7273 TECH '+9S 01 PREP ELECTRO.N/ELECT 4 GOkE J 
217 
llZ 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGI~/ENO □ ATE 06/l't-06/25 
MlwRF 0915-1'100 HH 227 
7275 TECH i,95 02 MICROPROC TRNG SYST i, STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/li,-OE,/25 
MH.RF 091S-1£f00 HH 227 
7277 TECH ,.95 (13 DIG/LOGIC EXP(R SYST i, STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/END DATE 06/28-07/09 
/'IHIRF 0915-lllOO HH 227 
7279 TECH 1+95 0'+ STATIC MOTOR CONTRLS 'I SUH 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/END DATE Of,/28-07109 
l'thRF 0915-li,OQ HH 227 
727'+ TECH 588 01 PREP ELECTRON/ELECT ._ GOH' J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/l'+-06/25 
MTWRF 0915-1400 HH 227 
7276 TECH S88 02 HlCROPROC TANG SYST ._ STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/14-06/25 
MHIRF 0915-1400 HH 227 
Building Abbreviation Key 
AMC - Atwood Memorial Center 
AH - A lumni House 
AS • Administrative Serv ices Building 
BB • Business Building 
BH • Brown Ha ll (Sciences and Mathematics) 
CLS • Campus Laboratory School 
CH - Centennial Hall 
CRH - Carol Hall 
EB - Education Bu ilding 
EH - Eastman Hall 
HaH - Halenbeck Hall 
HaH-AR - Ha lenbeck Hall, Archery Range 
HaH-DS - Halenbeck Hall , Dance Studio 
HaH-EB - Hatenbeck Hall, East Balcony 
HaH-GG - Ha!enbeck Hall, Gymnastics Gym 
HaH-MG - Halenbeck Hall, Main Gym 
HaH-NB - Halenbeck Hall, North Balcony 
HaH-0S · Halenbeck Hall, Outside 
HaH-P · Halenbeck Hall, Pool 
HaH-S - Halenbeck Hall, New Addition (South) 
HaH-SAC - Halenbeck Hall, Activity Center 
HaH-SRB - Halenbeck Hall, Racquetba ll Courts 
HaH-SACT - Halenbeck Hall, Track 
HaH-SWG · Halenbeck Hall, Wrestling Gym 
HaH-TC - Ha lenbeck Hall , Tennis Courts 
HaH-TR • Ha lenbeck Hall , Training Room 
HaH-WB - Ha lenbeck Hall, West Balcony 
HH · Headley Hall 
KVAC · Kiehle Visual Arts Center 
LH - Lawrence Hall 






. Performing Arts Center 
- Performing Arts, Stage I 
- Performing Arts, Stage 11 
. Riverview 
• Stewart Hall 
All provisions within this Summer School Bulletin are subject to change without notice. 
The University summer school schedule is subject to modification or cancellation due to occur-
rences such as lack of funding, fire, flood, labor disputes, interruption of utility services, acts of 
God, civil disorder and war. In the event of such occurrences, the University will attempt to 
accommodate its students. It does not, however, guarantee that courses of instruction, extra 
curricular activities or other.University programs or events will be completed or rescheduled. 
Refunds will be made to eligible students in accordance with State University Board policy. 
CRH" DEPT CRS£ SCCT COURS( TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR IJ 
2002 SPED 652 a, PRACTICUM LEARN DIS 3 WELLIK JERRT 
BY P(RMI SSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
/'lli.RF 0800-1200 
2001 SPED 692 01 SEl'I ISSUES IN TEST 3 AYERS FLOYD 
l'ITWRF 1100-1230 E6 A238 
2003 SPED 693 01 SE/'1 LEGAL ISSUES 3 KNOX ST-lNLEY 
HTWRF 0730-0900 E8 A238 
SPEECH/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INS TR UC TOR 11 
b7Gl SPC 161 01 INTRO TO SPEECH CONH • SHKINK O E 
HTi.RF a no- □9oo PA 221 
b 702 SPC 161 02 INTRO TO SPEECH COMH • HAUGHT K W 
Hl111RF 1100-1230 PA 222 
t,703 SPC 161 03 INTRO TO SPEECH COMM • ARNETT R C 
HW 1800•2130 PA 221 
b730 S PC 220 01 PUBLIC SPEAKING • HAUGHT K W 
HT.Rf 12 .. 5-1 .. 15 PA 221 
b 7bl SPC 32b 01 INTERPRSNL COHM BUS • GRACHEK A F 
MT .RF 11 00-1230 PA 221 
6758 SPC '20 01 THEOR or PERSUASION • SIKMINK D E 
P'IT111RF 0915-10 .. 5 PA 221 
676 7 SPC ••a 01 ADY PUBLIC SPEAKING • HAUGHT K W 
HT.RF 12115-1"15 PA 221 
t,771 SPC 1195 01 PROB lNTERCUL TURAL '4 VORA E 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-R[Q BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/1'4-06/2S 
l'lhRf 0930-1530 PA 227 
t,772 SPC lf95 02 CONFLICT RESOLU WKSP &t ARNETT R C 
GRADI~G OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/END CATE 06/28-07/09 
Hh'RF 0930-1530 PA 227 
67BJ SPC 520 01 THEOR OF PERSUASION &t SIKKINI< 0 E 
HT.Rf 0915 -1 045 PA 221 
b789 SPC 5110 01 ADY PUBLIC SPEAK]NG 4 HAUGHT IC W 
HT.Rf l21f5-llfl5 PA 221 
6781 SPC 588 al PROB INTERCUL TUR AL If VOR.I E 
Gi:1AOING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/ENO C' AH Ob/14-0b/25 
HT.Rf 0930- 1530 P A 227 
6762 SPC S88 02 CONFLICT RESO L U WKSP .. ARNETT R C 
Gi-t. □ ING OPTIONS SU-REC BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/28-07/09 
Hlw. Rf 0930-1530 PA 227 
SPEECH/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
67Glf SPC 161 O• INTRO TO SPEECH COHH 
HT .-Rf 0 7 30-0 9 00 PA 221 
bTOS SPC l bl as INTRO TO SPEECH COHH 
HTo,R_f 0 915 - 104S PA 222 
6735 SPC 223 0 1 EFFECTJ\tE LISTENING 
HhRF 1100-1230 PA 222 
6 73 7 SPC 22 6 01 INTERPERSONAL COMM 
HT.. Af 1245-1415 PA 221 
bH.lf SPC • 30 01 HOO TH[ORitS Of COHH 
HT.Rf 09 15-lOlfS PA 221 
b 766 SPC 530 01 HOD THEORIES or COHH 
HhRF 09 15-1045 PA 221 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY & 
AUDIOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
• ARNETT R C 
• ROSS R G 
• ROSS R G 
• BRYCE J E 
• ARNETT R C 
• ARNETT R C 
7101 SSPA 38D 01 LANG REH l'tEN RE LANG 14 POWERS G 
~-T'IIRF 0915-1 0 40 EB 8239 
7Cb9 SSPA bSl 01 GRAD PIHCTICUH 1 K AHHERMEI ER /'I 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
25 
CR(f DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
7278 TECH see 03 DIG/LOGIC EXPER SYS 1 • STAFF 
BY PERl'llSSION ONLY BEGIN/END OAT[ 06/28-01/09 
MhRF 0915-11100 HH 227 
7280 TECH see a• STATIC MOTOR CONTRLS • STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/28-07/09 
tHIIIRF 0915-l&tOO HH 227 
7281 TECH 588 OS PHOTOGRAPHIC [OUC 6 STINSON J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/111-07109 ZACZKOWSM] J 
0915-l&tOO HH 120 TWRF 0915-1400 HH 112 
TECHNOLOGY~ECONDTERM 
CRH DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
7267 TECH lH 01 COMPUTERS INDUSTRY • RICHARDSON C 
HTWRF 0915-lO&tS HH 120 
7270 TECH 220 01 IND MATERIALS • PROC • TORBORG F G 
HTWRF 0 730-0900 HH 120 
7271 TECH 271 01 ELECTRONICS TECH II • RICHARDSON C 
MTWRF 11 00 -1 230 HH 120 
728 2 TECH 3•5 01 INTRO TO OCCUPA SAF • TORBORG F G 
HTWRF 09IS-101f5 HH 21• 
THEATRE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR # l 
71t0 l 
r1T.-RF 
TH 140 01 lNTRO TO THEA • FILM 4 PERRIER RONALD 
1100-1230 PA 
7411 TH 260 01 
TR 1800-2200 CH 
7435 TH .. 9b 01 
BY PERHlSSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
S TG I 
ART or TH[ FILM 
I 00 
SUMMER lHEATRE 
ON CAMP US 
If SWANSON DILE 
4 JURIK HARVEY PAUL 
7111 2 TH i. 9 6 02 SUMMER THEAT RE YR SPEERS SUS AN 
BY PERMISSION ONLY THEA TRE L ' HOMME D!EU 
HOUR S ARRANGED 
74119 TH 596 
BY PERHl SSION ON LY 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
7413 TH 59b 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY 





SUMMER THEAT RE 
THEATRE L ' HOMME D l EU 
THEATRE/SECOND TERM 
4 JURIK HARVEY PAUL 
,R SPEERS SUS AN 
CR(f DEP T CASE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
7402 TH 1•0 02 INTRO TO THEA • FILM • PERRIER RONALD G 
TR 1800-2200 CH I 00 
7452 TH 280 01 PLAY-GOING EXP[RIENC • PERRIER RONALD G 
1800-2000 PA 219 LAB ARRANGED FEE: THEA TR E TI CKE TS 
74 51 TH •96 a' SUHHER THEATRE VR SPEERS SUSAN 
BY PERMISSION ONLY THEAT RE L 1 HOMME DIEU 
HOURS ARRANGED 
7450 TH 596 03 SUMMER THEA lRE VR SPEERS SUSAN 
B Y PEIHHSSION ONLY THEATRE L ' HOMME D l EU 















8 Administrative Services 
Building 
f) Alumni House 
8 Atwood Memorial Center 
e Benton Hall 
8 Brown Hall 
C, Business Bu ildi ng 
Q Carol Hall 
0 Case Hal l 







-~'\',, --',, (; ~ ~ 
,,-,pf_°" 
(',-"\,:c,"\. ' 
--~J k ~)d 
') l Ot li S B ~ t. ridg l' ,  
41) Eastman Hal l 
( Rec reation Center) 
9 Education Building 
8 Garvey Commons 
$ Gray Campus Lab Schoo l 
G) Halcnbcck Hall 
4i Headley Hall 
~ Hill Hall 
fl Holes Hall 
a!) Kichle Visual Arts Center 
41) Lawrence Hall 
~ Maintenance Bui lding 
G) Mathematics and Science 
Center 
~ Mitchell Hall 
9 Perform ing Art s Center 
G) Riverview 
~ Sherburne Hall 
~ Shoemaker Hall 
flJ> Stearns Hal l 
~ Stewart Hall 
f!) Whitney House 
Office of Admissions and Records 
St. Cloud State University 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION SUMMER COURSE REQUEST FORM SRS009.1 
Please Fill In Or Circle The Proper Items 
STUDENTS ENROLLED SPRING 
QUARTER DAY CLASSES MUST 
NOT USE THIS FORM St. Cloud, MN 56301 Must Be Returned By May 7, 1982 
(Please Use Full Legal Name) 
4H1 I , I 1-Ll-l , , , I I , , , 
Social Security Number Name: l.;ist. 
University Residence Location 
l. Male 1. Unmarried 1. Twin City Metro Area 
L.L..1 
First, 




I I I I I i I I I I I I I I 
F ile No. If Known 
Send Grades To -
2. Female 2. Married 
l. Minn. Resident 
2. Non-Resident 2. St. Cloud Within 10 Miles 2. American Indian 
Month Day Year 
Of Birth 
1 . Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 
3. St. Clo ud 11 to 40 Miles 
4. Other 
VETERAN ST A TUS 
( Circle One) 
3. Black 
4 . Hispanic 
5. White 
Permanent Address and Phone 1. Veteran 
2. Non-veteran 
4H2 I ' I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 r I I I LJ Street Address ( Line 1) 
~ 
City State 
UNIVERSITY HEAL TH INSURANCE 
Eligibility requires 5 or more credits per term 
(Circle One) 
0. None ($0.00) 
1. Single ($30.50) 
2. Family ($295 .00) 
! I l I I I I I I I I I 
Street Address ( Line 2 If Needed - e.g. Apt. ere.) 
4H3 ~_._~__./, I • - ~~~-~~ 
Z ip Code Area Code Telephone 
County of Permanent Address-----------------------------
Local Address and Phone (Please Complete Even If Same As Above) 
4H2 2 f 1 1 t 1 , , t 1 , t 1 , 1 , , 1 1 , 1 I 
Street Address ( Line J) 
L...l ~ 
City 
Emergency Contact Address and Name 
(Circle One of the Numbers) 
4H4 1. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 
ORIGINAL REQUEST 
CREF* 
4C1 11 I I 
2 I 1 1 I 
3 I I I 2. Audit I 
4. I 1 I I I 2. Audit I 
s. I 1 ' l 
I i 2. Audit I 
6. I I j 2. Audit I 
7. I 














[ 2. Audit 
[ 2. Audit 
~ 
I 2. Audit 
~ 
State 
S!reet Address (Line 2 If Needed - e.g . Apt. etc.) 
L....L...l 
Zip Code 80 
4H3 21 I I 1/1 
Area Code 
L...J - 1 I I I I 
Telephone 
You must have completed Baccalaureate ( 4 year) Degree to register fr 
500-600 level classes. 
Do you hold a Baccalaureate Degree? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
Have you attended St. Cloud State before? Yes ____ No __ _ 
If yes, First Quarter Attended ? Qtr. _____ Year ____ _ 
If no, you will be classified as a special student not a candidate for 
a degree at St. Cloud State University. 
"Audit" Means No Credit. 
Circle if no credit desired. 
* The CREF Number is the Four Digit Number which appears First in 
the course listing. 
Campus Compass 
WHAT WHO WHERE Phone WHAT WHO WHERE Phone 
Academic Difficulty Faculty Adviser Illness or Injury Health Services HiH 3191 
Counseling Services SH 118 3171 After Hours Emergency {See Health Services 
Student Life and Information) 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Life Style Assessment Health Services HiH 3191 
Academic Requirements College Dean's Office {LAP) 
Faculty Adviser Lost and Found Mail Room AS 103 2005 
Registrar AS 118 2111 General Office HH 3137 
Activities, Clubs , etc. Student Activities AC 222 2205 Main Desk AC 2202 
Address of Student Universi ty Directory Loans Financial A ids Office AS 121 2047 
Student Life and Major , Assistance in Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Choice Graduate Office AS 116 2113 
Address of Alumnus Alumni Office AH 4241 Married Housing Director of Housing CRH 2166 
Application for Major College Dean's Office New Student Orientation Student Life and 
Progra.m College of Business BB 124 3212 Development Office AC 142 3111 
College of Education EB Al 13 3023 Pay Checks Departments 
College of Fine Arts KV AC 111 3093 Personal Problems Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
College of Industry HH 216 3137 Student Life and 
Coll ege of Liberal Arts Development Office AC 142 3111 
& Sciences WH 101 2192 Parking Auxiliary Services AS 106 2266 
Banquet Facilities Main Desk, Atwood Center AC 2202 Physical Handicap Student Life and 
Brochures, Pamphlets Main Desk, Atwood Center AC 2202 Services Development Office AC 142 3111 
Publicity Annou nee- {Distribution Point) Physical Examination Health Services HiH 3191 
ments Placement (Career Placement Office AS 101 2151 
Bui letin: Undergraduate Academic Records AS 120 2111 Planning) 
Bulletin: Graduate Graduate Office AS 116 2113 Posters, Flyers, Print Shop AC 153 3759 
Calendar, Official Undergraduate and Duplicating, etc. 
Graduate Bulletin Probation {see Trial Undergraduate Bulletin 
Calendar of Activities Student Activities AC 222 2205 Quarter) 
Change of Address Academic Records AS 120 2111 Publicity Information Services AS 207 3151 
Career Planning Placement Office AS 101 2151 Reading Difficulty Reading Center SH 110 2262 
Change of Course Adviser Recreation: Bowling, Games Area AC 2278 
Registration Billiards , Table Tennis, 
Change of Major College Dean's Office Cards, etc. 
Undergraduate College of Business BB 124 3212 Recreation User I.D. Student L ife and 
College of Education EB A 113 3023 Cards Development Office AC 142 3111 
College of Fine Arts KVAC 111 3093 Refunds Registrar AS 118 2111 
College of Industry HH 216 3137 Rooms for student Atwood Center (Main AC 2202 
College of Liberal Arts meetings Desk, for Atwood 
& Sciences WH 101 2192 Reservations Only) 
Class Schedule Admissions and Records AS 118 2111 Scholarships Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Counseling: Scholastic Achievement, Academic Affairs AS 209 3143 
Academic Adviser Certificate of 
Financial Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 Scholastic Standings Adviser 
Personal Counseling Services SH 118 3171 Academic Records AS 120 2111 
Student Life and School Supplies Bookstore SH 251-0061 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Bsmt. 
Vocational Placement Office AS 101 2151 Speech Difficulty Speech-Language and 
Counseling Services SH 118 3171 Hearing Clinic EB A216 2092 
Credit-By Examination Registration Student Publications Chronicle Office AC 136 2449 
Degree Requirements College Dean's Office Student Teaching Coordinator of Student EB A 153 2115 
Adviser Teaching EBA134 3007 
Registrar AS 118 2111 Study Skills Reading Center SH 110 2262 
Employment Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 Summer Employment Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Student Employment AS 101 3756 Testing Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Entrance Test Results Counseling Services SH 118 3171 Textbooks Book.store SH 251 -0061 
Graduate Office AS 116 2113 Bsmt. 
Financial Assistance Financial A ids Office AS 121 2047 Transcript of Grades Academic Records AS 120 2111 
General Education Academic Affairs Office AS209 3143 Travel Information Student Activities AC 222 2205 
Faculty Adviser Trial Quarter {Probation) Admissions and Records AS 118 2111 
Grades Academic Records AS 120 2111 Veterans' Information Academic Records AS 120 2111 
Adviser Vocational Information Placement Office AS 101 2151 
Graduate Fellowship Department Chairperson Withdrawal from Admissions and Records AS 117 2111 
Health Aides Heal th Services HiH 3191 University 
Hearing Difficulty Speech-Language and 
Hearing Clinic EB A216 2092 
Hospitalization Health Services HiH 3191 
Housing Director of Housing CRH 2166 TELEPHONE NUMBERS: 
Identification Card Student Life and Off Campus - 255 must be d ialed and then the last four numbers. 
Development Office AC 142 3111 On Campus - Only the last four numbers need to be dialed. 
